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The Supreme Court today threw
out terms of a two-year-old settlement and ordered new criminal proceedings against Union
Carbide in the 1984 Bhopal gas
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The number of Americans filing
new claims for unemployment
benefits fell by 10,000 in the
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government reported today.
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Gates defends himself against accusations
By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — Robert M. Gates, fighting a rising tide
against his nomination to head the CIA, today lambasted as
"ridiculous" charges that he systematically warped intelligence estimates during his tenure as a top manager of the spy
agency.
Defending himself on a return visit to the Senate Intelligence Committee's drawn-out confirmation hearings. Gates
conceded that internal CIA reports had repeatedly found
"pockets of perception" that intelligence estimates had been
slanted to please political policy-makers.
But he said-that agency officials "searched in vain for evi-

dence" of any genuine politicization of the CIA.
cials. He faced a mass of evidence, developed oYer three
Gates said he had fought against such perceptions. weeks of hearings, that he misled Congress, corrupted intelli"Repeatedly, we told them (intelligence analysis), 'Tell it like gence estimates and bullied subordinates.
it is — don't sugarcoat the pill,"' he said in an opening stateAs the hearings/convened today. one panel member said the
ment at today's hearings.
tide had shifted against Gates.
But Gates also said that in the spy profession, it is common
"He's been very badly damaged here by the documents and
for intelligence analysts to blame their failures on politIcs and by very credible witnesses,- said ,Sen. Dennis DeConcini. Dnot admit their own shortcomings.
Ariz. "I think the burden has shifted ... Its pretty egregious,
Allegations that the agency "cooked the books" would not in my opinion, if it's all true.
only implicate himself, Gates said, but a series of other
On Wednesday, another Democrat, Sen. Ernest Hollings of
highly-respected agency managers. "That's ridiculous,- he South Carolina. said the evidence had pushed him from favorsaid.
ing Gates into leaning heavily against him. And Sen. Sam
Gates came back to the confirmations hearings following
testimony by a wide array of present and former agency offi- (Cont'd on page 2)

Jim Smith
buys Sun Up
Foods Inc.

OAS mission to demand
Haitian junta's surrender
WASHINGTON (AP) — After agreeing on swetling sanctions against
Haiti's military regime, the Organization of American States is dispatching a high-level delegation to•Haiti with a demand that its military dictators surrender power immediately.
Moving with unusual speed, OAS foreign ministers approved an
11-point resolution early today, less than 72 hours after the military junta
in Haiti had deposed the country's elected president, Jean-Bertrand
Aristide.
The emotional high point Wednesday occurred when Aristide himself
flew here from his temporary exile in Venezuela to issue a personal appeal for OAS intervention in Haiti. The session was finally gaveled to a
close shortly before 2:30 a.m. when the exhausted delegates approved the
resolution without objection.
Meanwhile, Pentagon sources disclosed that a contingent of Marines
was sent to the Caribbean in the event a rescue operation is needed for the
estimated 7,000 Americans in Haiti. Since Monday, violence has reportedly claimed more than 100 lives.
The OAS resolution calls on each member state not to recognize the
Haitian regime and also asks that military, economic, trade and financial
ties be severed.
In moving decisively against the subversion of the democratic process.
the OAS departed from its customary caution when dealing with the internal affairs of a member country.
Diplomats said the OAS action reflected concern among some hemispheric governments that if the coup in Haiti is allowed to stand, military
officers in other countries might be tempted to take similar action.
According to an unofficial translation of the Spanish language text of
the resolution, the delegation assigned to go to Haiti is to inform the mili(Cont'd on page 2)

Jean-Bertrand Aristide waved to Haitian supporters upon returnin2
to Port-au-Prince from a trip abroad only days before he was forced
into exile. Aristide is hoping foreign pressure on the military junta
%hich ousted him can lead to another happy return.

Benton's Sun Up Foods Inc. will
be managed by a newly-formed
corporation owned by Jim Smith
despite objections' by the company's founders, according to a
published report.
Bluegrass Juice Products Inc., a
wholly-owned subsidiary of- Jim
Smith Contracting Co. Inc., already
has taken over -operations -of—the-bankrupt juice processor although
the purchase has not been given
final clearance by the bankruptcy
court.
Federal Judge Wendell Roberts
this week gave Bluegrass Juice permission to take over the company
immediately.- despite objections
from majority stockholders and
founders James and Patsy Mays.
Final court approval could take
as long as three months.
Sun Up's secured creditors —
Paducah Bank and Citizens Fidelity
Bank of Louisville — will be paid
from what Bluegrass Juice is paying for the plant, real estate and
equipment. while more than 200
unsecured creittors will receive
according to a schedu.e
filed with the court.

Christmas decoration fundraising effort shows progress
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Progress on the fundraising
effort for new Christmas decorations was discussed at Wednesday's meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce's Christmas decoration
committee.

Individuals urged
to apply for MSU
parade by Monday
Any interested lildividuals
wanting to participate in the
1991 MSU Homecoming Parade
on Oct. 12 must fill out an
application by Monday, Oct. 7,
according to university officials.
The applications can be
picked up at the Student Government Association Office
located on the first floor of the
Curris Center at MSU.
Only those with approved
applications can participate in
the parade.

Committee chairman Loretta
Jobs said S1,450 has been either
pledged or paid toward the total
need of S5,000 for the new
banners.
"Contributions have come from
individuals, businesses, even out of
town individuals have sent money."
Jobs said.
She said 81 trees downtown will

be decorated with white mini-lights
and a designated tree in the
Murray-Calloway County Park will
also be decorated. Plans call for the
decorations to be in place by the
Christmas Open House which is
Nov. 17.
The original sponsors of the park
Christmas display's will also be
contacted soon and asked to renew

their commitment.
"We will contact the original
sponsors and there will probably be
10 extra if anyone eke would iie
to sponsor one," Jobs said.
Sponsorship costs S60 per display each year for three years.
There aro' a total of 45 displays for
the exhibit.
Jobs said attempts are being

Speed limit along parkways may drop
WASHINGTON (AP) — A congressional conference committee agreed
Wednesday to a proposal to extend for a year the 65 mph speed limit on
non-interstate parkways in Kentucky and 14 other states.
The emergency provision, now included in the annual transportation
appropriations bill, still must be voted on by the full House and Senate.
said Mark Day, a spokesman for Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky.
The bill will give Congress time to pass authorization bills permanently
extending the 65 mph speed limit.
The federal government took steps Tuesday to force states to reduce the
speed limit on their non-interstate parkways to 55 mph after the the law
that allowed the limit to go up to 65 during a four-year Anal period. The
Federal Highway Administration said it had no choice but to enforce the
55 mph maximum.
At issue are the rural, limited-access highways built to interstate standards but not part of the interstate system. There are 2,300 miles of these
roads in 15 states, including 560 miles of Kentucky parkways. such as the
Western Kentucky Parkway.

.Kentucky has 20 days to change the speed-limit signs. said state Transportation Cabinet spokeswoman Angela Siegel.
Siegel said the cabinet just got word of the decision Tuesday and olncials were not sure when the change would take place.
The Senate included a provision to permanently set the speed 1,7r.t
65 mph in the transportation bill it passed last month. But tile House h..,
yet to pass its corresponding transportation bill because of unrelated curtroversies over a proposed 5-cent addition to the federal
la\ an,..
special "demonstration" highway projects.
no 1:11Medl..L2
The result is that the legislation is bogged down A
prospect for enactment, and the legal bas: t-or the bYirph hint on these
non-interstate roads no longer exists.
As a result, the highway administration sent notices to its r;:lonal tow;:h 1:1C
cials directing them to notify the states of the need to
mph limit.
The highway administration controls the purse
;07
portation projects, and a state that failed to comply
federal highway construction mone‘.

CW hears Slawson
speak Tor the trees'
By LEE ROBBINS
Special Writer
In one of the late Dr. Seuss's
books, the Lorax spoke "for the
trees, tor the trees have no
tongues."
At the Tuesday meeting of the
Murray Community Improvement
Volunteers, Dr. David Slawson
spoke for the trees in Murray and
for stewardship of land in general.
Referring specifically to what he
saw as unnecessary cutting of trees
at the construction area across the
highway from the meeting site at
the Murray -Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, Slawson
made an appeal for combining
environmental concern with commercial necessities of urban
development.
Slawson dramatized his remarks
by showing a watercolor painting
that local artist Mary Paterson had
made of the tree clearing and sub-

made to contact merchants in Murray 's shopping centers who would
like to display the banners near
their stores. Merchants selecting to
do this would be responsible for
paying for the banners.
The Murray Electric System and
the Murray Fire Department have
volunteered to put up the brackets
and banners.

sequent burning.
Speaking for the trees also was
Dick Hoffman, who brought horticultural experience and training to
bear upon the issue. Hoffman
emphasized the dependence of the
water table, and therefore all of
life, on an abundance of trees to
move water from the seas to inland
areas.
He also pointed out the important role trees play in cleansing the
air. Trees, he said, are vital to
human life and should be
cherished.
The group discussed the need to
take a look at city ordinances, to
research both the rights and responsibilities of land owners and doelopers. The group hopes to meet
again in the future with all people
who are interested in Murray's
environment.
According to Dick Hoffman,
they want to "keep a green belt
around the city."
Dr. David Slawson shows watercolor painting by Mary l'ater.on.
•
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OAS mission to demand Haitian...

News of the World

(Cont'd from page 1)
tar) leadership there of the "rejection by. the American states ot the interruption of the constitutional otdcr" in Haiti.
The mission will include representatives from Argentina, Bolivia. Colombia, Costa Rica, the United States, Jamaica, Trinidad and Venezuela.
The head of the delegation will be OAS Secretary General Joao Baena
Snares of Brazil. The date of departure was still being worked out todav.
"We are very, very pleased with the way this resolution came out,"
said Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Bernard
Aronson. He said he expects that all OAS member states will abide by the
sanctions even though they are not mandatory.
If the sanctions are observed to the letter. virtually all hemispheric contacts with Haiti will be suspended with the exception of humanitarian aid.
Haiti is the hemisphere's poorest country and relies heavily on such
assistance.
Should the mission to Haiti fail to achieve its objective of inducing the
military leaders to step down, the resolution calls for a reconvening of the
OAS ministers to consider alternate measures.
In his 41-minute speech. Aristide said the junta that forced him from
office two days ago is "crazy with power.- He urged the international
community to use all peaceful means available to restore his eight-month-

old government. As he spoke. more than IMdemonslrators rn:.%ted
.
outside OAS headquarters in a show of support for the youth:u1 leader. Haltrs first elected president.
In urging that an OAS delegation visit Haiti, Aristide said they should
. tell the junta "they must immediately leave the presidential palace.'•
After Aristide spoke, Secretary of State James A. Baker Ill assailed the
junta as a "small group of willful men vk ho have betrayed their uniform
and their nation."
The Pentagon source, v.ho spoke on condition of anonymity. said a
contingent of "fewer than 500 Marines" had been dispatched from Camp
Lejeune. N.C.. to the naval station at Guantanamo Bay in Cuba.
The force would only he used to evacuate U.S. citizens on Haiti
"should it become necessary. It's the prudent thng to do." the source
said.
At a news conference after his speech, Aristide indicated that he preferred that the crisis in Haiti be resolved by peaceful means. He did not
address himself directly to the question of a U.S. mission to rescue
Americans.
In Haiti, the army's chief, Brig. Gen. Raoul Cedras. said the military
would hand over power to Parliament hut warned Aristide not to try ,to
return from exile. Cedras also denied he planned the coup.

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

Jobless claims fell by a slight
10,000 in 3rd week of September
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WASHINGTON (AP) — The
number of Americans filing new
claims for unemployment benefits
fell by 10,000 in the third week of
September, the government
reported today.
For the week ending Sept. 21,
there were 430,000 Americans filing first-time claims for unemployment benefits, down horn the previous week's mark of 440.000, the
Labor Department said.
The jobless claims number can
be extremely volatile from week to
week, and a 10,000 decrease is not
considered a large enough drop to
indicate any meaningful improvement in hiring practices.
- In addition, it was not nearly a
large enough decline to make up
for the previous week's surge,
when the number of Americans
fresh to unemployment lines
jumped by 37,000.

30" DESIGNER WHITE
SMOOTHTOP
ELECTRIC RANGE
• Designer White color
• Lighted cooktop
• Lighted oven window
• Electronic digital clock
with timer

$775

CALLOWAY COUNTY
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RALLY
/
come and meet
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BRERETON C.
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STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Nadine Gordimer, a white South African novelist
whose denunciations of apartheid caused her works to be banned in her
homeland, won the 1991 Nobel Prize in literature today. She was the first
woman in 25 years to win the prize. The Royal Swedish Academy, which
awarded the prize to Gordimer, 67, said her "magnificent epic writing" has
been "of very great benefit to humanity." The prize is worth about $1 million.
Ruth Wiener, a spokeswoman for Gordimer's U.S. publisher, Farrar, Straus
& Giroux, said she gave Gordimer the news this morning. "She said, 'It's
unbelievable.' She was very, very pleased, obviously," Wiener said. Gordimer is lecturing in New York this week. Gordimer's works, including 10
novels over a 38-year span and more than 200 short stories, have in the
past been banned by South Africa's white minority government. Her most
recent novel, published in 1990, is "My Son's Story," about a married black
man who falls in love with a fellow activist, a white woman. Her most recent
collection of short stories, "Jump," was published this year.

•

IRAQ

MANAMA, Bahrain — Weapons inspectors searching for Scud missiles flew
U.N. helicopters today for the first time since the Baghdad government
backed down on its opposition to the use of foreign aircraft. The 20-member
team took off early in the morning from Baghdad's Rasheed military base,
said Alastair Livingston, an official at U.N. Special Commission's office in
Bahrain. U.N. inspectors said they needed their own helicopters to make
unrestricted surveillance flights in remote areas and to stage surprise visits
at sites suspected of holding Iraqi weapons of mass destruction. Earlier
teams have been restricted to the Baghdad area by the lack of transportation. The inspection teams work for the U.N. Special Commission, which is
overseeing the elimination of Iraq's long-range missiles and nuclear, chemical and biological weapon programs under terms of the Gulf War cease-fire.
Saddam Hussein's government long opposed the U.N. helicopters, saying
the inspectors should fly on Iraqi aircraft. But Baghdad gave in to demands
by the U.N. Security Council last week after U.N. officials agreed to allow an
Iraqi official to accompany each flight. In the next few days, the ballistics
inspectors are to fly over western Iraq to search for fixed-site launchers
used to fire Scud missiles into Israel during the Gulf War.

IME

Friday, October 4, 1991
6:30 p.m.
National Guard Armory
Hwy. 121 North, Mayfield Road
Murray, KY
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We stcrted Otlf printing
business roxilly 2 gears
ago dedicated to turning
around every job large or
small, in the time diot It was
needed and for the pace
agreed upon These were
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*MSU football and basketball tickets
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NEW DELHI — The Supreme Court today threw out terms of a two-year-old
settlement and ordered new criminal proceedings against Union Carbide in
the 1984 Bhopal gas disaster, which killed more than 3,800 people. The
five-judge panel upheld the $470 million settlement reached in 1989 for the
world's deadliest industrial disaster, but lifted the criminal immunity granted
the Danbury. Conn.-based multinational and its Indian subsidiary. Today's
action frees up the money, already paid by Union Carbide Corp. for distribution to victims and their families. Under terms of the 1989 settlement, all
criminal proceedings were dropped, including a charge of culpable homicide
against former Union Carbide chairman Warren Anderson. In its unanimous
decision, the Supreme Court said "the quashing of the criminal proceedings
was not justified ... It is a matter of importance that offenses alleged in the
context of a disaster of such gravity and magnitude should not remain
uninvestigated."

On Friday, the Labor Department
is scheduled to release September's ZAIRE
unemployment report, the governKINSHASA — President Mobutu Sese Seko and the new prime minister,
ment's first comprehensive look at longtime opposition leader Etienne Tshisekedi, were locked in a power
struggle today that could trigger new violence in the central African nation.
economic activity for the month.
There were reports of renewed looting overnight by soldiers, but attention
In advance of the report, most focused
on whether Mobutu, the country's dictator for 26 years, would follow
economists predicted the jobless through with a threat to remove Tshisekedi from office. Violence that began
rate either stayed at 6.8 percent or
with a mutiny last week by troops spread across the nation of 35 million
people and left Kinshasa and several major cities stripped of food and conclimbed to 6.9 percent. That would
mean the number of 'out-or-work sumer goods.- Kinshasa newspapers said 117-deaths were -reported before Belgium and France sent troops to safeguard the evacuation of more than
Americans is still at around 8.5
10,000 expatriates.
million.
"The economy's flat," said Jack
GERMANY
HAMBURG — The second largest city in Germany has good reason to celeAlbertine, who runs an economic
brate the new national unification holiday — more jobs and vigorous growth
forecasting firm in Washington.
the aftermath of the merger of East and West Germany. By the luck of
"It's not falling off any cliffs, in
Germany's federal character, this North Sea port of 1.6 million people is
it's not deteriorating any, but it's
hosting the first national party for German Unity Day. Hamburg received the
not improving," Albertine said.
honor because it holds the rotating presidency of the Bundesrat, the chamThe 430,000-claims- level is , .. bet of parliament representing__Germany's 16 states. The new holiday will be _
celebrated eh year in the state holding the office. National leaders from
down significantly from the levels
Chancellor Helmut Kohl on down were to kick off today's colorful festival
of March, when there were more
along the pretty Little Alster lake in Hamburg's center.
than a half million people filing for
unemployment assistance each
JAPAN
TOKYO — Finance Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto on Thursday offered his
week, but up from a low hit in late
resignation to take responsibility for a slew of scandals plaguing the finanJuly, when there were 400,000 peocial industry his ministry oversees. He told a packed news conference he
ple seeking help.
will step down only after attending a World Bank meeting in Bangkok, ThaiFor the week ending Sept. 14, land, in mid-October. Aid to the Soviet Union is expected to be a main topic
there were 3.3 million Americans
at the meeting. Hashimoto, 54, has been regarded a future candidate for
prime minister, but political observers agree that the financial industry scanactually receiving unemployment
dals have derailed any hopes he might have had of replacing Prime Minister
benefits.

Gates defends

759-1505
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•••
(tont'd from page 1)
Nunn, D-Ga., suggested that in
light of the revelations, Gates
would have a difficult time managing the agency if he were
confirmed.
And a Gates opponent, Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said
recent developments have raised a
new question: "Can Mr. Gates now
lead the CIA? Is he the one who
can now bring this group back
together. or would be start off
under a cloud."
ReiS. Dave McCurdy, D-Okla.,
chairman of the House Intelligence
Committee, told The Washington
Post that Gates should withdraw
his nomination if he cannot disprove allegations that he slanted
intelligence estimates. McCurdy's
committee oversees the CIA but
has no role in Gates' confirmation.
But the man who nominated
Gates to head the spy agency was
standing fast.
"I know Bob Gates and I know
he wouldn't slant an estimate for
some political purpose," said President Bush.

UNDERWOOD APPLIANCE

—os- somile

BELGRADE — The navy today resumed its blockade of Dubrovnik and
Croatia's other Adriatic ports, rejecting new peace overtures by the rebel
republic to end the country's 3-month-old ethnic war. Fighting continued to
rage around Dubrovnik and the strategic east Croatian stronghold of Vukovar on the border with archrival Serbia, media reported. The Croats lost six
men, while 72 more were wounded in Wednesday's battle at Vukovar, the
Croatian Information Ministry said. More than 600 people have been killed
since fighting began after Croatia declared independence June 25. Ethnic
Serbs in Croatia have fought to join with Serbia, Yugoslavia's dominant
republic, and the mainly Serb federal army has increasingly sided with them.
Together they have seized about one-third of Croatia's territory. In a statement today, the armed forces said the naval blockade was reimposed
because of violations of a Sept. 22 cease-fire by Croatian forces, continued
blockades of army barracks and attacks on military installations.

Toshiki Kaifu this year.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Saturday's Lotto Kentucky jackpot should be worth at least a
record SI I million, lottery officials said Wednesday after no
one had all six numbers selected
in the midweek drawing.
Wednesday's $10 million
estimated prize had matched the
previous record high for the
game.
Lottery officials said 57 players matched five of the winning
numbers (8-18-28-30-33-49)
Wednesday. Each will receive
$857 dollars. Another 3,208
players matched four winning
numbers and will get $42 each.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pi99IY wig*
DV OA NAM A DO, SAT L40 Uiller
Ni $01.111 AT MALI

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Wednesday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 4-2-9.
Lotto: 8-18-28-30-33-49. Estimated Kentucky Lotto jackpot:
$I I million.
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Bush campaigns for Hopkins in state
White House./ I can guarantee you." Bush said.
Hopkins said the Bush visit is especially important now. v. :in .es than
Associated Press Writer
five weeks to the November general election.
In addition to the money. Hopkins said the Bush appearam..e. aives
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — President George Bush delivered a Kentucky
to his campaign just as Kentuckians begin to think ahiyit !he
momentum
Larry
Republican
fellow
his
of
endorsement
history lesson along with
governor's race.
Hopkins.
"We get a doubl shot on this thing," Hopkins-said.
"Think back when Green Bay beat Kansas City to win the very first
Unlike some previous party events when they were snubbed, the entire
Super Bowl, or if you prefer a local angle, the year Jim Bunning led the
National League in strikeouts," Bush said. "Well that was 1967 and ticket shared the stage with the president and the other nominees attended
that's the last time a Republic* lived in the governor's mansion. And the private reception where the $4,000 contributors got to n- ave their J)iclure -taken With Bush.
we've got to do something about that come November."
Dinner for the fund-raiser was chicken, new potatoes. asparagus an.!
in
elected
was
Nunn
The president's dates were a bit fuzzy — Louie
1967 as the last GOP governor and served until 1971 — but his endorse- chocolate cake for dessert. Two bottles of imported wine were on each
table of eight.
ment of Hopkins was straightforward.
The least expensive tickets were S250 per person and just got dinner.
17-minua
Bush mimicked a standard Hopkins campaign speech during
te address to a fund raising event that may gross as much as SI million. The Si MX) tickets got preferred seating and a reception where Bush did
lie repeated Hopkins' positions against taxes, for less regulation of busi- not attend. A S4,000 ticket gained admission to a private gathering and a
picture taken with Bush.
ness, supporting regional agriculture centers and on education.
During/his brief stop in Louisville, Bush visited with the Jefferson
"For leadership, I really believe the time has come for this dramatic
change he's calling for — not just the party, but we need this man, this County Police Department and made a speech to the International
leader, Larry Hopkins, in the governor's mansion there in Frankfort." CrimeStoppers conference at a downtown hotel.
On the way to the fund-raiser, Bush stopped the motorcade for about .15
Bush said.
The Hopkins campaign has emphasized his Washington connection dur- minutes to meet the University of Louisville football team as it practiced
ing the gubernatorial race against Democratic Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones. on a lot adjacent to the fairgrounds.
The president briskly walked about 300 yards from the motorcade and
Vice President Dan Quayle was the featured attraction at a fund-raiser
in London in August. Agriculture Secretary Edward Madigan and Housing shook hands with coach Howard Schnellenberger and talked with team
Secretary Jack Kemp, both of whom served with Hopkins in the House. members, who came running over to meet the president.
also made stops in Kentucky.
Bush also signed a couple of footballs for the team before returning to
But Hopkins acknowledged that he has not used his Washington trump his limousine.
card to discuss pressing Kentucky issues with the Bush administration.
There were some protesters outside the state fairgrounds hall, including
Hopkins said in his own speech that he would call on Bush to help the farmers urging Bush not to veto the federal Dairy Bill as he has
state with agriculture, transportation, jobs and landing a uranium enrich- threatened to do.
Hopkins was buoyant after Bush departed. attacking Jones and boasting
ment plant in Paducah.
of
discussion
what the proceeds of the event will do for his campaign.
about
little"
"very
been
has
there
said
Hopkins
event,
the
After
Ic..rt_tho.usti the net take from the evening will be far less than seven
those topics with Bush or his administration officials.
-- riprec
mben_they!rein hereTh sai..
LzoYJ&iilig 'shot
-"Thae-s- not- what--yotiBush, though, gave the impression that when and if the call is made, he to expand his commercial campaign on television. said campaign manager
Bill Lacy.
will be there to listen.
the
in
"This gives us a tremendous boost," Hopkins said.
friend
a
have
will
he
year,
next
calls
Hopkins
Gov.
"When
By MARK R. CHELLGREN

JOE McPHERSON and BILLY J. PUCKETT

McPherson names Puckett
as local campaign chairman
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

State senate candidate Joe
McPherson was in Murray Tuesday
to announce his selection of Billy
J. Puckett as his Calloway County
campaign spokesman.
McPherson, who is seeking the
first district seat which includes
Callow_ay_. Courtly-1.W_ he and
Puckett became friends while serving as school superintendents in
adjoining counties. Puckett has also
been active in education locally.
"I worked at Murray State for
several years as the executive
director of the MSU Foundation.
I'm from his home -county- of
Graves and we've been long-time
-friends in addition-to educators,"
Puckett said.
Puckett said he and McPherson
have been campaigning locally and
have seen positive results.
"The good thing is he was wellknown even before he started running," Puckett said.
„McPherson said he intends for
Pickett to undertake an active role

in his office if he is elected.
"I intend' for Puckett to continue
on and anyone wanting to reach me
can contact Puckett. I want him to
be my spokesman for Calloway
County and channel its needs to
me," McPherson said.
McPherson said, if elected, he
plans to focus his concerns on the
economic situation in western
Kentucky.
• '"It looks iiled—we-here- a'gild* opportunity for agriculture and
plants. I'm concerned, as most are,
of health problems and its rising
costs and our environmental problems and I will work on those in a
real and sensitive manner,"
McPherson said-.
McPherson said he wants to listen to area residents so he _can bet:
ter address their problems.
"I'm one that doesn't know the
answers to all problems because I
haven't been asked all the questions, but I want people to tell me
their needs and problems. I want to
come to each county and listen to
what the people desire," McPherson said.

Name found in jacket
worn by plane hitchhiker
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities say they may have
found a clue to the identity of a
man who fell to his death from an
airplane he had grabbed onto
before it took off.
McCracken County Sheriff's
Detective Jimmie Dale Green said
he hoped the name, Lt. L.T. Price,
and a serial number found in a
leather jacket will lead authorities
to the man's identity.
"He was telling people out at
the airport that this was his father's
real, genuine World War II bomber
jacket, and he was wanting to trade
it for a ride out west," Green said.
"We don't know if that's rrue or
not, but that's really the only thing
we've got to go on."
But Green said the name may be
a dead end.
"That jacket could have been
bought at any Army surplus store,"
Green said. "But it's a possibility,
and it's something that we're
checking."
Witnesses said they saw the
unidentified man climb a fence and
run toward a Northwest Airlink
commuter plane as the 19-passenger British Aerospace Jetstream

was revving its engines for takeoff
Monday night.
Authorities believe the man may
have tried to hitch a ride on the
wing or some other part of the
Memphis-bound aircraft only to
fall a few seconds after liftoff.
The body of a white man in his
late 20s or early 30s, about
5-foot-10 and weighing about 150
pounds was found against a fence
at the north end of the airport
Monday.
Preliminary results from an autopsy performed in Madisonville on
Tuesday showed the man died on
impact of multiple blunt trauma
and internal injuries.
Green said the name inside the
man's jacket is the only clue
authorities have to his identity.
"So far all of the names that
have been given to me as possibly
being our man, I have been able to
find those people or confirm their
whereabouts," Green said. "So
nothing has turned up as far as
being our person."
Green said he expected to send
fingerprints of the man to federal
officials later this week.

Wilkinson optimistic
over United prospects

Judge rules for independent parties
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
District Judge Karl S. Forester has
ruled that Kentucky statutes requiring early deadlines for petition filing and party-affliation requirements for independent and
minority-party candidates are
unconstitutional.
Forester also declared in his
judgment Monday ithat requiring
signatures on nominating petitions
to contain social security numbers
was in violation of the Federal Privacy Act of 1984 and must be
removed from the statute.
But he denied a request by the
Libertarian Party that their candidates, Ernest McAfee for governor
and Paul Thiel for railroad commissioner, be placed off the
November general election ballot.
The Libertarian filed suit in May'
against Secretary of State Bremer
Ehrler over points. of participation
in Kentucky elections.
'What is prime importance is to
keep the legislature from enacting
closed' elections,":Mark Galley,
vice chairman of the state Libertarian party, said Wednesday ot
Forester's ruling.
"Now they'll have to start building some new alternatives," he
added. "They could make it harder
on us or softer on us."
Forester. ruled that the tiling
deadline of _119 days prior to the
primary election for nominating
petitions "for independent candidates and minority Orty candidates

Video Mart

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said Wednesday he was increasingly optimistic about landing a coveted
United Airlines maintenance hub
for the Louisville area.
"I think some optimism is warranted in this case," Wilkinson
said in a news conference.
The governor said he met a
United site selection team last
week at Standiford Field in Louisville. He has told the company he
believes the General Assembly will
approve a package of state and locBel-Air
al financial incentives, Wilkinson
said.
Louisville, Jefferson County and 0
the state reportedly have offered
S300 million in incentives to land
the hub, which is believed to be
worth $I billion and would create
4,000 to 7,000 jobs.
The chairmen of the General
Assembly's budget committees —
Sen. Mike Moloney and Rep. Joe
Stock No
Clarke — caused a stir last week
90001
by saying Kentucky could not
afford the amount of incentives
being discussed.

is impermissibly early and
unconstitutional."
He also found that a 1990
amendment that required petitions
to be signed by registered voters of
the same party of the petitioning
candidate to be unconstitutional.
Forester did rule a state requirement that a nominating petition
contain the signatures of 5,000
registered voters is constitutional.
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Washington Today

Did Gates cross the line?
By WALTER R. MEARS
An Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON —. There is no map to a safe route around the dangerous intersection between politics and intelligence, between the work of
the policy makers and that of the agents assigned to keep them
!,,rev..amed.
The nomination of Robert Ni. Gates to become director of the CIA
he stalled at that crossroad, in controversy over the alleged politiciof intelligence reports, some lending support to policies that went
----1-b5- detractors argue that Gates should not get the job because he tilted
intelligence findings to please his bosses when he was No. 2 man at the
agency. His defenders deny it, insisting that Gates was a tough intelligence taskmaster. harsh on subordinates as he demanded answers to questions they ignored.
Gates himself has said he did not slant intelligence findings, that he
would not so violate the ethics of his calling and of the agency he served
and wants to run.
The dilemma is as old as the profession itself: a spy can deliver findiiios that conflict with thesolicips or plans ofth.e people...who. hired bim.
07 he can do some tailoring to please them and. perhaps, to fit his own
1 nc ancient ruler killed the messenger who came with bad tidings. The
mo.terri penal: isn't that dire. but unfavorable findings can get an official
hdr%.'d in the bureaucracy, or even tossed out of it.
lout intelligence bent to fit policy can have disastrous results, as in the
B. of Pigs debacle in 1961. the false optimism of military reports from
1. ictnarn a few years later, the arms sales that were supposed to foster a
- moderate faction in Iran in 1986.
President Bush nominated Gates more than three months ago for a secosid attempt to get Senate confirmation to head the CIA. Ronald Reagan
chose him in l987. but Gates later withdrew under the crossfire of the
Iran-Contra scandal.
That looked like the biggest problem he would face this time too, since
Gates needed to convince the Senate that he hadn't known about the
diversion of Iran arms sales proceeds into illegal aid to Nicaraguan rebels.
ever though his boss at the CIA knew and his deputy did too.
Gates testified that he didn't know: by the count of a critical DemocratiL senator, he fended off Iran-Contra questions by saying 38 times that he
eo.11.a'ri'i recall things.
He scems to have passed that obstacle on the route to Senate confirmation when broader questions about his performance as deputy to CIA
D:reior William J. Casey and thg... allegations of skewed intelligence
%Torts were raised in a secret lession of the Senate Intelligence
L,C, led to the public testimony of s4 current and former CIA analysts,
three con, none with a smoking gun to prove the case. It defies
proot. anyhow.
A Senute investigation of the CIA in 1975 led to a report that the
Unttsid States had been involved in assassination plots against five foreign
leaders between 1960 and 1970, and to laws that banned such conduct and
forced closer supervision of covert operations. According to that report.
there were at least eight CIA plots against Fidel Castro, plus schemes to
put drugs in his cigars and . use chemicals to make his beard fall out.
That involved agents and operations abroad. This controversy is about
conduct at headquarters, and the work of the analysts who weigh intelliaince reports there, sometimes, one of them testified. with debatcs that
he raucous and bloody." Office politics among spies is a' tough
but there are no clear lines for a senator to follow to a yes or no on
Gates' conduct and confirmation.
''We lack even a consensus opinion on a definition for politicization,'
said Sen. David L. Boren. D-Okla.. the intelligence committee chairman.
"What is to one individual the skewing of intelligence to another is effective management review."
One of the accusers, Jennifer Glaudemans, an intelligence analyst who
quit the agency, told the committee Wednesday that intelligence analysis
was and still is politicized because of Gates' influence.
'But it is a subtle process, with no paper trail, she said, so it quickly
becomes one person's word against another. She said "politicization is
like fog." real although it can't be grasped or nailed to the wall.
In the end it's going to be up to Gates to deal with the doubts his
accusers have raised, and convince the panel that he merits confirmation.
"He'll either pass the test or he won't." said Boren.
And the test looks increasingly difficult.
•

•

•

•

(EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and columnist
for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national
politics for more' than 25 years.)

State editorial roundup
Lexington Herald-Leader:
"Wanted: 7.000 new jobs paying average of S45.000 each. State and
Ica! governments willing to pick up first year's salary for all
employees."
No. Kentucky isn't running ads like that. But that's what the incentive
package being offered to United Airlines amounts to. In an effort to
attract a United maintenance base to Louisville, the city, county and state
governments are offering incentives worth up to $300 million; that's
$41,667 per job, or 92.5 percent of the average annual salary.
There's no doubt the United project would be good for Louisville and
Kentucky. The state needs 7,000 good-paying jobs. And it certainly makes
more sense to subsidize a growing industry like United than a stagnant or
dying one like high-sulfur coal.
Still, let's wait a bit before jumping onto the baggage cart. There are a
couple questions to be answered.
First, exactly where will the state find $250 million, which is its share
of the offer to United? Last time we looked, the state treasury wasn't
exactly flush.
Second, what are the long-term benefits of this deal? The offer to
United is slightly less on a per-job basis than the $125 million deal that
tirought Toyota to Scott County. But Toyota's arrival held the promise of
nir more spinoff jobs for supplier plants. And since then, Toyota has
expanded. Are similar benefits likely from United if it comes to
Louis‘. I He?
With answers to these questions. it will be possible to figure out
whether the United deal makes sense for Kentucky. Kentuckians and their
lawmakers are best advised to keep an open mind and read the fine print.

'Ray & Carol's Excellent Garage Sale'
Saturday morning, 6 a.m. —
"Ray, it sounds like there's a car
idling in the driveway. Do you
think it could possibly be someone
for the garage sale?"
"I doubt it, Carol. After all, we
advertised in the paper that the
hours were from 7 to 7 and no 'early birds.
6:45 — "If 1 make the coffee,
will you peek out the back door
and count the cars?"
"While you make the coffee,
why not cook some hot dogs in the
Ke-Bob-1i Then people could see
how it works and they'd want to
buy it."
"That is the most useless
appliance ever invented."
"My sister gave that to the kids
and me for Christmas a few years
ago."
"1 wonder who gave it to her."
6:59 — "Carol, come here. Ssh!
Don't let them know you're in
here. We still have a minute before
we have to let them in."
"I wonder how many of them are
out there. You can hear them breathing through the closed garage
door. Now I know how they feel at
Filene's Basement when they open
up on sale days."
7:01 — "No, we don't have any
baby clothes. But we do have lots

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
of household items and records.
Some wonderful poetry,books too."
"Tell them about the Ke-Bob-lt.
Carol."
7:30 — "We sold the china, the
flatware, three pairs of candlesticks, half a box of unused Christmas cards, and all the picture
frames."
"I told you we should have put
some hot dogs in the Ke-Bob-It.
People don't know what they're
missing."
7:51 — "If things keep up like
this, we'll be sold out by noon.'
"Except for the Ke-Bob-It."
8:14 — "Does the CB work?"
"Sure. Works great."
"Then why are we selling it?"
8:36 — "Those tables aren't
antiques."
"They aren't?"
"Do you think I'd be selling
three antique tables for S12?"

"Well, I've got the Ke-Bob-lt
marked at $5."
9:00 — "We finally sold one of
the poetry books."
"Great. One down and about 200
more to go."
"You needn't be sarcastic."
10:10 — "They wanted all the
poetry books, all the art work, and
that old kite of yours."
"And you gave it to them for
half price? Why not just give the
stuff away?"
"I tried to give them the KeBob-It, but they wouldn't take Tt."
"Now who's sarcastic."
10:30 — "Did you tell those people who bought the 'Jane Fonda
Workout Record' about how the
Ke-Bob-It's great for shishkebob
too?"
"Yes, Ray. And they said they
might be back later to'buy it for 50
cents if it's still here."

//:0/ — "What are those
wrought iron things anyway? Pe.0
ple keep asking."
"Plant stands."
"That woman over there wants to
buy them for ash trays."
"So now they're ash trays."
11:14 — "Look at those cars
slow down as they get closer to the
house. It makes me nervous."
"Looks like they're getting ready
for a drive-by shooting."
"They're just trying to see if
we've got anything left."
"You think they can see the KeBob-lt from there?"
12:25 — "I found the recipe
book for the Ke-Bob-11."
"Great. Now maybe somebody'II
buy it. Along with those disco
records your first wife loved."
130 — "She said her grandkids
love hotdogs. She said she had to
have it. She even offered me more
than I was asking for it."
"So you sold it to her, of
course."
1:20 — "Looks like that's about
it. We can call it a day."
"Why do't we just close up the
garage, clean up a little and have
lunch?"
"What are you hungry for?"
"How about a hotdog?"
"You've got to be kidding.-

The nation's report card
Dismal U.S. schools may get art A —for accountability
By LEE MITGANG
An Associated Press News Analysis

NEW YORK
,
The nation this week was handed its most comprehensive schnol report card ever, featuring mountains of dismal new test
scores in math, science and just about everything else.
And what's the solution reformers are cooking up?
More tests. National tests. Darn-near utopian tests proponents hope will
do all anyone could ask: point up student strengths and weaknesses.
promote critical thinking, and hold schools and pupils alike responsible if
they don't meet challenging new standards.
The Bush administration and others hope such a national test system,
the shape of which is to be revealed in December by a congressionally
mandated panel, will help jump-start reform by adding a sorely-missed
ingredient: the "A-word" — accountability.
This, in the probable absence of significant new money to help reach
the six national education goals agreed upon two years ago by President
Bush and the nation's governors by the target date 2000.
The goals are ensuring that all children come to school ready to learn,
cutting the dropout rate below 10 percent, ensuring competence in core
subjects, making U.S. pupils world leaders in math and science, ending
adult illiteracy, and making schools safe and drug-free.
On Monday, three reports from the U.S. Department of Education and
the gational Education Goals Panel documented just how elusive those
goals are.
The reports found, among other things, students doing no better in most
subjects than their peers 20 years ago. And less than 20 percent of fourth,
eighth and 12th graders measured up to new math standards in 1990.
Teacher unions and others in the education community greeted NIonday's news with cries for more funding for such educational programs as
Head Start.
But with budgets tight and opinion polls strongly favoring national testing, schools are likely to see new tests sooner than new money.
"Accountability is a term that has always scared a lot of education
reformers," said former New Jersey Gov. Tom Kean, now president of
Drew University and an outspoken backer of national testing. -There are
a number of people who want to keep the current multiplicity of tests
because you can't get any accountability out of that."
All eyes are thus on the congressionally mandated National Council on
Education Standards and Testing co-chaired by Colorado Gov. Roy Romer. The panel has spent the year studying the feasibility of national assess-

ments for different grades and subject areas, based on tough new standards. The first such tests could be ready as soon as 1993.
Many believe the panel has dropped the idea of a single national test as
politically unworkable. Romer said in an interview the panel is moving
toward "clusters" of tests devised by groups of states, but calibrated so
that states, schools and students can be judged against a single set of
national standards.
States including Vermont, California and Colorado already are piloting
assessments that stress critical thinking, higher standards, and
accountability.
"We have been very supportive of the panel," said Diane Ravitch.
assistant U.S. Secretary of Education for research and development.
"We need better testing. I would stress tests that tell how students are
doing, and how teachers are doing, but also the kind that enrich instruction. If you have tests that are worthwhile, then teachers shouldn't mind
teaching to them," she said.
Others are busy devising new testing schemes as well.
The New Standards Project, led by the Learning Research and Development Center of the University of Pittsburgh and the Rochester.
N.Y.-based National Center on Education and the Economy, is devising a
new assessment system that would include portfolios of student work.
Their project has 16 participating states and six school districts: Fort
Worth, Texas, New York City, Pittsburgh, Rochester, San Diego and
White Plains.
But national testing still faces obstacles.
The American Psychological Association, the American Educational
Research Association and the National Council on Measurement in Education have urged caution, and have questioned whether a single test can
serve as many aims as advocates have outlined.
Others, including some test publishers, say the last thing the nation
needs is another layer of tests:
"The issue is not, 'Do we need to test more, but what are we going to
do with the poor results we already have?" said Greg Anrig, president of
the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, N.J.
Just as important, the Romer panel's mandate expires this year. If
national assessments are to move closer to reality, many assume Congress
will have to approve, and fund, a successor to :the panel.
As Ravitch and others point out, Congressional support is uncertain.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Lee Mitgang has covered education for The Associated Press since 1981.)

Building the newfoundation
Former British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcbfer was in
Washington last week to deliver a
speech at a dinner sponsored by the
Heritage Foundation. Thatcher,
who was called the "Iron Lady" by
her critics (perhaps because she,
along with Ronald Reagan, defied
and redefined modern politics by
standing for principles and forging
policies from them), outlined an
agenda President Bush can use to
ride to victory in next year's
election.
She didn't call it this, but I will.
Thatcher is talking about building a
new foundation.
Thatcher called for a rebirth of
conservatism. In the international
arena, "the practical case for democracy and capitalism is proven
almost beyond dispute," she said.
While President Bush will not be
challenged on his mastery of international affairs, on domestic issues
he may be more vulnerable.
Here, Thatcher gave Mr. Bush
the material he can use to run and
to win — and to bring back more
conservatives to Congress.
"The life of free men and wo:nen
has to be a life of self-discipline,
self-control and — for family and
country — self-sacrifice." That one
sentence takes care of the neverending welfare story, distributing
condoms in public schools and a
host of other challenges to the traditional moral order. Driving the point on welfare
home, Thatcher said, "The great
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Cal Thomas
Syndicated columnist
economic advances which capitalism has made possible have allowed us to provide better welfare for
those who cannot cope for themselves. But in doing so it has led
indirectly to that very dependency
culture which is weakening our
countries and demoralizing the
poor."
Thatcher said (and Bush should,
too) that "when welfare benefits
arc paid to a, considerable proportion of the population; when they
are specifically directed at reducing
the painful consequences of previous irresponsibility; when personal
taxation strikes hard at those near

the bottom of the income scale; and
when, more generally, traditional
standards are under attack — in
these circumstances the very
foundations of our society are put
at risk."
That is the correct response to
Democratic presidential candidate
Tom Harkin's attacks on President
Bush for ignoring the poor and
homeless. That is the rebuff to socalled "moderate" Republicans who
want to emulate Democrats in their
worn-out economic policies.
What a contrast to California
Gov. Pete Wilson. whose government by accomodation and ncgotia-
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tion may yet • wreck his state's
Republican Party if new taxes and
spending don't wreck it first. Anyone who thinks the Wilson
approach to governing is superior
to the Reagan-Bush should try
naming the last modern Republican
President who ran and won on
proposals to raise taxes and spend
the money on more programs.
White House Chief of Staff John
Sununu told me last week that the
President wants all of the 1988
domestic platform in the 1992 platform, including the pro-life plank.
House Minority Leader Robert
Michel told the Washington Times
last week that it is time to define
the sharp philosophical differences
between Republicans and Democrats because Republicans have a
rare opportunity to make significant gains in the House and Senate
due to three factors: a popular
incumbent President, the creation
of new congressional districts, and
the likelihood of more open seats
than
sia regvaerer t before.
Thatcher said in her
.speech, "The world is giving
(America) a mandate for leadership." That leadership ought to
extend to the home front, as well as
to the afterglow of new-found freedom in much of the world."
President Bush should build on
this new foundation and, in so
doing, bury the failed liberal policies that are bankrupting our
society.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT
Murray Art Guild features Johnson's work
The works of Murray artist Shirley T. Johnson. the Murray Art
Guild's October artist-member,
will hang in the upstairs gallery at
103 N. 6th St. through the month.
A native of Ohio, Johnson has
lived and worked in Murray for the
past several decades. Known for
her teaching and working in music,
television and theater, she began
drawing and painting in 1986. Her
sources of imagery are all around:
indoors, nature and in all objects.

She then incorporates these ideas
with her lifetime experiences.
Working in graphite, pastels and
acrylics, this exhibit will present
pieces in these media.
Johnson has taken classes with
Karen Boyd, Nadya Brown and
Bob Head. Her work has been seen
in this area at the MSU Eagle Gallery, the Curris Center Gallery, the
Yeiser Art Center in Paducah.
Hilliard-Lyons in Murray, the
Olive Street Gallery and the art

frames.
The opening reception for Johnson's exhibit is Friday from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. at the guild. This reception is open to the public. Other
hours to view this exhibit are Tuesdays. Wednesdays and Fridays
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m. The works of
Jerry Speight and Rodney Scott are
being exhibited in the first floor
gallery..

guild's member-shows. Among the
many artists that Johnson admires
are O'Keefe, Frankenthal, Cezanne.
and Braque to name a few.
Entitled "Images Ill," the work
shows her attraction to color, lyrical line and shape in a presentational manner. Recently Johnson
has begun to design and build her
frames for each piece as an integral
part of each painting. She is utilizing unusual objects to add appropriate textural quality to these

Artist, weaver Alvic to present
weaving program at library today
Artist and weaver Philis Alvic
will be in the Calloway County
Public Library today from 11 a.m.
to 5 p.m. She will be presenting the
program "Weavers of the Southern
Highlands:
Early Years in
Gatlinburg."
During the late spring and summer Alvic gathered material at the
Berea College archives, the Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts and
at The Arrowcraft Shop. She also
interviewed weavers around Gatlinburg, has put together a slide/tape
presentation and has written a brochure on the weaving cottage
industry that has existed around
Gatliburg for 65 years.
.The slide/tape presentation will
be shown every hour, and the brochure will be handed out during the
program. The research, program
development and day-long residencies are funded in part by grants
from the Tennessee and Kentucky
Humanities Councils, not-for-profit
corporations with primary support
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities.
Alvic, who maintains a studio in

Murray, exhibits her loom controlled brightly-colored art textiles throughout the country. She
shares her skills and artistic perspective through workshops and
magazine articles. She received a
degree from The School of The Art
Institute of Chicago, and has
earned the Certificate of Excellence
from the Handweavers Guild of
America.
Alvic will be demonstrating
weaving on a small floor loom
throughout the day of the program.
She will have a display of weaving
and books that relate to the mountains and crafts in the early part of
this century. Because she will be
present most of the day, she will be
able. to talk _individually with peo-_
plc about the settlement school
movement, the craft revival, and
the impact of development on the
southern mountains. Persons with
examples of historic weaving are
encouraged to bring them to the
program.
For more information, please
contact the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St. or phone
502-753-2288.

Christo's umbrellas to open Tuesday
in California, Japan — unless it rains
FORT TEJON, Calif. (AP) ---- Yellow umbrellas as big as moving
vans will sprout in fields, a pond, a freeway divider and a parking lot
when the artist Christo transforms a windy mountain pass into his latesi canvass.
Strangely enough, in this exercise in form over function, only one
thing could delay the unfurling of 1,760 umbrellas Tuesday — rain.
California is bone-dry with drought, but storms are possible in
Japan, where 1,340 blue umbrellas will be scattered along a 12-mile
stretch of rice fields and forests of bamboo and pine 75 miles north of
Tokyo. The octagonal sunshades will dot a Buddhist temple, a school.
a river and a rice field.
In both nations most of the umbrellas — their luminous fabric covered by protective sheets — have been placed in metal bases ready for
the unfurling.
"The energy is really building up," said Tom Golden. U.S. director
for the international art event.
"The Umbrella: Joint Project for Japan and U.S.A." was conceived
by the 56-year-old Bulgarian-born artist to contrast Japan's precious
space with the vastness of the American wilderness.
The work is the most grandiose yet for Christ°, who surrounded 11
Florida islands with pink cloth, wrapped Paris' Pont Neuf in fabric and
rope and erected a marathon-length cloth fence traversing Northern
California fields.
"I was amazed," said William Lyle, 73, a retired school principal
who will be among more than 900 workers Tuesday. "1 had no idea of
the size or grandeur of the undertaking."
The workers, including one blind person, traveled from Florida,
Massachusetts and New York and will earn S4.25 to crank open the
sunshades when the signal is given.
Lyle signed up after his wife, Charlotte, 71, learned of the project at
a community college art class. "I thought we'd never have an opportunity to do something like this again," he said.
On Wednesday, 80 workers strained to hoist a 20-foot pole in the
practice run deploying one of the 450-pound parasols to he opened
along the windy 18-mile stretch of Interstate 5, about 70 miles north of
Los Angeles.
Christ() watched from across the dry, golden hills.
The nylon umbrellas will dot farms, a schoolyard, a pond and the
parking lot of the California Highway Patrol.
Each is close, to 20 feet tall and almost 29 feet wide and will stand
for three ueeks across the 2.5-mile wide expanse before being dismantled and recycled.

Sasso creates exhibit from
one-of-a-kind furniture pieces

Artist and weaver Philis Alvic will present a program at the Calloway
County Public Library today from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Christie thriller opens at Playhouse
ticks") while we're performing a
show which has been on the boards
in Britain since 1952. So for the
next two weeks. without paying the
price of a ticket to New York or
London, Murray theatregoers have
a chance to see the most popular
shows in the English-speaking
world — right here at home!
Stevens also reminds Masterpiece Theatre fans and those who
have already seen the play in London about the famous story of the
London cabbie. "When I went to
see the play in LOndon, years and
years ago, the audience was filled
with tourists from all over the
world. I've heard it said that tourists who didn't know enough to
their cabdrivers had the identity CL
the murderer revealed at the curbside of the Ambassadors Theatre.
along with a few choice Cockne
curses."

Fifteen years of excellence will
be celebrated this week with the
season premiere of Agatha Christie's classic thriller "The Mousetrap" at Playhouse in the Park.
Executive Director Erica Paley
Stevens is excited to be making her
directorial debut in Murray. "MSU
is presenting the longest-running
play in America ("The FantasWEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR
PRESENTED BY OUS4NESS COmm TTEE FOR 'RE ARTS

Oct. 4-5 and 10-11
Musical — "The Fantasticks," admission, 8 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson Theatre,
Murray State University.
Oct. 4-6 and 10-13
Play — "The Mousetrap,"
admission, 8 p.m. Fridays,
Saturdays and Thursday the
10th, 2 p.m. Sundays, Playhouse
in the Park.
Oct. 7
Meeting — General membership of Playhouse in the Park, 7
p.m. at the Playhouse.
Oct. 12 through Dec. 18
Exhibit — "Celebrating a
Proud Heritage," military uniforms and other items, free,
Wrather West Kentucky
Museum.
through Oct. 20
Exhibition — "Fourth International Shoebox Sculpture
Exhibition," free, MSU Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.

"The Mousetrap" opens tommorrow and plays Oct. 5 and 6 and 10
to 13, 8 p.m. Thursday through
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets are $6 for adults. S5 for seniors
and $4 for students, with season
passes still available. To make
reservations, or for further information about season passes for the
Classic season at the Playhouse
(which also includes "A Christmas
Carol," "The Lion in Winter." "The
Cocktail Hour" and the Fourth
Annual West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival) please call
502-759-1752.

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

(:e.4hen linitcd NIt.thodi.t Chun h

gat

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Thursday-Friday-Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:00 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:00
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

6.5 AMP ESP' MOTOR

$
Model 2034
• Vibra-Groomer Ir Steel
Beater Bar Brush Roll
•6 Position

SAVE
$75

Carpet
Height
Adjustment

IToolsIncliM041

Eureka RaIlle
Power Team
LightweighVFull-Featured
4.0 Peak
H.P. Motor

99

However, since we have moved the past
three years, we have decided to carry on
the tradition and have our annual

OFF

ADJUSTABLE UPRIGHT

so

)0iiollr

NURSERY
PROVI DE1)

Friday, October 4 - 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
l'hone: 502-753-6060

Model

$59

Don't Miss Twelve Full Hours of Storewide Bargains.

SAME
LOCATION!

12th & Olive Sts.
Murray

EUREKA UPRIGHT
WITH TOOLS SAVE

SAVE

7

99
Model 1432

• Pc.,werlul Mt:for
• Beater Bar Brusn Roll
• Large Capacity
Top -Fill Bag

Furniture and Seasonal Reins

on

Cuts Cleaning Time In Half! 4c7
• Micron Filter "
System Traps 99%
Of Oust 1 Micron &
Larger
• Rugulator° Adjusts
Tools
To Any Carpet Height1 .
"
Included

EUREKA SALE ENDS SOON!

20%
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Rt. 1, Hazel, Kentucky

7.0 Amp Motor
• Extra Suction Power' Motor

•Chrome Steel Beater Bar Brush Roll 2109

50% OFF STOREWIDE
ill nLY

Eureka ESP Upright

• Motorized Powerhead
• Automatic Carpet Height Adjustment

MOVING SALE!

SPECIAL MVSI('

CHOICE

Model\
3975

OCTOBER 6-9
7:00 Nightly

forrnt'rivof the Lynn

contacted him. "1 was part of a
New Amerian Furniture display at
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The museum chose 25 furniture makers around the country to
make one piece for the display.
Through this exhibition, the Parrasch Gallery contacted me, along
with several other galleries," he
said.
The exhibition has caused Sasso's career to skyrocket. "For
someone who lives in a place like
Murray, it is difficult to be represented in New York, especially
with all the competition."
Sasso plans to create another display for an exhibition scheduled at
the Parrasch Gallery in two years.
Meanwhile., he plans -to "rest and
relax from all the 18 hour days."

Support the arts!

is

Invites you to join us for a Revival

REVEREND DOSSIE WHEA'FLEY

For Paul Sasso, furniture is more
than just objects in a room taking
up space. It's art.
Sasso, an associate professor of
art at Murray State University, has
11 pieces of furniture on display at
the Franklin Parrasch Gallery in
New York.
"These are one-of-a-kind pieces
created by me. The display represents about two years of work, he
said. "The most elaborate piece is a
clock that is almost seven feet high
and it took close to 1.200 hours to
make."
Sasso's exhibit titled "Furniture:
A Southern Viewpoint" will be on
display through Oct. 12 at the gallery located at 584 Broadway.
_ Sasso was involved in another
exhibit when the Parrasch Gallery

YOUR

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

with

Shirk) Johnson. the Nlurray Art Guild's October artist-member, is
shown with "Images Ill," one of the paintings in the exhibit.

$

41:440)
• Headlight
• Powerful

Motor
Model 1447

Tools
Included

Murray Appliance & TV
"Your General Electric, RCA & Jenn Air Dealer"

753-9234

212 E. Main St.

753-1586
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Thursday, Oct 3
BYN of Elm Grove Baptist
Ctiurch/6:30 p.m./home of Linda
Fulkerson.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi/7 p.m./home of June
Vanover.

Thursday, Oct. 3
National Scouting Nluseum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth ClassI7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Murray Art Guild/open 6-9 p.m.

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center;
St. Leo Catholic Church.

AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 ol
Veterans of Foreign Wars '7
p.m./Willis Center.
Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.

Br Home
3ack-To. •, icsDesign

Murray Kiwanis Club 6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Games/8 p.m./Nlurray. Moose
Lodge.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Sunday. School Enlargement Campaign/6 p.m.
Adults Belong in College Back to
School Workshop/6-9 p.m./Bark14.
Room, Curris Center, Murray State
University. Info/762-4159.

Calloway County High School Soccer hosts Caldwell/5 p.m. and Girls
Soccer at St. Mary's/5 p.m.

lier1111111011
nisersit, Piz.a On Chestnut St.

Paint & Decorating Center
Southold* Shopping Connor

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5.15 p.m.

fslurray High School Golf Team
at CaldWa County and Girls Soccer at Marshall Counts Hieh
SehooL5 p.m.

Dana Ingram
brid-elect or
Mike McCallon
has made
her selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

\

/

Friday, Oct. 4
Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m. for senior citizens
activities.

"Ikiru," Japanese film/7:30
p.m./Curris Center Theater, Murray.
State University. Admission free.

•

GOOD COOKESG-.AND A GOOD CAUSE.
This month only,stop by for your free "Sampling of
the New Basics" Cookbook And,if you order the
complete_ 70.0-page cookbook, half the cover price
go4o.DIEFA,theDeugn-Indusunes.Fousidatica for AIDS

Tetsa

JO'S DATEBOOK

Thursday, Oct. 3
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Environment & AN
Committee/9:30 a.m.: Legion of
Mar0:45 a.m.; Bible Study/12:30
p.m.. RCIA/7 p.m., Knights of Columbus mee1ing/7 p.m. at K/C
huildn!.

Weaks Community Center/open 9
a.m.-4 p.m. for senior citiiens
activities.

AA/and Al-Anon/8
Kevil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Murray High School Tigers/
football game/7:30 p.m. at South
Fulton.
Calloway County High School
Lakers/football game/7:30 p.m. at
Mayfield.
Alford Chapter 445 Order of Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./lodge hall at
Aurora.

Sing-Fes -Friendship of Paris.
LBL e‘ents include Planetarium
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau Show/2 p.m./GPVC: Tobacco FirBuilding, lnfo/Kennith Broach. ing and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m.
753-3580.
and 1:30 p.m./Homeplace-1850;
Quota Trapping Season drawing/
Methodist
Brooks Chapel United
Central Hunter Check Station.
Church Women/6 p.m./church.

753-9121

BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT
Natural Colour Cosmetics
Derived From
Pure Plant and
Flower Essences

Quilting Workshop Saturday
A Quilting Workshop on 'Pieced Background Applique," sponsored by
Quilt Lovers Club, will be Saturday. Oct. 5, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Karen Riggins of Lexington will conduct the
workshop. All club members may participate without charge. For nonmembers interested in taking the workshop, the fee will be $25. Those
attending should bring a pencil and sharpener, rubber eraser, colored pencils optional, several sheets of plain paper for drawing on, pictures of flowers and leaves, trees with garden catalogs a good resource and Dover
books such of Treasury of Flower Designs by Susan Gaber, scissors, several small pieces of green and flower colors in light, medium and dark fabric,
freezer paper, permanent ink extra fine point marker, iron and pad, and
sewing kit. For information call Edith Moore, workshop chairman, 435-4380,
or Geneva Giles, president, 753-6557.

Hazel Celebration Oct. 5
The City of Hazel will have its Community Celebration on Saturday, Oct.
5. Featured will be live music, horse and buggy rides, old-fashioned cake
walk, pickin', grinnin' and singin', food and treats of all types, old cars, old
coots, old friends, display of crafts made by local folks, shops open all day
for antiquing, auction of items donated by Hazel merchants, plenty of good
ol' talk about politics and such, tall fishing tales, good stories of all kinds,
etc. A talent show will be held and anyone interested in participating should
call 492-8764.

Four Rivers will meet
Four Rivers' Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, Oct. 6, at 2
p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all interested
persons. For information call Vel Burkeen, 753-6979.

Singles' events planned

Temple Hill Lodge to meet

Facial & Make-Over

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Saturday, Oct. 5, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464 east of Almo.
Odell Colson, master of the lodge, invites all Master Masons to attend.

Experience The Difference!

753-6435

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday,
Oct. 7, for its regular meeting at the Masonic Hall on Highway 121 North.
Coldwater Road. Work will be in the fellowcraft degree and will be done
by all past masters. A potluck meal will be shared at 6:30 p.m. with the
work to begin at 7:30 p.m. All Master and Fellowcraft Masons are urger
to attend and see the past masters' work, according to Roy Harmon, publicity chairman.

The Singles Organizational Society has planned activities on Friday, Oct.
4, and Saturday, Oct. 5. The group will attend the production of "Mousetrap"
at.Playhouse in the Park on Friday, Oct. 4, at 8 p.m. On Saturday the group
will have a Hobo Party/Hayride at Joe's home. All singles should bring a
side dish with the cost for the meat and accessories being $3. The group
will meet at 6 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce building. This is a nonprofit
support and social group for all single adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

INadkins named at Piney

FREE

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

492-8876

Artists' showing starts Oct. 6
Paducah Alliance Painters Association will have a preview showing of
area artists starting Sunday, Oct. 6, and continuing through Tuesday, Oct.
29, at the 13th Street Station Gallery, Paducah. A reception will be Sunday,
Oct. 6, from 2 to 4 p.m. Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. daily. The general public, families and supporters of the arts are welcome. PAPA was
formed in April 1991 to encourage area artists, both amateur and professional, a gallery spokesperson said

Buy Her A PFAFF And
She'll Be SEW Happy
HOBBYMATIC 905
• Pushbutton sbtch selection
• Enna high presser toot litter,
• Pushbutton-easy buttonholing
• Converts in seconds from free arm to flat bed
SPECIAL PURCHASE PRICE

Homecoming dinner-dance planned
Murray Country Club is planning its annual Murray State University
Homecoming Dinner and Dance on Saturday, Oct. 12. Dinner will be served
from 7 to 8 p.m. with the dance to follow. Reservations should be made by
Thursday, Oct . 10, by calling 753-6113.

lug 1111/11i

$679
Only 25 To Sell.
20 year factory warranty

Chelsea Ann Nadkins won "Youngest Camper Award" at ('ampers
Fair at Piney Campground in Land Between the Lakes the weekend
of Sept. 20-22. She was camping with her maternal grandparents,
Alton and Pat Swift, and her uncle and aunt, Dewayne and Sheri Hill.
Chelsea is the nine-months-old daughter of Allen and Tina Wadkins.
Her paternal grandparents are Don and Wilma Wadkins. A maternal
great-grandmother is Mrs. Emily Swift.

5 years tree tabor • Free Layaway

if

We Sell The Best & Service The Rest

4SEWING MACHINE CO.
Hwy.68 • Roldland Near 1-24, Exit #16
898-7301
In Ky. 1-800-599-USEW (8739) Out Of State 1-800-525-7845

NEW LOCATION!
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14 Kt. Jewelers
Gold & Diamond Gallery
713 South 12th St. — Murray — 502-753-1293

1:30

NOW LOCATED INSIDE OF VERNON'S
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00 a.m.-5:00
Solid Gold

Diamond Cut

9:05

„.
Boyz In the
Hood (R)

Dome Rings

1,.699

Starting At

Solid Gold

p.M.

Solid Gold Diamond Cut

er-4
7
\

Kissing Ram
& Dolphin
Earrings

Necessary
3:30
Roughness (PG) 705

/44440):‘
fireo
\.•

Nugget
Rings $46"

9W7

1:30
3:30
Defenseless (R) 7:15
9:15

Solid Gold Diamond

1:30
Don't Tell Mom
the Babysitters Dead gi)
s

& Black

Oynx
Rings
Solid Gold

Panda Coin
Rings
Starting at $26°

Rope
Bracelets

Nugget .
Rings `P 140°

A Youth Musical, "Live At the Palace," will be presented at Trinity Baptist
Church, 604 South 21st St., Paducah, on Sunday. Oct. 6, at 7 p.m. This
choir has presented this musical several times this summer, including at
Branson, Mo. The church will provide a nursery and a love offering will be
taken, according to Ken Owen, music director, who invites the public to
attend.

Bethel Fish Fry on Saturday
A Fish Fry with all the trimmings will be served at Bethel United Methodist
Church on Saturday, Oct 5. Serving will start at 4:30 p.m. at the church,
located off Highway 94 East. This event is being sponsored by Bethel and
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Churches. Donations will be accepted, a
church spokesperson said.

Alumni Servicemen are wanted
All Murray State alumni, whether graduates or former students, who have
served in any branch of the military service of the nation are asked to contact the MSU Office of Alumni Affairs for information about participation in
the 'Star-Spangled Homecoming" on Saturday. Oct. 12. Persons should call
7562-3737 or 762-3023. Murray State is planning a much deserved tribute
to veterans and current service members and reservists. The 9:30 a.m.
Homecoming Parade and the half-time show at the game between the Racers and UT. Martin will honor these members of the Armed Forces.

Kellle Ovetbey In

Starting at

Solid Gold Replica

Solid Gold Horseshoe

1:30

3:35
7:15
9:20

Youth Musical planned Sunday

(PG13)

9:10

Thelma &
Louise rio

1:30
3:50
7:00
9:20

s'

-

$3990

Starting at

• Rent your moviessat the movies!
• 100$ Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11:am to 10:pm
;

Sterling Silver

Replica Panda
Coin Rings

We repair jewelry, eize rings & repair watches.

LAYAWAY /VOW FOR CIIRISTMASI

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & .Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

95

Public trarrportillon

IS for

Retired Teachers /will meet
The Calloway 'County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday,
Oct. 7, at 12:30 p.m. in the cafeteria of North Calloway Elementary School.
Following lunch, students in the Fifth Grade will present a musical program
entitled 'Readin' —
— and Rockin- with Mrs. Karen Bolls as director.
"Retired educators who are not members of CCRTA are invited to attend
and consider joining the teachers' group,' advises Wilson Gantt, CCRTA
president

Computer Class for Adults planned
A class introducing computer applications will be offered for adults at Calloway County High School, starting Tuesday, Oct, 8, from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m
in the Business and Office Department IBM Computer Lab in Room 406 at
the high school. The class will meet on Oct. 8, 15, 22, 29 and Nov. 5 with
Brenda Nix as teacher. The class will introduce basic business applications
using spreadsheet, data base and word processing programs. In addition,
basic computer knowledge and essential DOS commands will be taught.
The cost of the class will be $25 which will include registration and all
expenses. Participants may enroll at Calloway County High School Office on
eaFna
tsrm Road by paying the class fee Registration will be limited to 24
participants

Jerifi(

Camera Club meeting Monday
Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Monday, Oct 7, at 7
p m at Calloway County Public Library All meetings are open to the public
For information call 753-5278, 753-3841, or 753 0035
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Johnson wins certi *cate

lot
(irove Club
meets
Center
Rims Grove Homemakers Club
met Wednesday, Sept. 11, at 10
a ni at Ellis Community Center.
I he lesson on "Memory
Improvement" was presented by
Anita 1.01I I arry. family life leader.
She used many useful practices
i!.R..n such as association, rhyming
irid Immo!.
Gene Wrather demonstrated
Mall%aUrar.1 ve methods of "Custonnimg Collars and, Sweatshirts."
Quava Honchul, citizenship leadg i‘c a special report on "Flag
fticio.qic" showing an American
l:ag a Rt hov."to display it properly.
Katherine Ray, rfresident,
brought many announcements from
die council meeting. Roll call was
answered hy - What we'd like to
see come to pass in our club this
!fear " !slolene Armstrong, secretor), read the minutes. Names were
drawn for Christmas.
Plans were, made to attend the
Area Homemakers Day Meeting on
I h[it,tay. Oct. 17. at Curris Cencr, Mutray State University.
A visitor, Lynda Cooper, joined
die club. Hostesses were Sherry
vdwards and Martha White.
th: club will meet Wednesday.
Oct. 9. at 10 a.m. at Ellis Center
with Mark' Hicks and Grace James

s•
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Shop Murray's Pier 1 This Weekend For Their Annual

FALL HOME SALE

20 TO 50%
STOREWIDE!
SAVE

Connie Johnson, left, was presented a $200 gift certificate from WalMart manager, Paul Sharp, recently as part of the W.A.T.C.II.(work
activities training center for the handicapped) fund-raising activities
raised $779 from ticket sale donatiOns
held in September.
for the Wal-Mart Shopping Spree.

Plus...Lots of Wicker & Rattan Furniture Reduced

3 BIG DAYS

50%!

Oct. 3rd, 4th & 5th
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

Storewide Sale Ends Sunday At 5:00 p.m.

WE ARE FULL OF SURPRISES
New Halloween Decorations Arriving.
Come early for the best nick!

15% Cash

Discounts On Prescriptions
Computerized Records • Much More
1
1
11/11

"See For Yoursell

HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown

109 S. 4th St.

Open *Sunday 1:00-5:00

•Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00

1205 8 Chestnut St.

753-1462

1 1111/1111
1
1SiRD
*Saturday 9:00-5:00

University Plaza

753-1851
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Bright's is a family business, locally owned and operated, striving to provide the service and flexibility that only a family business can provide
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Entire Stock

Olga Bras

Suits

Entire Stock

Dresses

6"

20% to 300off

20% off

Reg 20

Missy. Junior. Petite, Half Size
Reg. 50x to 198'
Murray Store Only

Discontinued Styles

Reg 98 to 230

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Leather & Suede

Entire Stock

Entire Stock

Life Stride Shoes
20%

Fleece Jackets

30% off

1/2 Price

keg. 60 to 390

Reg 50'

rat, Skirts Shorts

Lingerie

Jewelry

Missy Coordinates

1/4 off.

1/4 off

1/4 t1/3 off

Reg 10 to 35

Reg 38 t980
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nit out 0 rt-giti,.ition form es,en,,,lay' at Bright's and be eligible to win the following

* Lucia Outfit

* That's Mo Outfit

* Marco,Avane Handbag

* Leslie Fay Outfit

* Tan Jay OUtfit
* Life Stride or Naturalizer Shoes

* Liz Claiborne Handbag
* Jones NY Sport Outfit

*

* Joyce Outfit

* Peter Popovitch Outfit

* $1,000 Gift Certificate

* Koiet Outfit

* $80 Gift Certificate
* Shadowline Sleep Set

Ivy. Outfit

Court Square, Murray

Court Square, Murray

753-6258
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EXCESS INVENTORY SALE
ONE DAY ONLY
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5T11, 8:00 a.m. till?
DEALERS WELCOME
Some Items For Sale Are:
Material By The Yard (Cottons and Blends)
Completed Garments such as Coveralls,Jackets,Overalls,etc.
Velcro By The Yard Or In Small Pieces
Zippers, Thread, Bobbins, Misc.
Sale Will Be Held Inside So Stop And See Us, Rain or Shine!!!
4MNI
...iiiar
iEGL
ime
ht263
AM

RICA INC.

700 N. 4th St.

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
/Gladysiarrett,
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday, Oct. 5, at 9:30 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Participants are asked to note the
change from second Saturday to
first Saturday because of the Murray State University homecoming
scheduled Oct. 12.

Murray, Ky.

MURRAY TODAY

the trees so tall.
Fit for a King's
Royal Ball.

Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems written
by members of the group as
follows:

Fleming — Benton& Paducah * * * lelley-Wiggins — Benton

Fit For A King
By Charlie E. York
Fall the trees
put on their best.
A Queen couldn't
desire a finer quest.
Colors bright
that softly glow.
Fall presents
her Royal show;
Fall's like magic
A splash of charm.
Taken from the rainbow
after the storm.
Fall is dressing

Second Try
By Wilma Jean Sanders
Ms. Jarrett thinks it's wonderful
I guess I think so too
But that cutter has been around
so long
I'm not surprised at what it'll do
I cut fresh coconut at Christmas
time
For anything I bake
1 shred cabbage for my kraut
Or zucchini for a cake
Anytime I can, I loan it out
That's what I did for her
Now I have to write a poem
So this is it — yes sir.
This Day
By Linda M. Siebold
This day is grand. and sparkling
bright.
Barnswallows perform in daz-

* * * Fleming — Benton & Paducah * * *

We 13ecnedl We Ptectcleal

you got- ld

n — :enton * *
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Curios & 'Desks
(T)ctzr-resses
13o}
c Syriris
Recliner's
OrienrcaKccesories

Limited Time Only! Substantial factory incentives.

1,

."

Design
Assistance
Available

SZ.

price & pc,

• NOZ oNe peNNyin pnenrs Foy 1 YeCk-l' oc,
* NOZ oNe peNNy *Dawn ever
°
8 NOZ oNe peNNy in inreresr For 1 yCCILlw0
On any in stock furniture and accessories over $499 and approved credit. Sorry!
TVs, VCRs and appliances excluded and 10% deposit on all special orders Is required.
Offer does not apply to previous purchases. Hurry, substantial factory incentives.
Store Hours Monday through Saturday 9:00-5:00 ::,:lactuures:illitegtittetsil

•

• Not MI Menhandise AIM Locations

emit'

U21211MILE

, Your Broyhill
and
,
4 Thomasville
Shopping
Center of
if the South

ger you.r. Besr

zling flight.
Gay flowers blossom. Children
play.
Outdoors, the sunshine glows all
day!
I stroll beside a little stream
That catches, reflects, gold
sunbeams.
Butterflies flutter o'er the fields
Questing nectar wildflowers
yield.
The day ages. A sunset forms
And the western sky gaily
adorns.
It fades. Night comes with twinkling stars
To give us light, as does red
Mars.
Wonders of nature mean much to
me
And some of them I go far to
see.
In nature, God's hand is
recognized.
His wonders are marvelous —
any size.
I wend my way, now, to my
home.
But this was a splendid day to
roam.
Thoughts While Watching
Waving Wheat
By Linda M. Siebold
I watch wheat wave to and fro in
Accordance with the breeze.
It's keeping perfect rhythm with
The grasses and the trees.
The heavy golden heads will
soon
Be ripe and harvested
And then ground into finest flour
For making cakes and bread.
Though the cakes will taste
delicious,
The breads bake golden brown,
I'll miss the splendid wheat
fields
By threshers all cut down.
A Mother's Worry
By Wilma Jean Sanders
I thought I was the only one who
cried
Because I had shared her pain
I'd worried and fretted along the
way
Suffered through every gain
As she talked of the first battle
won
When she was a teenaged bride
I remembered her standing tall
and slim
How my heart had filled with
pride
She regained that weight and
then some more
Making me, who loved her fret
"Sweet darling girl, please lose
some weight"
"I can't Mama, not yet"
Health problems came as the
years rolled on
It seems they always do
As her weight increased so did
my concern
And into worry grew
Then shesaw herself, as others
did
When a video she did view
Inspiring the resolve to lose
some weight
Her diet began anew
This try was doomed to failure
again
Had not a pal stepped in
Introducing her to a Benton
chapter of "TOPS"
She really proved a friend
Her goal looms close on the horizon now
She's just nine pounds from goal
Though I did all she'd let me do
I scarcely played a roll
But I bless all the angels who
did
I don't desire the praise
"TOPS" friends your wonderful.
I love you
I'll bless you all my days.

* * Itt Flemin

527-3889

442-4455
1-800-788-6264
*
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Things of the Third Season
By Linda M. Siebold
Apples, ripe, now, on the trees;
Red bedecking maple leaves;
Squirrels storing nuts away;
Farmers in fields baling hay;
Blue Jays reaping oak trees'
yields;
Foxes mousing in the fields;
Children in their yards, at play;
One sees these things an Autumn
day.

woo(

CROSSINt3

527-3481
— 1-800-599-6264

601 Ma

The Kraut Cutter
By Wilma Jean Sanders
There once was a kraut cutter of
mine
That could put that kraut in the
brine
Quicker than a wink,,so what do
you think?
Let's use that thing every time.

1,4tiLELE(‘)4RAYEs

Division of Keiky-Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
1;012 BENTON, KY. BENTON, KY.
PADUCAH, KY.
305 N. Main
Kelley-Wiggins 451 S. 16th (Zi <1;.=`,r;

Mc(
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a
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Btnton & Paducah
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In Murray
Since 1961

McClard's Shell Station
Wrecker Service
753-9132
601 Main St.
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Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

1991
LAKER
FOOTBALL

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

622 South 4th

SUNDAY ON CABLE

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

GHOST
Beaeve &tore Sam was murdered he nd
Wiry he d ore and protect ner forever
Stamng PaIncit Swayze and Dem Moore

SUNDAY, OCT. 6TH
AT 7 PM
CHANNEL 24

re ••94•••0 ••1101,11,

some 8os Oso• os_

CABLE
VLS19N
Bel-Air Center

CALLOWAY
vs.
Mayfield
Friday,
7:30 p.m.

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

753-5005

Compliments of

Nobody can protect your

BUSINESStarsZn we:inI
Look to us for the quality Business Insurance
coverages you need, including Liability, Fire,
Crime and special Package Plans. Call us today.

205 N. 12th St. Murray

PURDOM
THURMAN 8
McNUTT

Pick up a bucket
of The Colonel's best
for your next
tailgate party!

Southside Crt. Sq.
753-4451
Dan McNutt, AAI

allf•il STATE AUTO
insurance Corranies

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Children's Shoes
Southside
753-4383

Jerry McCoy, Owner

arL.

A Laker defender pulls down a Union County back during last week's 23-0 loss to the Braves in Sturgis.
Calloway will be looking for first win Friday when they host Mayfield, who is a ranked No. 3 in Class AA.

409 Sunbury Circle

753-5940

Shopping Center

When the Lakers have the ball...
LAKERS
CARDS

Southside Shopping Center
759-4796

OB: 3 Tim McGrew, sophomore.
FB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, senior
WA: 22 Tim Young, junior.
WA: 1 Matt Dennis, junior.
WA: 17 Chad Young, junior.
WA:34 Brum Kassing, senior.
T: 63 Billy McLaren, senior.
G: 72 Sean Vaughn, senior.
C: 50 Aaron Colson, junior.
G: 77 J.T. Nall, sophomore.
T: 73 Doug Bell, junior.

DE:85 Scott Smith, junior.
DT: 79 Wesley Powell, senior.
NG:40 Willie Bransford, senior.
DT: 70 Craig Dick, sophomore.
DE:43 Scott Robbins, senior.
LB: 30 Tommy 13 well, sophomore.
LB: Chris Barnes
CB: 8 Ben Brown, junior.
CB: 33 William Murell, junior..
S: 12 0.J. Lancaster, senior.
S: 41 Eric Kennemore, junior.

When the Cardinals have the ball..
CARDS
LAKERS

Great Kerr McGee Gas

OB: 8 Ben Brown,junior.
FB: 40 Willie Bransford, senior.
HB: 33 William Murell, junior..
HB:25 Robert Daniel, senior.
SE: 12 O.J. Lancaster, senior.
TE:85 Scott Smith, junior.
T: 66 James Wilson, junior.
G:65 Jamie Wilson, junior.
C: 56 Barry Scarbrough, senior.
G:50 Michael Travis, junior.
T: 75 Richard Edwards, junior.

(-OPEN 24 HOURS-)

We honor: Visa, MasterCard, Discover
and Kerr McGee Credit Card

NG:68 Jeremy Norvell, sophomore.
DT: 72 Sean Vaughn, senior.
DT: 74 Justin Phillips, senior.
DE:88 Mike Herndon, junior.
DE: 22 Tim Young, junior.
LB: 32 Jeremy Grogan, junior.
LB: 44 Jack Dodd, sophomore.
CB: 21 James Barrett, senior.
CB: 1 Matt Dennis, junior.
S: 10 Sean Fletcher, sophomore
S: 34 Brum Kassing, senior.

FORD

Motor Parts
and Bearings
Y"r

psis

dealer.

MERCURY

JIM TATE JR.S

AA
Ar

vir

MURRAY AUTO AUCTION INC

Hwy. 641 North
1109 Chestnut

753-8311

753-8300' •

Please
Support
These
Businesses
That Help
Sponsor
These
Pages.

LINCOLN

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For 63 Years
Since 1928
PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

Flav-O-Rich
2% Milk

029
•

gal.

_on& Amy
geogi
r
gait
414.
4.#
11.46 iivs,.
641 North 753-1673
Lynn Ray -Mgr.

4

.11ison

Thptogfaphy

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS
Harry Allison - Lance Allison
607 S. 4th St.
753-8809

BOB
HALEY
Real Estate
Sales & Appraisals

A

Residential * Lake Property * Farms
Commercial * Investment Property * Appraisals

S. 12th at Sycamore
Home 489-2266
Office 753-1651
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SPORTS
Dodger loss evens up NL West

Tigers, Lakers face 4-1 foes
By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Lodger

By The Associated Press

Timm Sports Editor

Both the Murray High Tigers and Calloway County Lakers face 4-1
foes Friday night, as the Tigers host South Fulton, Tenn. and the Lakers host Class AA power Mayfield.
The Tigers are 4-1 themselves, and are knocking on the door of the
Top 10.
"We're not concerned about rankings or things like that," Fisher
said. "We're just hying to take them one game at a time, and let our
performance speak for itself. Our kids feel they have a job to do and
are going to do it. And if we do it, the recognition is going to come to
South Fulton presents a 4-1 team, that Fisher says will give the
Tigers trouble.
"They've got a good football team," Fisher said. "They've got some
great athletes, and we're going to have to be ready for them. It should
be a real good contest."
The Tigers posted a 37-0 victory over Fulton City last week, but
Fisher feels the Tiger offense is still playing too inconsistent.
"We've just been taking advantage of how good our defense has
been," Fisher said. "But we're a long way from being where we want
to be offensively. We're making progress, and I really think we're trying to get better week-by-week. We've done a prctty good job of being
4-1 even though we've yet to play well offensively."
Murray expected to get tailback Gary Sims back from the injury list,
but Sims and a couple of other Tigers have been bitten by the flu bug
this week.
"I don't know how that is going to effect us," Fisher said. "But
weve- had -to -cut•back con practice this week."
• • • •
Calloway County coach Tony Franklin saw plenty of improvement
last week in a 23-0 loss to Union County. Unfortunately, seeing a lot
of improvement on the scoreboard .this week may be difficult as the
winless Lakers face Mayfield in their final home game of the season.
"I really think we improved a lot last week," Franklin said. "We
played a lot better defensively, especially against the run. We just
didn't do a very good job on pass defense.
"We're getting better, but we just happen to be playing Mayfield
this week. Rut we"re_not.svalking in fear. Were not afraid of any
team."
The Cardinals are ranked No. 3 in the state in Class AA and carry a
4-1 record into Friday's Millen at Rose Stadium. Mayfield is coming
off a loss to archrival Paducah Tilghman.
"It's a typical Mayfield football team," Franklin said. "They've got a
great group of running backs, and a solid quarterback. But the key to
Mayfield is always the offensive line, and they've got a great one
again this year."
While Mayfield's wishbone offense leads itself to the run, the Cardinals usually put the ball in the air against the Lakers and Franklin is
expecting the same thing this year.
"They like to throw the ball against us," be said. "We're expecting
their passing game."
And Franklin isn't expecting a Mayfield letdown after the loss to
Tilghman.
"I've never seen them have a letdown," Franklin said. "They're
always ready to play. They have a great tradition in that program, and
the kids know that. They know how important football is to the community over there."

avo.4.447.‘ E
He4c44.

Even the Los Angeles Dodgers
are finding a way to remember
1951. They may be just heading for
another playoff.
Forty years ago today, the
Brooklyn Dodgers lost the NL pennant to the New York Giants when
Bobby Thomson hit his home run
in the ninth inning. The Giants,
now of San Francisco, will have
something to say about the outcome of this race; too.
The NL West is all even after
Atlanta beat Cincinnati 6-3 Wednesday night and Los Angeles lost
to San Diego 9-4 at Dodger
Stadium.
Los Angeles and Atlanta both
have today off, then decide the
division title over the weekend
with three games apiece. The
Braves will play host to the lastplace Houston Astros, while the
Dodgers take on the Giants at
Candlestick Park.
-Bring on the Dodgers," Giants
manager Roger Craig said. "We'll
be ready for them. Maybe we'll

make our season in three days. It
would salvage something if we
have a say in who wins the division. We're playing 'for pride."
The Dodgers aren't exactly
pleased with what they're hearing
out of San Francisco.
"If they wanted to beat us so
had. why didn't they beat us earlier. when it counted," said Darryl
Strawberry, who hit his 28th homer
and drove in three runs against the
Padres. -They've got nothing to
play for now."
The Padres beat the Dodgers
with perhaps the strangest "big"
inning of the season. San Diego
parlayed two bunt singles, three
infield hits, two singles to the outfield, a groundout and a throwing
error by first baseman Eddie Murray into six runs in the eighth
inning to snap a 3-3 tie.
"That was a tough one for us,
but we're very confident going up
to San Francisco," catcher Mike
Scioscia said. "I like our chances.
Even if we had won tonight, we
would feel the same way. We
would feel we have to beat San

Francisco Friday night."
At Cincinnati, Tom Glavine,
given a six-run lead in the first
inning, became this season's first
20-game winner. Glavine scattered
five hits over eight innings.
It was a near replay of the second game of the series, when the
Reds scored six first-inning runs,
only to watch the Braves rally for a
7-6 win. But Glavine (20-11) made
Cincinnati's comeback come up
short.
Lonnie Smith drove in two runs
for the Braves.
"We knew if we were even or
one game behind, there's going to
be a good chance of at least forcing
a playoff," Glavine said. "It'll be
sweet to go back home and get in
first place or maybe clinch it."
If there is a tie, it will be Monday night at Los Angeles (10:35
p.m. EDT).
Elsewhere in the NL, it was St.
Louis 6, Montreal 4; Houston 7,
San Francisco 5; Chicago 1, Philadelphia 9; and New York 9, Pittsburgh 6 in 11 innings
(Cont'd on page 11)

Guerrero says goodbye to Busch
aT. LOUIS (AP) — Mostly it was about paying tribute to two St. Louis Cardinals favorites.
Pedro Guerrero, on the verge of becoming a free
agent, and Ozzie Smith, who is headed for his option
year in 1992, got the ovations Wednesday as St. Louis
beat the Montreal Expos 64
Guerrero, who is winding up his third full season in
St. Louis with a bang, responded by hitting his eighth
home run and a double, driving in two runs.
"I played in LA for 10 years," said Guerrero, who
was traded to St. Louis by the Dodgers in August
1988. "They have a lot of good fans over there, but
here they are the greatest.
Guerrero, 35, said he can accept the likelihood that
he won't return next year, but Smith, still an All-Star
shortstop and a year Guerrero's senior, reiterated that
he's unhappy about not being offered a new contract.
"I don't feel I have anything to prove to the Cardinals or anyone in baseball," said Smith, who is hitting
.286 and has committed only eight errors. "I love St.
Louis, and the fans, but I'm ready to move on if I
don't get what I think I deserv,e."
Guerrero doubled in his4inal at-bat and received a
standing! ovation as he left for a pinch-runner.
"I had tears in my eyes when Ozzie came out and
hugged me," Guerrero said. "Everyone know what's
going on. I'm going to miss them."

But Guerrero, who extended his hitting streak to 10
games, a span in which he's 17-for-37, sqad he's certain there's life after SL Louis.
"I won't he playing here next year, but I have at
least two or three good years left, I know
be playing somewhere," he said.
Smith waved to the fans when he left at the start of
the eighth inning.
"I've dedicated this season to proving to people in
baseball that I'm still on top of my game," Smith
said. "If that doesn't mean anything here, then I'm
ready to play somewhere else."
Cardinals manager Joe Torre said the decisions on
where Guerrero and Smith will be next year are out of
his hands.
"Both of them can play on any team I manage, but
that's not up to me. I appreciate how hard they both
worked this season," Torre said. "They played like
real pros. They didn't let anything distract them."
The emotion of the hour dominated a game that also
Lee Smith's 47th save, featured Felix Jose's three-run
homer and rookie Rheal Cormier's strong pitching for
St. Louis.
Smith pitched the ninth to extend the NL record for
saves he set on Tuesday night. Former Cardinal Bruce
Sutter had held the record with 45.

Murray High golfers win again

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to sWallow."

Staff Reports
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours. Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
•

The Murray High Tiger and
Lady Tiger golf teams swept a trimatch with Fulton and Calloway

Wednesday at the Murray Country
Club.
Adam Grogan won medalist honors with a 35 in the boys match,
which Murray won with a 156. Fulton shot a 187, while Calloway
fired a 188.
Todd Thomas fired a 39, while
Clay Bolin fired a 40. Jeremiah
Rayburn and David Greene each
had a 42 for the Tigers, while Ryan
Havcrstock fired a 43.
Jessie Rooker shot a 42 to lead
the Lakers. while Eric Gallimore
shot a 45. Josh Roberts had a 47,
while John Nix fired a 54. Brad
Wilson had a 56, while Marshall
Galloway fired a 61.
In girls play, Joy Roach won
medalist honors, firing a 41 as

Murray posted a 173, beSting Calloway's 250 and Fulton's 253.
Jennifer Howe and Connie Steely had 42s for the Lady Tigers,
while Kristen Hornback fired a 48.
Kelli Gupton led the Lady Lakers with a 50, while Farrah Beach
shot a 57. Nikki McMullen shot a
69 and Courtney McCoy.
The girls regional tournament
will be held Monday at the Murray
Country Club, while the boys is set
for the Princeton Country Club on
Tuesday.
• • • •
In junior varsity play, Murray
posted a 177-205 win over the
Lakers.
Ryan Pickens led the Tigers with

HOLLYWOOD WEIGHT LOSS CLINIC
(MEDICALLY SUPERVISED)

Tired Of All The Problems With Being
Overweight Affecting Your Life?

we can put it
all togetherfor you
and your business!
Some businesses don't advertise because they are puzzled They don't know
where to begin Do they need an artist?
Should they hire an ad agency? What's
co-op about? Who sets the type?
If you are not now advertising but
know that you really should be, then
give us a call Our ad department can do
the complete job for you. We'll help you
set a budget decide what items will do
best in an ad help you locate and collect
important co-op dollars, write hard-

hitting copy even supply you with art
at no extra cost and place your message
before the people who really count
the thousands of readers who can be
persuaded to become your customers,
Newspaper advertising is powerful
It really works and the cost is well within
the budgets of most small businesses
Just give us a call Well show you
how effective newspaper advertising
can ring your cash register Well get
you results!

The Murray Ledger & Times

753-1916

51/0
FREE
[-EASY LOW PAYMENT PLANS
Consultation &

Rita Liming
Size 12 to Size 6 In
6 Short Weeks

753-1044

OFF

One Of The
Nations
Fastest
Growing
Weight
Loss Clinics

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-6
pm.753-1044
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
Professional Building Suite 3
204 S. 5th St. Murray

EXPIRES 10-15-91

Most,Card

SIDELINES
Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Quisenberry
cares for injured
Miami Dolphins
over summer
It's not unusual for Murray
State students to take a summer
internship to further their education and help prepare them for
their future careers. Murray
State senior Kermit Quisenberry
was one of those students.
He worked with Dolphins this
past summer.
For a month and a half,
Quisenberry treated, attended to
and cared for 80 injured mammals in -South Florida.- Only
these Dolphins weren't named
"Flipper" or "Squeaky." They
had names like Marino, Clayton
and Duper.
Quisenberry, an assistant trainer on the Murray State football
team, worked with the National
Football League's Miami Dolphins in a similar capacity
during their summer camp.
"I sent my resume to the
Miami Dolphins and the Buffalo
Bills," said Quisenberry, an
exercise science major from
Louisville. '
,̀The Bills didn't
need any more trainers and the
Dolphins said I was one of the
final choices. Then, the Dolphins called and said they
needed my services.
"I did it for the experience
of working with pro athletes
and trainers."
Each summer the Dolphins
bring in four extra trainers to
handle the 80 players in camp.
Quisenberry handled taping, prescribed treatments and other
duties that head trainer Bob
Lundy had for him.
"The first time I walked in
there, they asked me to tape an
ankle," Quisenberry recalled
Wednesday. "Taping ankles is
an everyday task for me
usually, but I was a little bit
hesitant.
"In college, you explain to
the athletes why you're doing
something and how long before
they're better," he said. "In the
pros, they tell you what they
want done. If they felt I wasn't
treating them the right way they
would tell me.
"You're dealing with five million dollar athletes."
Over time Quisenberry got
used to the difference on the
college and professional levels
and became the personal taper
of Mark Clayton. He gave Jim
Jensen and Tony Page massages
three times a week and iced
down Dan Marino after practice.
Quisenberry also worked the
five preseason games, including
a trip to Japan to play the Los
Angeles Raiders.
Other than the 18-hour flight,
the trip was memorable.
He met Howie Long, Bob
Golic and Roger Craig and got
to see how the silver and black
practice, as the two teams practiced together. One night, he
attended a welcome party for
both teams and Long walked
over to Quisenberry and struck
up a conversation.
"Howie and Bob (Colic) practice when they want to,"
Quisenberry said. "Since they
are veterans they just do whatever they feel like.
"Al Davis runs the Raiders'
practice," the trainer said. "lie's
right out on the field telling
them who practices and what to
do."
One of the biggest surprises
Quiscnberry found was the attitude of the professional players.
He learned that it's not just
money that motivates them.
"When Clayton got hurt he
was standing on the sidelines
saying that he didn't care that
he got hurt, he was still being paid," Quisenberry recalled.
"Then he said, 'No, I can't say
that. I enjoy playing too much '
"If it wasn't for the fans.
they wouldn't play the game,"
Quisenberry said of conversations with several players. "A
lot of them said that. Clayton
(Cont'd on page 11)
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Actions& Reactions

Blue Jays clinch title
Gary McCoil (left) of Murray fired a
hole-in-one recently at Sullivan's
Par-3. McCoil used a pitching
Wedge on the 110-yard seventh
hole. Lynn Sullivan (right) presents
McCoil with a honle-in-one trophy.
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SENIOR GAMES

ierry

Murray residents Freda Lovett, Bailey Gore and Don Keller went to Henderson to compete in the Kentucky State Senior Games and all three came
home with gold medals. Lovett won three medals in female swimming, a
gold in the 25-meter backstroke and silver medals in the 25-meter freestyle
and 50-meter freestyle. Gore won seven gold medals in the 100 and
200-meter dashes, long jump, javelin, discus, softball distance throw and
football accuracey throw. Keller won three swimming gold medals in the
50-meter freestyle, 25-meter backstroke, 500-meter freestyle and and silver
in the 400-meter individual medley.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Baltimore, which lost the Colts to Indianapolis in
1984, is so anxious to get an NFL expansion franchise that it has three different groups in the sweepstakes. Oakland and St. Louis also want franchises again, and the three cities are among eight that applied with a
$100,000 fee to the league. Groups representing Memphis, Tenn.; Charlotte, N.C.; Jacksonville, Fla.; Sacramento, Calif., and San Antonio also
applied for the two expansion teams, which will be awarded next March in
Phoenix.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Four-time All-Star guard Maurice Cheeks was traded
by the New York Knicks to the Atlanta Hawks for center Tim McCormick in a
deal that filled both NBA teams' needs for quality reserves.
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — The Los Angeles Lakers acquired guard
Sadale Threatt from the Seattle SuperSonics in exchange for three secondround draft choices. The club also waived veterans Mychal Thompson and
Larry Drew.
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(Coned from page 10)
a 40, while Jacob Rayburn fired a
42. Dusty Wilson ha a 46, while
David Holton fired a 49.
Bill Shaffer led the Lakers with
a 49, while David Lay fired a 50.
Dustin Poole and Mark James each
shot a 53.
• • • •
The Murray State golf team
travels to Richmond to participate
Friday, Saturday and Sunday in the
15th annual Eastern Kentucky Colonel Classic.
The tournament will be played at
the par 72 Arlington Golf Course.
Also participating in the tournament are: Cincinnati, Eastern
Michigan, Iowa, Louisville,
defending champion Marshall,
Michigan, Michigan State, Missouri, Morehead State, Ohio University, Southeast Missouri, Tennessee State, Tennessee Tech,
Western Carolina and Western
Kentucky.
Racer coach Buddy Hewitt said his
team is playing well now, but so
are some of the other teams in this
weekend's meet.
"My team is one of the strongest
I've ever had, but the other teams
in the league are also strong,"
Hewitt said.
• • • •
CROSS COUNTRY
After winning the Austin Peay
Invitational last Friday, the Racer
cross country-team travels to Sewanee, Tenn. to defend its title in the
University of the South Invitational
Friday.
The Racers' Chris Barrigar,
selected Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Runner of the Week, John
Ackerman and Carl Dillard finished in the top three spots at
APSU.
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"Hopefully they will know
where they're going and run faster
times than before," Simmons said
The Lady Racers will be competing against Fontbonne, Illinois
State, Indiana, Memphis State,
Mississippi, Southeast Missouri,
Southern Indiana, SIUEdwardsville, Tennessee Chattanooga and Vanderbilt.
Murray's Heather Huhn was
named Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Runner of the Week on
Tuesday. Huhn finished first at
Austin Peay with a time of 17:17.3,
ahead of teammate Rebecca
Mizener.
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"See me for al/your family insurance needs'

305 N. 12th
to Century 21)

(Next

(502) 492-8358

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers 733-9627
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct. GB
4-Toromo
89 70
560
Boston
84 74
532 4V,
Detice
81
77
513 7'4
Milissukes
79 79
SOO 974
Nye Yak
60 89
437 19'8
Baltimore
418 22.4
66 92
Cleveland
55 103
348 33,-4
West Division
L Pet
W
GB
t-lAnnesola
94 63
599
Chicago
84 73
535 10
Oakland
63 76
522 12
Tear
83 76
522 12
Kansas City
82 77
516 13
Sella
81
713
509 14
Caliente
78 81
491 17
x-cInched division title
Wsdnesday's Games
lAteaukes 11, Cleveland 4
Nevi York 4. Bann-ore 3
Toronto 6, California 5
Boston S. Dolton 3
Seattle 4, Tomas 3
Minnesota •Chicago, ppd. rain
Kansas City 16, Oakland 5
Thursday's Games
lAnnssola at Chicago, 2, 12 35 pm
Bakirrons a New York, 630 pm
Detroit at Boston. 635 pm
lAkeauke• at Cleveland. 615 pm
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cleveland (Magas 3.4) at New York (Mile 1-11.
6:30 p.m.
Detroit (A/died 2-4) at Baltimore (Mussina 4-51.
6:35 p.m.
Iiiivaukas (P1seac 2-7) at Boston (Gartner 9-9)
935 OM
Toronto (Stonlentyre 14-8) at Minnesota iNeagle
0-0), 705 om.
Oakland (Stevan 11-10) at Texas (Brown 0-121
7,35 p.m
Kansas City (Atano 8-4) at California (Pinkly
18-9). 915 p.m
Chkago (Hough 9-9) at Seine (Johnson 13-10)
9:35 p.m.
Seturday's Games
Miteraukes at Boston. 1205 p.m
Ckeveland at New York. 12 30 pm
°serail at Baltimore. 1215 pm
TIMOrit0 alanneems. 705 p rit
Outland a Teals 7-35 p.m
Kansas City a Callomia. 905 pm
Chicago al SW*. 906sz
..
Suridry's
lAtiveultee at Boson 1205 Om

•
•
a

300 E.Sycamore

December 12, 1991
'Round Trip Deluxe Motorcoach from
Murray to Nashville
'Admission to Cheekwood Christmas Lights
and Art Gallery
'Rivergate Mall for Christmas Shopping

Cost Per Person
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305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

7534563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

JOIN THE
EXCITEMENT
MARCHING
BAND
COMPETITION

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1991
STEWART STADIUM
PRELIMINARY COMPETITION TIME TABLE

NASHVILLE
GETAWAY
$210°

A deposit of $10 per person to hold seat Final
payment is due House Travel by November 20, 1991
The price is based on 46 passengers, it the count
drops the price is subject to change

1

•
S.

•

•

0(.1 te

vel
1-800-634-4903
I:104 Chestnut tit.
502-759-1074 446.41r
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Practice
Field

Warm-up

CLASS A
1 Apollo

11:00-11:30

CLASS AA
1. Massac Co.
2. Humboldt
3. Graves Co.
4. Grayson Co.
5. Caldwell Co.
6. LaRue Co.

11:15-11:45 .
11:30-12:00
11:45-12:15
12:00-12:30
12:15-12:45
12:30-1:00

A
B
A

CLASS AAA
1. Covington Holmes
2. Elizabethtown
3. Harrison Co.
4. Muhlenberg South

12:45-1:15
1:00-1:30
1:15-1:45
1:30-2:00

A

Prepare
to Enter
North Gate

1-Min.
Warm-Up

Perform

11 35

11 14

11 it

11:50
12:05
12:20
12:35
12:50
1:05

11 .59
A2.14
12 29
12 44
12 59
1,14

12C0
12 15
1230
12 45
1 111

120
1.35
1:50
205

129
1 44
1 59
214

132
1 45
2 OC
215

2:50
3:05
3:20
3.35
3:50
4:05

2 59
3 14
3 29
3 44
3.59
4.14

3 00
3 15
3 30
3 15
4 00
4 tg

A

A

1 .1

JUDGES BREAK
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Pct.
G.
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579
9,9 !
465 18
159 19
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"Check Us Out."

School

9*/144,

ct
G.
6,4
529 '2
441 1;
479 20

Jane Rogers Insurance

The
FESTIVAL OF
CHAMPIONS

of October

All 25'

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Otrosio-.
W I
96 63
ri•ttstturr
Si Louts
84 '5
New York
76 82
76 33
PhiladelPha
'4 43
Cnicago
Montreal
-0 88
West Owston
W I.
Atlanta
92 67
92 67
LOG Angeles
81
San Diego
78
Cinonnan
74 85
San Francisco
73 84
64 95
Houston
i-cinched dwision 1,t4
Wednesday Gr•et
St LOutS 6 MOnttial 4
Houston 7 San Frani:taco 5
Chicago 1 Philadegnia
Atlanta 6, C narnan 3
Nee York 9. Pine:Nigh 6 1,
San Diego 9 Los Angeles 4
Thureday's Comes

ars
m Fjty

QUARTER MONDAY
ei

Cteveland at Neiv too,* 173')
Detroit at Baamois '235 pm
T•toolo at tAnnesola 1 05 p —
Oakland at Texas. 2 05 p m
Kansas City ikeatiornia 0 05
Chtca;o at 9560te
535 p
Sisson Ends

BASEBALL

would talk to you and do stuff
with you. They wanted to know
you as a person."

Every Monday during the month

7 Years Experience

New or Repaii
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Rt. 1, Box 126A
Hazel, /0

After several failures coming down the stretch in recent years, the Toronto Blue Jays really don't care what's said about them. This season,
they're the champions of the American League East.
They made it official Wednesday night with a 6-5 victory over California at a soldout SkyDome.
The Blue Jays were rolling along in July with an eight-game lead. And
the margin still was six in August. But a seven-game losing streak
brought Toronto back to the pack and into a race with Boston and Detroit.
It wasn't exactly a case of the Blue Jays grabbing control of the division, but rather the Tigers and Red Sox collapsing in September. What
looked liked an interesting final week turned rather dull when Boston lost
three of four at Milwaukee last weekend.
To complicate matters for the Blue Jays, manager Cito Gaston missed
33 games with a disc injury. During Gaston's absence, interim manager
Gene Tenace guided the club to a 19-14 record and maintained a
r/2 -game lead.
"Gene did an excellent job," Blue Jays general manager Pat Gillick
said. "But Cito has been here a long time and sometimes I think he's got
a sixth sense."
He also has two division titles. When Gaston took over for the fired
Jimy Williams in early 1989, he wasn't sure he wanted the job. And after
Toronto's division-winning '89 season, Gaston was pretty sure he didn't
want to stay on as manager when Oakland prevailed in the playoffs.
But he did stay on, managing the Jays to a disappointing second-place
finish last season. After missing 33 games, Gaston decided managing is a
wonderful life.
"Maybe three years ago, when I didn't want to take the job, it would
have been time to leave," said Gaston, who returned to the dugout Friday.
"I like the job. Everyday's a challenge. You really satisfy yourself when
you can aet some of the problems."
The major change in the Blue Jays this season came when Gillick made
an uncharacteristic blockbuster trade last December, sending Fred
McGriff and Tony Fernandez to San Diego for Joe Carter and Roberto
Alomar.
Carter leads the Blue Jays with 33 homers and 108 RBIs and Alomar is
batting near .300 with 41 doubles. Alomar's defense at second base has
also been outstanding and he has 53 steals.
"When I first got here, I knew we had a real good team," Alomar said.
"We had the three things you need to win — defense, pitching and good
hitting. We don't have a lot of power, but we know how to play the
game."
Carter hasn't missed a game, played above-average defense and
brought a feeling of harmony into a clubhouse that suffered in the past
from George Bell's tirades and Fernandez's moodiness.
"Driving in 100 is definitely a milestone," said Carter, whose 33
homers are two shy of his career high. "But it's more than just that. It's
usually 'going to win a lot of ballgames for a team."
He's driven in 100 runs in five of the last six seasons, getting 98 for
Cleveland in 1988. Carter had 105 RBIs in 1989 in his final season as an
Indian and drove in 115 runs with the Padres last year. Carter is the first
player in major league history to reach 100 RBIs in three consecutive seasons with three different teams.

Sidelines..

•I.

HAW INS'
ROOFING

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Baseball Writer

The Racers will be competing
against Alabama-Birmingham,
Austin Peay, Belmont, Middle Tennessee, Tennessee State, Tennessee
Tech, UT-Chattanooga, and Wallace State in Friday's meet.
"I feel like our top three guys are
sound for us," Racers coach Stan
Narewski said. "Our problem is
who will finish four and five for (Coned from page 10)
us."
missed a couple of games and
• • • •
he couldn't wait to get back
After finishing a close second at because of the fans."
the Austin Peay Invitational last
Quisenberry wouldn't mind
Friday, the Murray State Lady Rac- working with professional athers cross country team returns to letes in the future, and has
Carbondale, Ill., Saturday to run in been offered the chance to
the Saluki Invitational,
return to Florida next summer.
The Lady Racers opened their
"Before I left, the players
season at Carbondale Sept. 7 in a came up to me and said good
quad meet with Eastern Illinois, bye," Quisenberry remembered.
Kansas and Southern Illinois. Lady "They told me to come back
Racer coach Margaret Simmons and see them.
"All the players respected
hopes running the same course will
you," he commented. "They
benefit her team.

•Selfserve bays
•Vacuums
•Air fresheners

II

SCOREBOARD

By JIM DONAGHY
AP

l"WF

3, MI

CLASS AAAA
1. Henry Co.
2. Muhlenberg North
3. Union City
4. Henderson County
5. Lafayette
6. Christian County

2:15-2:45
2:30-3:00
2:45-3:15
3:00-3:30
3:15-3:45
3:30-4:00

A
A
A

THE TEN FINALIST BANDS WILL BE ANNOUNCED FOLLOWING PRELIMINARY C,OMPE I I
Adults & Children 12 & over
Children under 12
Pre-lims
$4.00
$2 00
Finals (Beginning at 7:00 p.m.)
$4.00
$2 00
Combination (pre-lims/finals)
$6.00
$4.00
A Public Service Announcement of the Murray Ledger & Times
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In Murray
Since 1961

McClard's Shell Station
Wrecker Service
753-9132
601 Main St
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ROOM FOR THE MONEY
AND JUST REDUCED!
5 bedrooms and 21/2 baths near schools
and shopping. Lots of personality! Let us
show you this one. $70,000. NILS #3595

-1111R11‘1, CM

t1111-R 3, 1991
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1991
TIGER
FOOTBALL

608 Main Street
753-7921

Buy Any Deli Sandwich
Get 2nd for 1/2 Price!

MURRAY
vs.
So. Fulton
Friday,
7:30 p.m.
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YOUR BEST INSURANCE
POLICY IS A GOOD
AGENT

For All Your
Automotive
Needs...
See Us First

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean...with quality protection and
service. Call us today.

Murray and Calloway County
For Ouer 25 Years'

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc,

Ford
role
farail

514 South 12th • 753-8868

[

QUICKPRiNd
of murray

"Modern Technology
for Today's Printing Needs"

TIGERS!
Harry Allison — Lance Allison

SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
Tiger head coach Rick Fisher tunes in the headset while assistant coaches Andy Corbin (right) and David
Carr (left) listen in. The Tigers are 4-1 on the season after whipping Fulton City last week. They face the
Red Devils of South Fulton at Holland Stadium Friday night.

759-4796

Regular Tune-Ups
Equal Good Gas
Mileage for Fuel
Economy.

When the Tigers have the ball...
TIGERS

Keep your brakes in good
condition for safe stops.

jJJ

—LI

ALTO CENTER

200 N. 4th St., hlurrav

753-6001

,

Mon.-Fri. 8-5

New

OB: 15 Brent Keller, sophomore.
FB: 44 Mitch Fike, senior.
TB: 21 Rusty Thomas, senior.
FL: 40 Matt Krug, senior.
SE: 41 Fred Sowerby, sophomore.
TE: 86 Chip Greene, junior.
T: 69 Scott Downey, junior.
G: 72 Chad Caldwell, sophomore.
C: 60 Bill Sanders, senior.
G: 62 Adam Blalock, freshman.
T. 70 Jason Reed, Senior.

Tq.stalt rant

Luifixon Special
31,-mda4

naau

Sunclau Bu//et
1

-

r rn

53 10 plus tax
C-atethw meetings, wedding partic,5
banquets upon request
AL.co available carni-outs

an,i

Call 75.3.448
21u?. 641 Aarth

OB: 12 Steve Frisby, senior.
FB: 49 Michae: ken,junior.
TB: 20 Brian James, sophomore.
WB: 23 Matt Gore, senior.
RE: 40 Danny Roberson, senior.
RT: 68 Jason Crabtree, senior.
RG: 53 Todd Baker, senior,
C: 65 Brian Lucy. senior.
LG. 51 Erc Hastirgs, senior.
LT: 72 Jim Thorpe, senior.
LE: 11 Dav,d Ortiz, senior.

NG: 69 Scott Downey, junior.
DT: 60 Bill Sanders, senior.
DT: 62 Adam Blalock, freshman.
DE: 21 Rusty Thomas, senior.
DE:86 Chip Greene, junior.
LB: 43 Sean Stogner, senior.
LB: 44 Mitch Fike, senior.
CB: 82 Shaka Radford, junior.
CB: 8 Brad Nunnally, senior.
S: 25 Victor Perry, sophomore.
S, 40 Matt Krug, senior.
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753-8311

Best Of Luck!

GARLAND
USED CARS
510 S. 4th St.
753-4641
Randall Underhill
Owner

759-1482
Res.

Compliments of

205 N. 12th St. Murray

Pick up a bucket
of The Colonel's best
for your next
tailgate party!

Good Luck
Tigers
from

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
FREE Computerized Balancing when
you buy your tires from us!

HERE'S TO
A
GREAT
SEASON!
From All
Your Friends
At

-Large Selection of New & Used Tires-

HOLLAND
Tire Company

loos
1109 Chestnut

753-8809

607 S. 4th St.

KFC

TIGERS

JRIry

Motor Parts
and Bearings
Your

RE: 73 Eric Gray, junior.
DT: 53 Todd Baker, senior.
NG: 49 Michael Allen, junior.
DT: 72 Jim Thorpe, senior.
LE: 40 Danny Roberson, senior.
LB: 42 Jeremaine Thomas, junior.
LB: 75 Matt Britens, sophomore.
LB: 33 James Jones, senior.
CB: 20 Brian James, sophomore.
S: 11 David Ortiz, senior.
CB. 23 Matt Gore, senior.

DEVILS

55 75

11am2prn

DEVILS

When the Devils have the ball...

Hong Kong
Open 7 days a week
Sunday . firiday /1 a.m.•9.30 pm.
turday 4.30 pm .9 ,30 p.m.
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Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
IMP

East Main & Industrial Road
753 5606 Mon Fri 85; Sat 8-12

Murray
Electric System
401 Olive Street
Murray
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Stop Smoking.

Consortium founder, civic leader Reid dies
Edwin L. Reid, remembered
must as the founder of the West
Kentucky Academic Consortium,
d.,A Wednesday at his home in
.vmsonia.
A well-known civic and political
leader, Reid "was a great public
servant," according to former Kenlucky Gov. Julian Carroll in a publied report. "He was always trying to find ways in which he could
I,elp people."
Reid was called a "dedicated,
hard-working western Kentuckian
•.,-ho was eager to help others,"
,According to U.S. Rep. Carroll
Hubbard. "He was always anxious
io bring continued progress to our
area. My wife, Carol, and I have
heen very fond of Edwin Reid for
riany years."
Reid was a charter member of
the Graves County Young Democrats Club and served two terms on
the Graves County Fiscal Court. He
also was a member of the Symsonia Development Council and the
Mayfield-Graves County Chamber
(if Commerce and the boards of Big

Authority Shawnee Steam Plant
and was appointed to the Kentucky
Board of Agriculture.
Reid also was employed as a
pesticide inspector with the Kentucky Department of Natural
Resources until his retirement in
1986.
Reid, a graduate of Murray State
University, founded the academic
consortium in 1989 and organized
the annual West Kentucky
Academic Bowl, a competition patterned after the First Region
basketball tournament. ,
The bowl, includes 16 high
schools from the eight Purchase
counties and Livingston County
which are divided into four
districts.
EDWIN LYLES REID
Reid also organized the Quad
Academic Bowl to pit the
State
Rivers Electric Corp. and Symsonia
western Kentucky winner against
Clinic Corp.
championship teams from southern
Reid was also a member of the
Illinois, southeast Missouri and
Plumbers and Pipefitters Local 184
northwest Tennessee.
and taught at Symsonia High
With the assistance of developSchool for many years. Reid retired
ment
and foundation coordinator
from the Tenneessee Valley
Carol Julian, Reid established a
perpetual academic scholarship
fund through the Murray State University Foundation.
Each year the four district winners receive a 51,000 scholarship
and trophies with the academic
-Bailey, 80, of 1801 tintritn, died - bowl-WinnerfeCel vin van- addition.- _
TtSdyat945ar1atMQrTay '- -- al I000 He -also- ex-panfle44e-academic program to include the
Calloway county Hospital.
He' was a member of the Mason- .presentation of certificates to honor
students in elementary and middle
ic Lodge.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. school grades in each of the nine
counties in the spring.
Lucille Johnson Bailey, to whom
Reid is survived by his wife.
he was married on Dec. 12, 1953;
one daughter, Mrs. Peggy Jean
Gee, North Little Rock, Ark.; two
grandchildren, Mrs. Mary Ann
Newton and husband, Mike, Redfield, Ark.; and Rob Gee, North
Little Rock; two greatA two-vehicle accident Monday
grandchildren, Jacob Newton and
injured three people, according to a
Michael Newton; two brothers report from the Murray Police
Newell Bailey, South Ninth St., Department.
Murray, and Jessie Bailey, Ellis
Janet M. Klueppel, 19, of Rt. 1,
Drive, Murray; a sister-in-law, Pau- Benton, was westbound on
ChestSt.,
MurOlive
line Johnson, 1712
nut Street when her car struck
ray; several nieces and nephews. another vehicle driven by Billy
J.
He was preceeded in death by
Russell, 20, of Eddyville, Ky., as
Florene
Gardner
and
sisters,
two
he was attempting to turn east onto
Ora Bailey; and two brothers, Rudy
Chestnut from Waldrop Drive
and Raymond Bailey.
around 10:02 p.m., police said.
Klueppel suffered multiple minor
injuries while Russell suffered
minor head injuries, police said. A
passenger in the Russell vehicle,
The Murray Police Department Kelly Pugh, 18, of Murray, sufis investigating the theft of car fered possible head injuries.
audio equipment over the weekend,
according to a report.
Jim Carson, of Carroll Volkswagen on Chestnut Street, reported
the theft of two Cerwin Vega
speakers and a Punch amplifier
from a vehicle owned by Carl AleNEW YORK (AP) — The
xander of Fulton, Ky., sometime "Gone With the Wind.' sequel
over the weekend, police said.
"Scarlett" has swept to No. 1 on
the best-seller list and carried the
original on its coattails.
Despite scathing reviews, roughly 500,000 copies of the Alexandra
A Murray man was arrested Ripley book have been snapped up
Wednesday and charged with sho- since it went on sale Sept. 25, \Varplifting, according to a report from ner Books said.
"We knew fit would be a best
the Murray Police Department.
Gary L. Sims. 28. of 109 Chest- seller, but even the original didn't
nut Street, was arrested and sell this well at the start," said
charged with theft by unlawful tak- Laurence Kirshbaum, president of
ing under S100 after allegedly leav- Warner Books.
The sequel will be No. 1 on The
ing Wal-Mart with concealing an
item worth approximately S7.63. New York Times best-seller list of
Oct. 13, and the 1936 original, by
police said.
Margaret Mitchell, will be No. 14,
Sims was lodged in the Calloway.
the newspaper said today.
County Jail.

Obituaries

Carter Wilson Bailey
The funeral for Carter Wilson
Bailey was today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Byron Dumas
officiated.
Pallbearers were Carl Lee Saylots, Robert Amato, David Kimbro,
John Cavitt, Kenneth Bucy, Davy
Draffen and Robert Thweatt.
Honorary pallbearers were
Elwood Brown, Allen McCoy,
James Miller, Paul Redden, Grady
Gordon, 011ie Hall, Denny Smith
and James Parker.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.

Ford plays key
role in compromise
family leave bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford was a key
behind-the-scenes player in drafting a compromise family leave bill
that the Senate passed Wednesday
with enough apparent support to
withstand a presidential veto.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell and the bill's chief sponsor, Sen. Chris Dodd, D-Conn.,
both praised the Kentucky Democrat's role as a conciliator on the
issue, The Washington Post
reported today.
The measure would require
employers to grant workers unpaid
leave to deal with family needs
such as a birth, adoption or serious
illness of a close family member.
During floor debate, Ford said he
understood industry concerns about
the bill but it could prove to an
advantage to employers.
"The bottom line is, for as little
as S6 per employee per year, this
bill will bring both stability and
increased productivity to our workforce by assuring workers that they
%ill not lose their jobs if they put
their family first," Ford said.
Kentucky's other U.S. Senator,
Republican Mitch McConnell, voted against the bill, which passed
65-32.

2-car accident
injures three

1VIPD investigating
theft of equipment

Sequel sweeps
to number one
on best-seller list

Murray man faces
shoplifting charge

Margaret T. Reid; a daughter,
Sandra Kay McKirchy of Paducah;
a son, Dr. Stephen L. Reid of Saudi
Arabia; a twin brother, Edward L.
Reid of Symsonia; a sister, Mrs.
Tommie Miller of Paducah; and
three grandchildren, Jennifer (Ginger) McKirchy Headdy of Henderson, Michelle NI. McKirchy of
Paducah and Timothy L. Reid of
Lexington.
He was preceded in death by his
parents. Dink and Maude Reid and
a brother, Charles Reid.
Funeral services will be private.
Expressions of sympathy may take
the form of contributions to the
West Kentucky Academic Consortium in care of the Murray State
University Scholarship Office in
Murray, Ky.. 42071, or to the
Lourdes Hospice Program:

HOG MARKET
Federal-Slate Market News Service October 3, 199
Kentucky Purchase Ars Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Station Receipts: Act319,Eel 300 Barrows& Gilts
LIM lower, Sowg 1.00 low.
S&L 00.44O
LS 1-2 230.251 be
US 1.2 210-230 be
$41 00-43.50
ISA c0-43 00
IS 2-3 234.261 be
S 3-4 260270 be
542.50-43 50
Sows
US 1.2 270.350 be
11100.34.00
IS 1.3 300-400 be
$14.00.35 00
IS 1.3 400.523 lbs--.--.t14.00.3509
LS 1-3 525 and up
$30003900
US 2-3 300-500 Ibi
-$31 0033.00

American Heart
Association

til[IAs/\

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hwy 641 !S.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Ross Insurance Agency
/4:4•Fam
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton

Stock Market
Report

Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.

Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg..-.-...•12.07
DJIA Previous Close.....-.3012.52
Air Products................... 669s -1/4
A.T.C. Class A
48'/213 49A
A T & T...........-............ 373/1 -he
Bank of Murray*.................200B
Bell South
4934 -1/4
Briggs & Stratton
385/s .1/2
Chrysler
105/4 unc.
Dean Foods
313/4 unc.
Exxon......................
unc.
Fisher Price
275/4 unc.
Ford Motor
297/1 •l/s
General Electric
701/s -5/1
General Motors.......
367/s -Vs
Goodrich...... ......
-1/4
Goodyear........... ......-441/2 +1/4
I B M.......................
1001/1 -1
Ingersoll
+5/s
K- Mart
423/4 unc.
Ky. Utilities................... 2571. unc.
Kroger .........................-.Ars -Vs
443/4 -1/4
L G & E..........
McDonalds
353/s unc.
J.C. Penney........................50 +1/4
Peoples First"
23B 24A
Quaker Oats.........
5834 .f/s
Schering-Plough...............573/4 •fis
Sears .................................38f/s -1/1
Texaco.....................
635/s unc.
Time Warner
UST
475/s .3/s
Wal-Mart..... .....

'Hilliard Lyons is trading agent lot this stock.
—Hillard Lyons is a market maker In this stock.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

HILL1AkD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
IS

L Lyons, Inc. • Nt•rnter MU.and SIPC

Clayton Marcus - Broyhill
Taylor King - Craftmaster
Over 225 In Stock

More
Accessories
Flora's - Candlesticks
Wall Hangings
Lamps - Ceramics
Brass - Picture Frames

The Best Bedding
Sealy Posturepedic
Southerland
Campbell /
The Area's Most
Complete Selection

ALL AT DISCOUNTED PRICES
NO GIMMICKS - NO FRILLS FINANCING AVAILABLE
6 MONTHS SAME AS CASH
NO PAYMENT UNTIL APRIL 1, 1992

Murray. KY

South 12th St
Mon thru Fn

Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt.

753.1itic?)

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8

Insurance Companies

Tree help in filing claims
for my clients"
*1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance
*I have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET CEO, INC.
1986 GMC S-15
Red, $4,900

51*

MO.

36 mos. @- 13.99% A.P.R.

753-2617

641 South

T
D
PIASNCEOLUINNG

TUCK

'S

Hwy. 45E. One Mile South of Downtown Martin, TN.
901-587-3000
THESE PRICES GOOD THRU 10-30-91
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-3:00

PREFINISHED
PANELING

DOORS

More
Sofas

UPS

m-i; 9 a.m.-

Investments Since 1854

Company

RAGE

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1991

'ME MURRAY LEDGER & lIMES

METAL DOOR UNITS
$5500
Starting at
New Selection of Leaded
Glass Doors
CUSTOM DOOR SHOP
For All Your Custom
Door Needs

TUB-SHOWER
54" PVC Tub Plus
3 Pc. Wall Unit
Ideal Replacement Unit
For Mobile Home/Cabin

$9900

Care Free-Good Looking
Over 100 Selections
As Low As

$250 Sheet

WATER HEATERS
Electric Water Heaters
5 Yr. Warranty
30 Gal

$1 45.00

40 Gal

155.00

INSULATION
Cold Weather Just Around
The Corner - Buy Now & Save

CRASS
FURNITURE

103 So. 3rd

1

Downtown Murray

753-3621

Fiberglass Insulation
31/2 x 15 $1

_ _

-

2.99 Ron

Manufacturer's Rebate
up to $20.00
ASK FOR DETAILS

Remember - you get more for your Bucks at Tuck's
"The Factory Outlet For Building Supplies"
Lumber • Plywood • Kitchen Cabinets • Bath Vanities
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New statewide phone services
gives deaf Kentuckians freedom
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Hundreds of thousands of Kentuckians can do something new today.
They can pick up the phone and
order a pizza. Or make a hotel
reservation, get a doctor's appointment, or summon the plumber.
"We can use our telephones to
access a world most people take for
granted," William Rogers, executive director of the Kentucky Commission on Deaf and Hearing
Impaired, said Monday.
A statewide service mandated by
the General Assembly went into
operation today for an estimated
350,000 Kentuckians who are deaf,
hard of hearing or speech-impaired.
It will enable them to converse
with any other Kentucky phone
customer, using keyboard-equipped
"text telephones" and specially
trained operators who relay
messages.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. begins the service on a
five-year contract with the Kentucky Public Service Commission.
The commission chairman, Ed
Overbey, made the ceremonial first
call Monday to Cherilyn Bloodworth, a Kentucky School for the
Deaf senior, inside a hotel ballroom Monday in Frankfort.
Overbey dialed a toll-free num__ _ber_to an AT&T relay operator in
-Alabamy-Bur-there-wara //itch:

Bloodworth's phone on the other
side of the room wouldn't ring for
several minutes; the hotel switchboard had put the relay operator on
hold.
Once the connection was made,
Overbey's message was displayed
on Bloodworth's text telephone.
Her typed responses were relayed
orally by the operator to Overbey.
"I can't say enough about the
doors this is opening, Bloodworth
said.
The state in July began collecting a monthly, statewide surcharge
of 10 cents per phone line to pay
for the new service.
Relays by operators must be verbatim and confidentiality is guaranteed, the company said. There is no
charge for local calls, but the
devices cost from about $200 to
$800 and the service cannot be
used for calls to other states,
AT&T said.
That nettled the dozens of deaf
people who were on hand for the
service's inauguration.
They said deaf people in border
cities such as Owensboro, Louisville and northern Kentucky pay for
local access to cities across the
Ohio River, but cannot use it.
"I feel like we're in prison here
in Kentucky," said Thomas J.
R,yaa retired draftsmap -from
Louisville.

Horoscopes
FRIDAY,OCTOBER 4,1991

CLASSIFIEDS

rN

TODAY'S CHILDREN are imaginative, multilalented and somewhat
indecisive. As tots, these Libras will love to dance, sing and act. Both boys
and girls will indulge in frequent daydreaming and wild flights of fancy.
Warmhearted and loyal, they make wonderful mates and parents. A fear of
doing the wrong thing leads them to weigh their decisions over and over. Do
these children da big favor by encouraging them to,trust their instincts!
order a rev rsed and updated copy of Jeane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday.Today and Forever
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan," send U.95 plus SI postage and handling to
Dixon. do Andrews and Mckleel. P.O. Box 419150, Kansas City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and lvIcMeel

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
rAikKO 101
/
41
COME
Tomo la gy0w 7,

c

SACK

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bcither of
monthly collection.

Murray
e
Ledger & Times

Help
Wanted

Situation
Wanted

JANITOR/Orderly fulltime
7-3 General mechanical
knowledge preferred. Variety of duties. Apply in person Fern Terrace Lodge,
1505 Stadium View Dr
Murray, Ky FOE

WILL sit with the elderly or
sick Call 753-4590 for
information

Legal
Notice

PUBLIC NOTICE
The County ofCalloway is planning to close out a
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Project involving the use of funds to aid the
George Weaks Community Center.This notice of
close out is provided for anyone wishing to
comment on the project. All written comments
should be addressed to:
Judge/Executive George Wealts
Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, KY 42071
TDD # 1-800-247-2510

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

Avallabk Titre Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate or
Custodial Cut. With
Medicare's new guidelines for confinement,
Nursing Home Insurance is more important
_thastrier....For frerinformalice

call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'free local dace earvice

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ofbirth,call 1-900-988-7788.Your phone company will bill you 95cents
a minute.)
a
-- HAPPY BIRTHDAY! THE bend the ears of influential people to
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: gain their attention. Return to a more
Your ambition serves you well. traditional approach.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): Stay
Successful financial negotiations will
make November a golden time for close to home today and do not venbusiness. Romance blooms during a ture to parts unknown. Stimulating
Christmas vacation. A close rela- chats take place within your housetionship will be tested in February.. hold. Delegate more chores to
May brings flowers and a much-de- younger family members. Sharing
sired reconciliation. Step up your secrets brings you closer together.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Good
investment program in June. Joining
a professional organization or going fortune could come to your doorstep
back to school will make next Sep- in the form ofa visitor. Do not throw
tember a banner month.
away recent gains for a vague possiCELEBRITIES BORN ON bility. Send important messages
THIS DATE:actors Charlton Heston promptly. Wear your heart on your
and Clifton Davis, singer Patti sleeve!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
LaBelle. actress Susan Sarandon.
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Ad- dream could come true if you comvance planning works brilliantly for municate asecretdesire today.Private
you. Find a long-term solution to a discussions provide the key to obtroublesome personal problem. A taining additional funds. You could
parent offers well-meant advice. be lucky in love tonight. Dress up if
Listen attentively but follow your going out.
instincts.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): 21): Stop acting like a recluse and try
Timely talks or letters lend strength to hook up with wealthy, influential
to your residential or financial plans. people. You can reel in some big fish
Comparison shoppers will save a lot ifyou find the rightstream.Terminate
/of money. A great day for do-it- a going-nowhere relationship.
yourself projects. Nurture a love reCAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
lationship.
Be prepared for businessdelaystoday.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20):Curb News of a journey gives you fresh
a tendency to act or speak hastily. An hope. The direct approach ensures
accident could happen if you rush more hits than misses. Learning to
ahead._Seek inexpensive entextain, compromise helps 2 _ relationship
ment this evening. Romance soars to flourish.
new heights when you ask your mate's
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
advice.
Beware of a tendency to act overCANCER(June 21-July 22): Old confident.Get the whole story before
friends or a special group will help making an important presentation.
you solve a problem and smooth the You feel more responsible than ever
• path to financial success.Someone is for'your family's welfare.
' evaluating your job performance.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
Abandon outmoded methods for greatday forteam efforts.Be cautious
newer.
when trying new procedures. Share
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Keeping the limelight. Your future financial
a high profile will help you generate security depends on how well you
financial capital. You may have to manage your present income.

090

1160

Al A

Legal
Notice

AURORA Pizza Magic. Delicious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitching Post Dine in or
carry out Open all year at
5pm Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.
COUNRTY Jeans has
mens' Gerhart & Wrangler
Denim Jackets, Jordache
Jackets for women. Sweatshirts by Esprit & Hard
Rock. Men's & ladys Jeans
by Guess, La Gear, Lawman, her Chic, Levis. and
many more name brands.
Group tops, jeans, shirts,
sweaters marked down
low. Open. Thur-Fri,
12-4pm,Sat 10-4pm. Layaways. 5 miles 94E.
GLASS replacement work.
Auto glass, plate glass,
window glass, insulated
glass, mirrors, plain and
beveled edge. Glass table
tops. Also flea market used
furniture, hand crafted Tshirts, all at M & G Complete Glass Co. Dixieland
Center. Phone 753-0180.
TRIP for 2 to Ft.
Lauderdale/Bahamas, 5
nights, 6 days. 759-9405
after 6prn.
050
LAM

And Found
LOST Dalmation puppy.
Last seen by B-Rite food
store. Reward! Call
753-8843
060
Help
Wanted

DRIVER needed, 1-2 days COUNSELOR- per week. Call Wed. or Educational Talent Search
Full time position to begin
Thur. 753-1631.
as soon as possible QualDRIVERS OTR, Van/Flat ifications Earned bache35 stales. 1 year experi- lor's degree in human serence verifiable. Start 24-28 vices. Grant writing expericpm with 3 year benefits. ence preferred Counseling
CaN 1-800-444-6648,
skills preferred Proficient
DRIVERS Small package de- with computers and netlivery. Drive company car. working. Responsibilities'
Earn to S550-wk
Conducts group and indivi1-800-551-1736.
dual sessions with participants. Travels extensively in
the target area. (Western.
Full or Part-Time
KY) Conducts parncipant
Dell Help
workshops. Serves as liaiApply in person
son person to referral agencies, and postsecondary
Owen
schools. Participates in
Food Market
educational and personal
diagnostic./prescriptive assessment and planning.
Salary to commensurate
with experience Screening
to begin as soon as possible. To apply send letter of
application, resume, and
names and addresses of
three references to Barbara
Keel, Educational Talent
Search, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071.
EOE/MFVH

--hfurrayatloaray-eotmty:Nospitaf.---wieaderwe
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the followingjob openings

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST: Full-time position
needed for the hospital, home health, and West
View nursing home.
Competitive salary and excellent benefits package.

For details contact:
Personnel Dept.
(502)762-1106
Equal I /pylori units
Employer

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR:
West View Nursing Home a 174 bed facility
located in Murray, Kentucky is seeking an experienced nursing home administrator with a successful track record in nursing home administration. The successful candidate must have a
degree in Health Administration and 3-5 years of
progressive experience in nursing home administration and possess or be able to obtain a
nursing home administrator's license in Kentucky.
Competitive salary and benefits. Interested candidates should send resume and salary requirement to:
Stuart Poston, Administrator; 803 Poplar Street,
Murray, Ky. 42071-2423, 502-762-1102

For details contact:
Personnel Dept.
(502)762.1106
Equal i kumirlunitk
Ero oyer

CONSTRUCTION. Full
time, new project, Carpen
tars, laborers, drywall, ma
son, painters. Up to $24/hr
Call 1-800-551-1737.

MURRAY
CALLOMY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

MURRAY
CALLOWNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

Contract Bridge
When to Abandon the Percentages
ace. What this means is that if you
experimented thousands oftimes with
this combination, the finesse would
succeed far more often than the play
for the drop.
South was fully familiar with the
proper percentage play, but when the
WEST
EAST
moment of truth arrived, he put up
+ 76
K
dummy's ace and speared East's
V A K 84
king! However, he had ample reason
95 3 2
•A 8 32
• 109 7 6 5
for rejecting the finesse.
+743
+95
West began by cashing the K-A of
SOUTH
hearts and then shifted to the deuce of
•Q 1 1084 3
diamoilds, hoping his partner had the
•107
queen and that declarer would misguess what card to play from dummy.
•Q
•AJ 10
But South played dummy's king,
The bidding:
which won the trick.
West
North
South
Then, without bothering to enter
East
Pass
1+
his hand for a finesse,declarer simply
,Pass
1
Pass
2+
played the ace of trumps and caught
Pass
4
East's singleton king! As a result, he
Opening lead - king of hearts.
made the contract with an overtrick.
Most books on play contain one or Had he taken a trump finesse, he
more chapters on the mathematics of would have gone down one.
bridge. Among other things, they list
Declarer's decision to reject the
how suits can be expected to divide, percentage play was based on the fact
how to deal with a large variety of that West simply could not have the
card combinations, and when to fi- king of spades after his first three
plays revealed he had the A-K of
nesse.
. One subject discussed is the ques- hearts and ace of diamonds. It was
tion of whether or not to finesse when inconceivable that he would have
you have ten cards of a suit missing passed originally had he held the king
the K-x-x, which was declarers prob- of spades also.
lem in the spade suit in today's hand.
Since East was therefore marked
Mathematically, the percentage with the king of spades, South's only
play is to finesse rather than try to chance was to find the monarch -undrop the singleton king behind the guarded
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
West dealer.
East-West vulnerable
NORTH
4. A 9 5 2
V Q6
• K4
•K Q 8 6 2

KITCHEN help wanted
Cake decorating experience prefered Apply at
Dumplin's, 305 S 12th
Murray, Ky. 42071
LPN or Certified Medical
Assistant for local Physician's office. Good pay and
benefits. Send resume to
P.O. Box 10400, Murray,
KY 42071.
M.S. Carriers-OTR
brivers-start 26 cents per
mile-assigned tractor-get
home policy, great
benefits-Call for mere abyour , future
out
800-231-5209. /
Munson Transporation
Now Hiring OTR T/T Drivers Experience only secure company, benefits, top
earnings $30,000 + annually. Call 800-423-7629

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN INGS NEED a job? A
COUNSELOR Upward
GED? Hope for the future?
Bound PI.Kital_10,_P_ElFttify
4019___you.fray_qua
yfju de_
as
(50%) to begin as soon
high
GED
or
your
have
not
possible. Qualifications:
diploma; 'You are
Grant writing experience. school
Preferred masters degree between the ages of 16 &
in human services or social 21. We are an E.O.E. This
work. Require bachelors project is funded by the
Kentucky Private
degree in education. Prefer Western
JTPA
CouncilIndustry
ProfiTRIO experience.
cient with computers. Re- Call J T PA. Out Of School
sponsibilities: Coordinates 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 .
the career education com- 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
ponent. Teaches classes OTR Drivers 12 months
and seminars_ Conducts in- experience, 23 years of
dividual and group counsel- age. Hornady Truck Line.
ing. Coordinates activities Start up to 26 cents/mile,
for summer program. Sal- trap/vacation pay, safety
ary commensurate with ex- bonus, spouse passenger
perience. Screening to be- program, 401-K retirement
gin as soon as possible. To 1-800-648-9664
apply send letter of application, resume, names and OWNER Operators, tracaddresses of three refer- tors only for 48 state flatbed
ences to Barbara Keel, Up- division. Late model tracward Bound, Murray State tors needed. 50% advance,
University, Murray, KY instant settlements 1st in,
1st out dispatch PFT
42071.
Roberson 800-237-3534.
HELP, Help, Help Decor./More Party Plan now
hiring. Earn ca$h for backto-school needs! Call
1-800-421-4589/1-800-87
4-1124. Booking Parties!

PART-Time in afternoons
for repair and maintenance
work on commercial building and grounds. Must be
aggressive and capable crf
working alone. Apply at
M&G Glass in Dixieland
Shopping Center.

100
Business
OPPorturlitY
CEDAR Log Home Dealers
Wanted: Red or White cedar Two sales per month
generate $96,000 year.
Free training. Great opportunity. Cedarwood Log
Homes, Inc., 8066-57
North Point Blvd., WinstonSalem, N.C. 27106. Financing available. Call
(191) 759-7311.
ENTREPRENEURS
wanted for a great business
opportunity. Call
1-800-395-8537.
Log Home Dealership Top
Log Home Manufacturer,
seeks Dealer Protected
territory, high earning potential, full training & leads
provided Need not interfere with present employment. Models starting at
$9690 1-800-678-1424.
Brentwood Log Homes,
427 River Rock Blvd., Murfreesboro, Tn 37129.
_WOLFF. Tanning Beds,
New commercial home units from $199.00. LampsLotions-Accessories.
Mont* payments low as
$1880. Call today free new
color
catalog.
1-800-462-9197.

BECOME a veterinary
Assistant/Animal Care
Specialist. Home study.
Turn your love of animals
into an exciting career.
Free fact-filled literature
800-362-7070, Dept
CL742.

1d
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each.
527-2932
MASON jars. 489-2303.
PALLETS, 40x48.
436-5430.
150
Artklos
For Sale

BURIAL INSURANCE

age
age
age
age
age

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

SEARS
759-777

STUDEI
391(2r.
from in li

$251ea.

St. or c

Tanning
tern. I
Homes,
$1,995.
able to

big! Cal

TINTED
used oi
436-248

USED o
filing ca
proof)
St. or ci
753-239

WALKE
chair, cri
comfortE
ruffle, I
diaper s

WOOD
conditior

WOOD
thermos'
jacket ci
tion, $2(

Instruction

LEARNING SPECIALIST*
Upward Bound Program. RECREATION Director.
Full-time position to begin immediate opening, for
as soon as possible. Qual- local YMCA 30 hours per 4 TON central heat and air.
ifications: Grant writing ex- week. Appropriate degree Good condition
perience. Masters degree and/or related experience_ vice
in Education preferred. References required. Send
call
Teaching experience with resume to P.O. Box 947,
Murray,
KY.
disadvantaged students.
Proficient with computers. Road Drivers/Owner Oper- ALMOND G.E. refrigerator
Experience in coordination ators. Home 90% & electric stove. 435-4169.
of educational and tutorial weekends. Drivers 25 BEDRM set, 4pcs, dark finprograms. Responsibili- cents per mile, owner operish. Kerosene heater, 2
ties: Coordinates tutoring ators 74 cents mile. ABC
camping cots, rowing maprogram. Liaison with high
Express/Lebanon, Tn
chine, record player with 2
school staff. Coordinates
800-251-3168 Ext 246 Ask speakers. All good condisummer academic progtion. 436-2990.
ram. Monitors academic for Bob.
participants_
progress of
TRUCK Driver trainees- COMMERCIAL Laundry,
Teaches seminars and Poole Truck Line can pro- five years old, eighteen
classes. Organizes enrich- vide training at a nearby Speed Queen Washers,
ment programs. Salary facility for you to drive pro- twelve dryers, four super
Etc.
commensurate with experi- fessionally. Tuition is low loaders,
ence. Screening to begin w/financial aid if you qual- Cost-$17,500.00 Reduced
as soon as possible. To ify. In 4 weeks you'll be $12,700.00 606-589-4438.
apply send letter of applica- eligible to drive for Poole
COMPUTER. New Comtion, resume, names and Classes start soon Call
Colt. IBM compatiaddresses of three refer- 1-800-225-5000, ext 414 modore
drives, 640K
ble,
2
floppy
BW-21
Dept.
UpKeel,
Barbara
ences to
expandable to 20MB hard
ward Bound, Murray State
drive. 4 color CGA monitor.
University, Murray. KY
Lots of software. $400.
42071.
Situation
753-8713.
Wanted
LEARNING SPECIALIST
Educational Talent Search WANTED Alterations to do FISHER Ma Ma Bear wood
Full-time position to begin 'n my home. Experienced stove Call 753-3076 after
as soon as possible. Qual- alteration lady new to the 5pm.
ifications. Grant writing ex- area. 753-1379
ORDER the spa designed
perience. Masters degree
HOUSECLEANING, Mur- for you. Murray Hot Tubs
in education preferred_ ray & surrounding area, ex- 115 S. 13th St
Teaching experience with perienced, reliable Prefer
PANASONIC VHS Camdisadvantaged high school
4-6 hours, 1 or 2 days per corder. Only used 5 hours
students. Proficient with
437-4928
week
Too many features to list.
computers and networking.
Responsibilities: Respon- PROFESSIONAL house- $1000. OBO 753-7212 If no
sible for coordinating tutor- cleaning by the job or by the answer leave message.
ial program. Develops and hour. 436-2780 after 3pm.
POST Frame Buildingsmaintains a resource file of
30'x40'x9'
erected $5,195,
in
my
babysitting
do
WILL
Monimaterials.
learning
plus freight. Other sizes
tors academic progress of home. Experienced
participants. Provides mother, call Melissa available. Blitz Builders
1-800-628-1324
workshops to participants. 759-4555.
to
Travels extensively
target area high schools.
Salary to commensurate
with experience. Screening
to begin as soon as possiAVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
ble. To apply, send letter of
application, resume, and
No Physical Examinations
names and addresses of
If you are in reasonably good health &
three references to Barbara
can answer no to a few questions you
Keel, Educational Talent
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
Search, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
are a few monthly preferred rates at
EOE/MFVH.
different ages for a $4,000.00 POLICY
LONG Haul Trucking. Get
into a high demand career
as an owner/operator with
noretAmencan Van Lines!
Operate your own tractor. If
you don't have one, we
offer a lease-purchase
program that is one of the
best in the industry. No
experience necessary. If
you need training, we will
train you, tuition free! You
must be. 21, have a good
driving record and pass
substance abuse test. Call
northAmerican for information
package.
1-800-348-2147 Ask for
operator 194,

RESTA
ment, d
1319 V
TN. 901

age
age
age
age
age

FEMALE
40 - $7.73
50 - 9.85
60. - 13.33
70 - 21.45
80 - 40.73

Premiums guar4nteed NOT to increase

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, KY
"Our 29th year of service"
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CLASSIFIEDS
410

240

lerly or
90 for

RESTAURANT Equip
ment, dishes and utensils
1319 Wood East, Paris
TN 901 644 0187
SEARS wood stove. $50
753-7777

>eaters
lite cemonth
year
oppord Log
166-57
inston)6 FlCall

:URS
isiness
Call

ip Top
acturer,
)tected
ng p0I. leads
I interimployting at
1424
lomes,
Mur9
Beds,
me unLampsones
low as
ee new
alog

STUDENT Desks Wood,
39x21" Many to choose
from in light and dark finish,
$25iea See at 405 S 4th
St or call 753-7668
Tanning Beds Wolff System
Factory Direct
Homes, commercial from
$1,995 Financing avail
able to qualified buyers
Immediate delivery Save
big' Call 1-800-223-6743
TINTED glass, mini-blinds
used windows & doors
436-2484
USED office desks, chairs,
filing cabinets (some fireproof) See at 4th and Elm
St. or call 753-7668 days,
753-2394 nights

!303

1x 4 8

ELECTRIC stove, white,
$100 Rettig. Sears, avocado, $125 753-4128

Horne
Furnishings

BROWN plaid hid-a-bed
couch, good condition Rectangle dining table, wood
coffee & end tables
435-4169
COUCH & 2 matching
chairs, very good condition.
Odd chair, blue. Childs
wood rocker. 753-5395.

gerator
5-4169

Super

Business
Services

FIREWOOD, green or seasoned 753-5476

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest'
gations Southside Shop
ping Center Suite #102
Murray, 753-2641

FIREWOOD 436-2744
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
GET good, green firewood
now, and have it ready for
winter James Sills
753-4120

LOVE Seat, like new
Cream, blue and rose
Also, two table lamps
759-9872.
OAK dining room suite, 4
chairs, brand new
753-1191.
ROUND table & 4 captains
chairs Solid maple $125
753-5301

12X60, 2BEDRM with appliances & wood flue
436-2920 after 4pm

$1750

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661
SOUND MASTER RECORDING 16-Tracks, albums, demos, sound
tracks, jingles. Benton, KY
527-0453

1982 SCHULT, 14x52, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, all
electric, partially furnished,
all appliances, excellent
condition, must be moved
$7500 or best offer
354-9028
1991 BELMONT 14x70
2Br, 2 baths Built in stereo
Sell for pay-off 753-3310
753-8238

240

2BR, 2 bath 14x70, central
HA 489-2994

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
recently bought a fine
stamp collection, U.S
blocks and plate blocks.
Excellent U S. and foreign
coins also available along
with silver dollars, proofs
sets, coin and stamp supplies. If we don't have it,
we'll order it We buy coins
and stamps and appraise
estates. Visit us at Book
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Center, Murray), Treasure
House (Southside Manor.
Murray), Ox-Yoke Antiques
(Hazel)and Mercantile(Aurora). 753-4161.

DOUBLEWIDE repo3bedroom-2 bath tree delivery and set-up, vinyl siding, new carpet, stereo and
new appliances $953
Down 1-606-623-9404
EXTRA clean 10x50 with
an extended living room
New carpeting, new paint
gas heat, stove and ref rig
$4500 753-2047

GATLINBURG Summitbreathtaking mountain top
views Fireplace, balcony,
kitchen, indoor pool. jacuzzis. Honeymoon and
weekend specials! Free
brochure 1-800-242-4853,
(205)988-5139

LIKE new, 14X70, 3bedrm
Also 1974 modular home
3bedrm 753-1893 ask for
John or Bob
MOBILE Home repos for
sale Singles and doubles
Financing available Clean,
late model homes Green
Tree Acceptance
or
6 06 - 2 2 3 - 1 0 1 0
1-800-221-8204

Mobile
Homes For Rent

TIME Share Units and
campground memberships Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation network U S and Canada
1-800-736-8250/305-5662203 Free rental informa
tion 305-563-5586,

BEAUTIFUL 14x70 2br, 2
bath Jacuzzi, central H/A
6250/mo * deposit Hwy
68 and Jonathan Creek
362-7429 10am-9pm

TOPSOIL - pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo,
Ky

TRAILER for rent No pets
753-7997

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

Went
To Rent

RJR HOME REPAIRS
GENERAL REPAIRS, PAINTING, AND PAPERING
SIDING, WINDOWS AND DOORS
DECKS, PATIOS, AND STORAGE BUILDINGS
WELDING

e wood
76 after

Robert J. Rutherford

(502)753-0468

esigned
Dl Tubs

WOULD like to rent a lot to
mobile home 753-4915 o
753-9230

Apartments
For Rent
1,2, or 3 BEDROOM turnshed apartments near
MSU 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights

NANNEY'S GARDEN CENTER
PARIS,TN
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS AUCTION

r Sins

{udders

REAL ESTATE SELLS AT 10:00AM.SHARP
LOCAT1ON: Hwy.79E between Midway Auto Auction and Volunteer Mobile Homes,Pans,TN
Greenhouse, portable building, plants Contents sell immediately following real estate Reel estate
movable buildings(greenhouse and metal building) and all merchandise will be sold separatety and
then as a whole as going business
REASON FOR SALE Due to health problems, I and Mrs Rooney are retinng
1410 ACRES Wrili‘13)87 BLILDING10% down balance path deed, possession 0daysfrom delnery of deed

h&
you

Iow
S at
JCY

7.73
).85
3.33
L.45
).73

•ase

cy
g.

9 Acres with 40.00 Building vanhoune Spire.
Watering uns
30090 Greenhouse
Photthie
Water gauge
20'140 Metal Building
Yucca
cQrlcRLTh
V•rlogalod Nandins
LL5
Bed baths
While Oak
Pyraunths
Picnic tablos
Pin Oak
Snowball Bush
Stepping stone•
Dogwood
Forsythia
Figwort,
tamale
Weigela
Planter both• I,d A dd
Purple Leaf Plums
Mock Or•nge
Fountains
kwanzim Flowering Cherry
runts
PALISLILIAMAQ CESS
had Bud
Mons antic house punt. Wooden picnic lable•
White Pine
Monkey Cases
Wooden benches
Bultordi Molly
Hosts Llile•
Patio lights
Norway Spruce
Verlety Landscaping Prent• PIN CA moing•gikler•
HensloCh•

Forn•

lowaring Crabs
Pussy Willow
Sweet Gum
StlEtURS
ATM.'
Compacts Holly
Nellri Holly
Yew•

SAFIDEAI421.5
Wheelbarrow
Nominee chain saws
Post hole digger.
Pilch forks
Terit rak••
Garden hoes
Snow shothia
Snow shovel handles
Pruning sheath

JunIpa,S

Bed feeds.
Bird weed
SILSQ. iTEMS
Caeh register
Display Shelves
Desks
Fling cabinets
Counior•
Rehigeretor
Time clock
Wreathe
Silk flower•
Dog coilath
lisC. GARDEN

V004411, Mac plant stands LAWN ITUI5
Plastic Ch..n & posle
Garden Iwo

Hanging pot•
Clay pol• alt •I,••
Plastic pots all sl•••
Water hoe*
Watering cane
Plant caddy roller.
hew hower pots
Wicker basket. sheisee
Bird houee•

WELL established grocery
restaurant and barbeque
pit on highway 121 in Coldwater For sale or lease
due to health problems.
Owner financing possible
to qualified buyer
489-2150

370
Livestock
Supplies
14 OPEN Crossbred heif
ers averaging 700Ibs
(Santa Gertrudis, Simmen
tal sired) All heifers are
calfhood vacinated Call
753-9778, 492-8302,
753-5890 after 6pm

HUDSON Company Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 759-1823 or
753-4545.

Oct 4 & 5
9-5
11 miles out 94 E
turn right one mile.

909 Pogue St.
Off S. 9th
Fri. Oct. 4th
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Rider mower, 3-wheel
bicycle, tools, large size
leather coat, dishes,
books, pictures, lamps,
some milk glass, misc.

with
desk,
some furniture, men's
clothes, large size women clothes, lots of
misc , 1984 Pontiac

Rain or Shine

Carport
Sale
810 Broad St.
Fri. 7:30-?
Sat. 7:30-12:00
No Early Sales
clothes,
Furniture,
items,
household
toys, lots more.

DAISY Grooming Monday Saturday, by appointment
753-7819

Top soil
Mulch
DeCoratly• Oars

Math* chips
Plastic land Soaping border
Landscaping
'stoic

Shad* cloth lorr
greenhaNeel
Otasinc gas cans
Blades lawn

GIGANTIC
10 Party
Yard Sale
Oct. 4& 5
Fri (7-5:30)
Sat (7-2)

1500 Clayshire !
A goldmine of goodies!'
Something for
Everyone!

Child Care Center
on 9th St. across
from hospital.

Stacking washer &
dryer, double sink.
Coca-Cola, daybed,
antique baby bed.
Nascar, ball cards.
misc. items.

7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 5

3-Family
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat
10,4 & 10/5
7:30-?
1635 Miller SL
chtldrens
New
clothes, good baby &
adult clothes, costume jewelry, lots of
odds & ends.

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes Of private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858
Grooming

,100

Produce
SORGHUM
753-3942

insert

Yard Sale

AKC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355.

AKC registered, red, Toy
Dachund puppies
$100/ea. 901-352-2416.

Fireplace

blower, office

Multi-Party
Rummage
Sale

AKC Boston Terriers. 2
males. 6weeks old Beautifully marked 435-4492.

AKC Registered tiny
Pomeranian puppies
$160. Cream Miniature
Dashund puppies, full
blooded, but no papers,
$65. Cash only. Shots &
wormed. 901-642-2394.

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call
753-1916
Big
Garage Sale

BONANZA 2-horse trailer
6ft wide, 6ft6in tall $1500
Call 502-492-8572 or
901-642-5699 Ask for
Leslie

Honey

410

1701 Magnolia
Fri., Oct. 4
Sat., Oct. 5

Yard Sale
405 S. 16th
Thurs. 101 •
12 Noon-5 p.m
Fri 10/4 • 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 1015 • 8 Am.•12 Noon
Storm door, 3 or 4 thread
serger, electronic typewriter, new child's desk, afghans, Kirby vacuum, dis-

hes, baskets. placemats
napkins, picture frames,
gold insulated draperies,
vaponzer and lots of misc

Yard Sale
Sat., Oct. 5

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Rain or Shine
94 W 14 mile
before Lynn Grove.
Riding lawn mower,
push 'mower, odds &
ends

mowers

Public

Sale
FARRIS Auction Company
W Dan Farris Auctioneer
P0 Box 149 Hazel, KY
(502) 492-87968795 We
appraise and sell it all

5 Party
Garage Sale
Fri. & Sat
Oct. 4 & Oct. 5
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
146 Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Across from Westside
Baptist Church.
Microwave, clothes, dishes, linens, lots of misc

20+ WOODED acres with
building 7, mile from Paradise Resort 502 754 5035
after 4pm

Yard Sale
Rain or Shine
Oct. 4 & 5
1623 College
Farm Road
Baby bed, couch &
chair, glassware, dishes, sewing machine,
adult -children& baby
clothes.

BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
FOR Sale or Lease 3Br
condominium Wheel-chair
accessible 753-3293
KOPPERUD Realty offers
a large number of choice
residential building lots for
sale both in-town and
county wide selection
Choice of price ranges
753-1222

Garage
Sale
2218 Gatesborough
Circle
Fri. 8/4 - 10-4
Sat. 8/12 • 10-5
chopping
Clothes,
Bentwood
block,
rocker, roll-away bed,
misc., some antiques.
luggage.

Estate Sale
(1st Time Ever)
1607 Sycamore
Sat, Oct. 5th
7:00-?
Antiques, chifferobe,
dishes, glassware,
furniture, t.v., kitchen
table & chairs, household items, linens, recliner, trunk, gas grill,
misc.

--KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all
prices
753-1222, toll tree
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

BUILDING lot for sale Ca
motet Subdivision (Sher
wood Forest) 759-4151
FOR sale in Historic Frank
fort Professional office
building. could be changed
into home or bed and
breakfast operation On
Capitol Avenue, within view
of State Capitol Building
Appromately 2806 square
feet. MO story plus attic and
basement Kitchen area
one full bath, two half baths
Shaded corner lot Priced
reduced to $132.000 Call
Kentucky Press Associa
non 15021 223-8821 800
AM to 500PM
MOBILE home lots in
scenic acres near East
Elementary School City
water, $3850 753-7668
days, 753-2394 nights
ONE lot, Bee Creek, city
water & sewer One lot Hwy
94 East, city water 37
acres on Hwy 614 11 acres
on Hwy 614, tobacco barn
Two lake front lots Hwy
444, Pine Bluff Shores 17
lots LBL Barkley Lake
Hwy 68 Trigg County
753-5200
WOODED lots--in -Lynnwood Heights Subdivision 3 3 miles west of Murray Hard surfaced roads
city water natural gas cablevision reasonably restricted for cottage only
753-5841 or 753-1566

Purdom Motors
1300 121 By Pass
Murray, Ky.
753-5315
Now
Was
1384 Olds Ninety Eight Bro.

05.50030

1985 Olds Delta 88

05.500'

1985 Buick Riviera

'5.500x

1985 Cadillac Sedan Deville

30
06900
,

1985 Olds Toronado

06,500"

1986 Ford Crown Victoria

Garage
Sale
Friday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Corner 94 W &
Johnny Robertson
Road
Couch, lamps, pictures, dishes, drapes,
clothes & more.

2-Party
Yard
Sale

Enormous
Multi-Family
Yard Sale
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat
Oct 3-4-5
7-7
1622 College Farm Rd.

Furniture, clothes.
toys and lots of
misc.

608 S. 9th St.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 4 & 5

Men's, women's, girl's
top name brand clothing, coats, decorative
pieces, etc. Too much to
list Come by and see.

1987 Buick LeSabre

SK)
04
6'
,,9
5
30:°3
0
01

1987 Olds Ninety Eight

08,50V

1988 Dodge Omni
1988 Grand Prix

09,5000c

1989 GMC SLE Truck

512,900

1989 Olds Ninety Eight Bro

012,900'

1989 Olds Ninety Eight Bra.

,13,5003c

1989

$$$$Su

Grand Am

1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville

019.900'

1990 Cadillac Sedan Deville

61 9,900x

54,750x
'4,900'
'3,950'
55,900"
05,750"
5,900'
58,300"
N7,ao(Pc
'MOO"
58,600"
'11,500'
11,500'
'12,500"
1$$$$$$
'18,900'
18,900"

1990 Lincoln Town Car

Signature Series

019900'
,

Am

09,90030

1990 Olds Ciera S.

ii ,300

1990 Pontiac Grand

19,500'
8,300'
'10,500'

PLUS A LARGE SELECTION
OF
GM PROGRAM CARS

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUM, NO RESERVE

Yard Sale
Fri. Oct. 4th
6:30-?
1710 Holdiay
flair: or Shine
Lots of kids fall
clothes, lots of
misc.

Yard Sale
Fri., Oct. 4
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
121 North to Coldwater
Church of Christ then
follow signs.
Weight bench, luggage,
crafts, winter clothing for
men. women & children
Snapper Rider lawn
mower, something for
everybody

Large
Yard Sale

Saturday, Oct. 19-10:30 AM

Rain or Shine
518 So. 13th St.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 4-5
New qu It tops, clothes all
sizes, buckets & baskets,
fruit jars, toys, dolls, something for everyone.
No Early Sales

8 am.-?

Kentucky Highway 94
8 miles northeast of Murray

Yard Sale
Fri., Oct. 4
8 till 12 Only
Forest Rd. 94 E, to
280, turn on Forest
Rd. Follow signs.
Lamp, tools, clothes &
lots more.
Rain or Shine

Wheal•
Oil liter., piug•

Huge Brick Ranch Home
on 2 1/2 manicured acres
With your personalized redecoraung plan, this spacious honie
will come alive. 4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, fully equipped country
kitchen. family room,formal living room, 2 fireplaces, garages,
pool and more. Be a country gentleman and gentlewoman today.

INSPECTION
Monday, October 14, 4:30 - Dark
or by appointment

Illa...•••0.1 MIS

Tonal.cages
Flower seed
Grin seed many var
Fort illthr
Lawn Insecticide
Garden spray.I dust
Peal pole trays inserts
Vermiculite
Pro-mu
Porting soli

TERMS Contanis Cash 10% down das 0,Si,* On wooed) lyaiant•Ives deed Ar,'Mon-names
•s Del *red 10 batty •
but 001guar anteed Buyinsmusi rey orthen men judgement and
soreclon We tea rot b•thsponstsie tor accidents Announcements
,

day or sale tato wilco:Sims ovoi the achronoomoni Some noon map Os **slut or added

NICKY JOE STAFFORD
REAL ESTATE and AUCTION
)11 N HIGHLAND DRIVE • McKENZIE TN • 352-2761 OR 352-3426
NICKY STAFFORD,LICENSE #817

410
Public
Sale

2-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 4 & 5
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
409, 421 S.
8th St.

Public
Sale

Hwy. 1824 - 1 mile
north
of
Almo
Heights
Electric lift chair, attic
ventilator fan, CB
equipment, 2 leather
coats, clothes, dishes
& misc. items.

SAT,OCT.5, 1991
10:00AM

ildings$5,195,

For Sale
Or Lease

Public
Sale

Yard &
Barn Sale

320

2BR brick duplex, edge of
town 753-4109

; Cam hours
to list
!12 If no
sage.

3BEDRM 4 miles East of
Hazel 498-8388 or
498-8312

PEG'S
753-2915

310

Fri., Oct. 4
7 am.-?
2016 Carol Dr.
Off Brookhaven
Lades & menS fall
clothes, good Fisher
fireplace insert, old
furniture, toys, much
more

1BR House Newly remod
eled Fireplace large yard
in county $230/mo + de
posit 554-0148 for
appointment

270

Etc
educed
9-4438

Comompati640K
IB hard
nonitor
$400

TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

25" MAGNOVOX color re
mote TV Like new, $150
492-8152

Mobilo
Homes For Sale

Garage
Sale

753-7688 or 759-4703

3BR, almost new house in
Westwood 1713 Oakhill
Dr $475/mo 759-4406

Miscellaneous

160

NEARLY new brick duplex
2br, a/c, gas heat all appliances, no pets $475/mo

410

410
Public
Sale

does not certify legal prac
lice specialties)

DON'T wait until winter to
get wood We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now, Ask for John
759-9710

GRAND piano Completely
restored 437-4432

FULL size Jenny Lind bed
Singer treadle sewing machine 527-8078

tundry,
ghteen
ashers,

Firewood

WOOD stove, Riteway,
thermostat controlled with
jacket cover Good Condi
bon, $200 436-2883

P
l
ain

lark finter, 2
rig mawith 2
condo-

WORKgR'S Compensation Free consultation Attorney Mark L Ford
1-800-321-7820 (Advertisement Kentucky Law

210

BALDWIN organ
527-0900

FOR Sale-Reasonable
Prices Dining room suite,
includes table, 5 chairs,
buffet and 4 plate china
cabinet Also for sale, complete set of fine china in
Spring Meadow pattern
Call 759-9215 before 9pm
for appointment to see.

and air

TOP Soil good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759 1828 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

WOOD stove in excellent
condition 753-1755

BABY Furniture Crib, mat
tress, 4 drawer chest and 3
drawer chest/changing
table, $300 527-0900

home
each

20' ME grain head, $1100
3 automatic roller mills No
200-$500 00 No 400$700
No 900 commercial type,
new $2900 Phone
229-4157

ARMSTRONG flute $200
492-8849

Appliances

iece or
3-9433

Misciresneous

WALKER, swing, high
chair, crib sheets Matching
comforter, crib sheet, dust
ruffle, bumper pad and
diaper stacker 527-0900

155

irinary
Care
study.
inimais
:areer.
rature
Dept

Farm
Equipment

4-Party
Yard Sale

3-Party
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat
Oct. 4th & 5th
Coles Campground Road
between water shed 8

Saturday Only
8-?

airport road or go to and
of N. 16th Is turn left
Watch lor signs.
Glassware. books. old
wooden boxes. blue 'ars,
quilt, bedspreads, curtains,
home decor. clothes. table
& chairs & storm door

0.9 miles from Kirksey intersection on
corner of 299 and
Palmer Rd.
•

Yard Sale

ATTENTION REAL ESTATE AGENTS: 2% commission for
generating and represenung the buyer - call for details.

Sat., Oct. 5
7 am.-?
709 Main

INFORMATION: Call for free brochure, terms and other needs

Children's clothes,
books, toys, household items. furniture,
decorating
items,
adult clothing, lots of
misc

DON ERLER,Auctioneer, 1-800-662-4255 or (502) 222-9063

BUYER'S PREMIUM: 10% added to the high bid.

Member of the Kentucky. Indiana and

OnIUVon

National Auctioneers Associations

HALL, POWELL & ASSOC.
LaGrange, Kentucky
1-800-662-4255
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CLASSIFIEDS
dee

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN i'lVfiflAlt

78 Caprice Classic
2 Dr..
41,495

CARS

'78 Fairmont
).)EAL retirement farm 48
•icres in Northwest Celloay County Includes 31
cres of income producing
and, plenty of woods & a
-eautiful wooded building
le Reduced to $42,500
)27-0903

'78 Chevy Chevette,
2 Dr.
Hatchback...........$950
10 Chevy Beauville
10 Pass. Van
Double H/A......$3,150
'81 VW Rabbit, 5 sp.,
diesel, air.........$1,250
'86 Honda CRX
5 Sp.
S3,495

'8F 1 bath Good condi!
3 miles from Murray on
:oles Campground Rd
753-5484
3BR 2 bath, Central H/A)
Near Murray High
$73000 753-5644
3BR 2 bath near Wildcat
Creek Poplar Springs Rd
502-628-3850
?BR 2 bath 3 miles East of
groom diningroom. oak cabinets ceiling fans Beautifully decorated 24x24 detached garage Mid $50's
753-0954
38R brick home 3 miles
East of Murray $38,000 11
sears old 759-1584
3BR. LVRM, Kit, DINRM,
UTILRM Lots of cabinets
and closets Approximately
1900 se_tt living area and
tuU BSMT + GAR. 100x295
lot Call 753-9376 after
6pm
APPALACHIAN Log Structures Model home now
open on Hwy 280E (Pottertown Rd; For information
and appointment call
436-2040
COUNTRY at its best
Northwest of Kirksey. Like
new 1 acre, 3bedrm, 2bath
brick Bob Perrin R E
759-1881
LAKE house on 3 waterfront lots in Pine Bluff
Shores Main floor has
3bedrm, living room,
kitchen, & dining room
combo, Florida room &
bathroom. Walk out basement floor has living room,
kitchen combination, one
bedroom, bathroom, utility
& screened -in porch 2 garages Call before 5pm
753-4322
POSSIBLE Owner Financing 4Br, 5 bath home on
Plainview Dr $105.000
753-0724
TOP Condition' 3 Bedroom, 2 bath redecorated
home New central gas
and C/E air Located
1, acre Offered at
.5 250 This includes
-ellite dish MLS $2671
Kopperud Realty
','53-1222
r

71 Chevy impala
2 Dr., H.T...........$495
810.2 Coldwater Rd.
or See J.B. Taylor
753-9181

1985 COUGAR RX7. 4
Cyc. turbo Grey, clean,
loaded_ 63,500 miles.
$3200 759-4706 after
5fnec
1985 CUTLASS Ciera.
70XXX miles Good condition. 437-3073 after
5:30pm.
1986 HONDA Civic DX.
$3150. 527-1440 before
2pm, Mon-Fri. 437-4534
weekends anytime.

USED
CAR
LISTING
1991 Cadillac
Deville - 4 dr.,

loaded with all power
equipment. 2 to
choose from.
1991 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Cierra - 4

door, auto.,A/C,
13,000 miles.
1991 Chevrolet
Corsica LT -4 door,

auto., A/C, 9,000 or
less. 2 to choose from.
1991 Chevrolet
Silverado - long
wheel base, manual
transmission, AMFM stereo, A/C, 7,500
miles, 1 owner.
1989 Cadillac
Seville - 4 dr., loaded

with every-thing, 1
owner, TN car.
1989 Oldsmobile 98
Regency
Brougham - white

with blue leather,
29,000 mires, local 1
owner.

eat

4170

1989 Oldsmobile
Regency
Brougham - 44,000
miles, 1 owner, lady

driven, cloth interior,
all the options.
1989 Mercury Sable
GS.6 cyl., auto.,

Motorcycles
•982 465 YAMAHA mono
shock motocross Runs
good, with 5x10 utility
trader $550 492-8152
1983 KAWASAKI KOX
200 $500 OBO 753-0156
1989 KAWASAKI Ninta
Motorcycle Like new, only
1200 mile/6 plus 2 matching
helmets' $3500 Call
502-966-3741 and leave
message if no answer
1990 SUZUKI 500 Quad
Like new
Runner
753-7108

1985 PLYMOUTH Reliant
SW Loaded 489-2994
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
490

Used
Cars
1977 CHRYSLER Cordoba A,C and extras excellent condition
'59 1922
1984 CAMARO Z-28 Excellent condition Loaded,
new tires Must sell
753-3532
1985 AUDI 5000S turbo,
auto, P/S, P/B, PNV, P/L,
moonroof, heated 4pos.
mem seats, 109K miles.
New Turbo 93K. Only
$4.295. great road car.
Save $29,95 from new
sticker See at Raceway.
Corner 4th & Poplar.
753-9586 before 5pm,
753-6513 after 5.
1985 CAMARO Z-28,
loaded, 305, T P I Excellent condition 753-6063 after 5pm

power windows,
power door locks,
alloy wheels,41,000
miles, clean.
1989 Ford Crown`
Victoria - 29,000
miles, 1 owner car,
power seats,

everything.
1987 Chevrolet S10
- extend cab, 4 wheel

drive, Tahoe package,
auto., alloy wheels,
see this one.
1987 Oldsmobile
Delta 88- burgundy
with burgundy cloth
int., AM-FM,A/C,
solid Car.
1987 Buick Century
Custom - 4 door,
auto., A/C, 30,000

actual miles, 1 local
owner.

1 Toyota Canary DX Y1$14,987
'9 Hat Ad LI $12.787
'9 Chevy Lona
'9 Ford Taurus Wgn
'9 Ford Talus
$7187
1 Fad Talus
$6,987
19 klercury Sable
19 Toyota Cressiia $14,687
19 Toyota Cob DX..,..$78l
19 N'ssan 240 St $10,487
19 Toyota
$11,487
18 Dodge
$5,217
18 Toyota Cada FX _35,487
11 Dodge kies Yi ,,,,,,,S4,981
18 Chrysler LeBsco $6,987
18 Toyota Corolla FX
17 Honda Accad -.035,987
17 Ruda
$5,917
17 DId Cutlass Calais $5,487
17 Mercury
$3,987
170lds Cutlass Sup -35,487
17 Toy. Cry tip__ $6,481
15 Chrysler Lekon $2,987
15 Olds Deb 88
15 Buick Regal
$5,487
15 Dodge kies
15 Toyota Cary
$5,481
15 Toyota Corolla GIL,$5,487
15 Toyota Corolla LE ..“44,917
14 Fad Escorl_. $287
14 Chevy Chevette $2,987
14 Toyota
$4,917
14 Chevrolet Capice
12 Ply. Rebnt
12 Olds Cutlass
$1,987
12 Nissan Seta
$2,987
12 Buick LeStve
$2,487
11 Lk* Tor Cr.-43,487
10 Nissan 62 PN.---$1,987
10 Chevy Ago
19 Dodp Ram 1....44,987
19 Nissal
19 Cher! Daly, Ea Cab.
11 Cheri Bidet.-- $9,981
11 Toyota
17 Fad *est,ILL $7,987
17 PI)nuth Volger LE $8,417
17 Toyota
16 Toyota
16 Fad Bran ILT 4x4.$7,987
15 Dcdp Ram NU _$3,487
14 Tvfota
14 Dodge 50....4187
Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
Torn Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran Gen Mgr.

1!T:T.•
Regal. Sunroof, good car. Must Sell!
753-1651 or 489-2266.
1986 PONTIAC 6000 L.E.

Tilt, cruise, AM/FM cassette. Excellent condition
$2975. Hwy. 280, first
driveway past MSU golf
course.
87-91 AUTOMOBILES No
$S down-No credit check.
Make low monthly payments
4-800-365-4714, 24 hrs.

cial. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.

ChevroletOldsmobile
Cadillac-Geo, Inc.
o=e

019,

1990 CHEVY .Silverado
350, 5-speed, alum
wheels, loaded 12.000
miles 753-9861

510

Campers
1982 PROWLER, 28tt air
microwave, awning_ Nice,
road ready 753-2677

takes all three 759-9710.
ask for Johr •

ANY remodf, ng painting
& roofing Re'arences
759-1110

(502) 759-4664

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

1985 28-FT i-tarris- Plate:
boat, equipped 100HP
commercial Johnson motor. $8500 474-2788

ATTENTION homeowners
and property management
companies For painting,
light maintenance and
hauling call Pat 492-8869

1987 PROCRAFT 1780
fish & ski 150HP Mercury
Black Max motor. $8500 or
will consider ion boat as
tradein 753-1392
24FT CREST II Pontoon
Boat. 75HP Johnson New
top, floor and carpet, excellent condition. $4000
753-8809.
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition, $700. Call
James at 435-4425

INSIDE BOAT
STORAGE
Small Boats....... $25/mo.
Pontoon Boats. $50/mo.
Call 753-0372 or
753-4445 after 6 p.m.

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system. driveways. hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664

BACKHOE service David
Burkeen Se ptiC systems.
basements, foundations,
driveways, gravel, dirt
sand, mulch, rip rap piacing 474-2102
BLOCK, brick concrete
'stung Basements footings, garages. drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area.
753-5476 Chalet Barnett.
BULLDOZING and backhoe 354-8161 arter 5pm
Financing avalable
DRYWALL finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753 4761

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6.001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
7530466 P.O.Box 1033
Murray

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes

11,1.

Residential - Commercial
Additions Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Es!Prates
Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms
Sharp 1990 white Mitsubishi Mirage, 4dr Automatic, air, AM/FM cassette
Priced to sell 753-6774 before 10/6/91

'The only deal in town."
495

600 Tyson Ave.
Hwy. 79 - South
Vans
Paris, Tennessee,,
1989
MAZDA
MPV 3
642-3900 or .7-4
seats, V-6, 29,000 miles
1-800-325-3229
$11,500 753-5949

•
*Septic Tanks
*Sewers
•Foundations
'Hauling, etc.

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude 013 in excellent condition. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.

PHONE
502-437-3026

Custom built full brick 3 BR home with fantasi.,
&rung room and entry hall featuring 10' ct..:,p
courtyard off master bedroom and 3 car garage arc .. a :LA
this new home's many features. MI,S #336",,

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

77:1-1222

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands. windo../14 :i:T .
. ,•=1.... '1
ccash.: .
refrigerators
freezers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas & cieL t.:, 1.1:: . ,...

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brovin
*All Repairs Are Guarallw:ki

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *

12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

can

Services
Offered

ROCKY COt.SON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763, 759-1823.

Services
Offered

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR WILL de yard work of any
Service Center, cleaning - kind Also wood for sale
servicing $15, most repairs 759 4401 Ask for John

$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12. 1-5
Mon -Fri, 753-0530

WILLIAMS Concrete Ser
vice Low prices free esti
mates 354 9397

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60ft. aerial trucks and brush
chipper. To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

CH1M Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citi
zen discounts. We sell chim- T C. Dinh Repair and Mainney caps and screens. tenance Electrical"-,Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
435-4191.
Street 753-6111 office,
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Com- 753-0606 after 5pm.
plete installation and ser- THE Gutter Co. Seamless
vice • Call Gary at aluminum gutters, variety
759-4754.
of colors. Licenced, in-

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath 'Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY(B
753594oehmd Bunrsy Bread)

Smith

Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
DAVIDSON Roofing New sured. Estimate available
roots-anct-repairs. Tear offs' 759-4690. ..
Call 527-8275 .or .489'-2I-49
and re-roots. Written guarinstallaWILL
do
plumbing,
For A Job Done Right Because We
antee. Local references.
tion and repairs. All guaran753-5812.
Guarantee Our Work
teed. 435-4169
DIAL Builders. No job too
small. Remodeling, pole
barn, additions and new
home construction.
436-5272.
Sat., Oct.5th, 1991 at 10 a.m. at the late Mr. Willie Brandon and Mrs.
LICENSED for electric,
Iva Brandon home.From Murray, Ky.take Hwy.641 South to Faith
reklgerawn. InstallaBaptist Church Road 5th house on left. Watch for auction signs.
tion and repair. Free estiNice old dresser with marble inlay - a fine old oak front knock down
mates. 753-7203
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ESTATE AUCTION

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
forfree estimate for your
needs.
GAS Work. Natural and LP.
New installations and service. Licenced and bonded.
For your safety, have your
gas furnace or stove serviced and inspected before
winter Carter Service
Company, Eroel and Phillip
Carter. 753-4684.
GENE Parker and Sons
Lawn and garden service.
Bush hogging, yard preparations, seeding, fertilizing,
breaking gardens. 34 years
experience. 759-4842,
753-5838, 753-9317.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS.'
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references 489-2267.
GUTTERNG By Sears:
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HADAWAY Construction:
Home remodeling, painting, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering. No job too
small. 436-2052.
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electric and carpentry.
Reasonable rates.
753-9838.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.

JUST REDUCE1)

Services
Offend

474-2307

CarpenALPHA Bulidi
try. remodei porches,
roofing ccdriveways, pa
maintenance, etc L•ci - i,,timates
489-2303

14FT. Aluminum boat, motor, trailer. $400. OBO
753-9256,

Boats
Motors

Backhoe Service

Specializing in

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, '53-2455

czn

Roy Hill

Al TREE
Stump
removal and S7;74
Free
estimates 753'-'9r.)6 after
5pm, 759-981):- 753 0495

4=0
s

full power, cleanest
in town.

Peppers

1967 3/4 ton Ford truck
TWO 1711 bon $495,ea
$550 1979 Dodge Omni,
One 1711 boil motor and
good motor & transmission
trailer, $2500 ORO 53000
$100 753-8838 after 5pm
1987 DODGE Power Ram
50, 4x4, 5-speed, tan,
49,500 miles, a/c, stereo
cassette, bed liner Sharp
$5500 492-8899

can

Services
Offered

TOYOTA

ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in-clash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Spe-

62,000 miles, A/C,
super clean

Boats
& Motors

TRUCKS
sio Ford brosta---- $9,487

1986 Pontiac
Parisienne
Brougham - 52,000
miles, 1 local owner,

1985 Buick
LeSabre Ltd. -

530
Used
Trucks

Used
Cars

Cars
1100DED lot in Candelite
. states near Almo
00x195 City water and
atural gas $3450
53-7668 days 753-2394
ights

500

490

/ Used

Today is
in the yea
Today's
One yeai
45 years
country in
the pealinj
On this

'wardrobe - old library table - nice old oak treadle sewing machine (2) old goose neck rockers - other old rockers - magazine rack - old
radio - an old bench that came from the old Green Plain school - wood
water bucket - old cream separator & milk strainer - fancy antique
couch - other old dressers - old quilt box - (5) or (6) nice old clean
quilts - beautiful old quilt tops - blankets - wood kitchen cabinet top old baskets - small wood boxes - fancy needle work nice old picture
frames -cedar chest -old wood wagon wheel hubs - glass door pie safe
- old high back rocker - old lamp tables - old table lamps - kerosene
lamps - nice green bowl - Aladdin lamp complete - old baby dolls - nice
old spinning wheel complete - nice old picture album - tin type
pictures - old sewing baskets - old baby rattles -(4)old butter molds,
1 square,3rounds - butter paddles -(2)iron beds - castiron bean pot dutch oven- iron skillets - stone butter milk pitchers -(2)good old
stone cats paw pieces - old churn lid & dasher - stone jugs &jars - old
glass lamp shade - stone foot warmer - Occupied Japan pieces - blue

hall tureen - old cookiejars - milk glass cookiejar - bone china pieces Baverian pieces - lace edge milk glass pieces - blue Avon vases - fine
glass water pitcher - old fish bowl - stone spittons - old lead glass vase
- relish dishes - carnival glass - Waxford glass - lot of Empire Green
pieces - other old elasg & china - Hill Horn of Plenty vases - stone
bowls - figurines -(3)hen on nest - old spoon holder - beautiful old
vegetable bowls - copper tea kettle - old clay marbles - oblong dough
tray & rolling pin - old marbles - old ballet box - silver plate pieces W.W.*2rating stamps - straight razors - razor straps - curling irons flat irons - unusual old fruitjars - blue fruitjars - zinc lids - set ofold
scales - exerciser - old books - old Readers Digest - feather pillows straightchairs - maple table & 6 chairs - end tables - old grate fronts metal pot - lard paddles - cross cut saws - one man saw - seed sowers gas heater - metal shelving - carpenter tools - electric churn - small
kitchen appliances - pots & pans -recliner - nice Cub Farmall tractor
with plow, disc & cultivator. Many other items not listed. Auction
held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.
For more information and your auction needs phone 502-435-4144
Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller & Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn. #1281 and #2493

CALVIN

CATHY
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*40 60Li
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"My Serriee Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

(00°.,.0 Real Estate Auction w.m`nm/4
-Ttate
FOR BE

ME
ONE OF
THING3 I
BABIES

J B's Secretarial Service
Will type college student
reports and term papers,
also do secretarial work
overload Call Terry,
492-8869

f(SCI

(

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436 5560
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759 1835
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753 1537 or
753 1221
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential commercial Free
estimates 753 9785 or
753 3254
PAINTING interior and exValor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759 4555
PAiNTING Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255
Free est)
PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492 8816

Friday Oct.4th 1991 at 5:30 p.m. at the corner of
North 12th & Sharp,(300 North 12th St.) This is
a corner lot and has approximately 152' of street
frontage. A nice house with vinyl siding, central
heat & air, 2 bedrooms downstairs, 1 large
bedroom upstairs, one bath, livingroom, eat in
kitchen, half basement, zoned B-4. A very
desirable piece of property. Mrs. Rubye Wilcox
owner.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of Auction.
Balance in 30 days with passing of deed. This
auction held jointly with Home Sellers Realty
1901 N. 12th St. Paul Daily Jr. Broker 753-0375
and Dan Miller Auctioneer 435-4144.
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Looking Back

Today is Thursday, Oct. 3, the 276 day of 1991. There are 89 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One year ago, on Oct. 3, 1990, West Germany and East Germany ended
45 years of postwar division, declaring the creation of a new unified
fireworks and
country in the heart of Europe with festivities that
the pealing of church bells.
On this date:
In 1863, President Lincoln declared the last Thursday in November
Thanksgiving Day.
In 1922, Rebecca L. Felton of Georgia became the first woman to be
seated in the U.S. Senate. (Mrs. Felton, a Democrat, was appointed to
serve out the remaining term of Thomas E. Watson.)
In 1941, 50 years ago, Adolf Hitler delivered a speech in Berlin in
which he said Russia had been "broken," and would "never rise again."
In 1941, the movie "The Maltese Falcon" — the version starring
Humphrey Bogart and directed by John Huston — opened in New York.
In 1942, President Franklin D. Roosevelt established the Office of Economic Stabilization and authorized controls on farm prices, rents, wages
and salaries.
In 1980, four people were killed When a car bomb exploded outside a
synagogue in Paris, the latest in a wave of anti-Jewish attacks in France.
In 1988, Discovery completed its four-day mission, the first American
shuttle flight since the Challenger disaster.
In 1988, Lebanese kidnappers released Indian educator Mithileshwar
Singh, who had been held captive with three Americans for more than 20
months.
Ten years ago: Irish nationalists at the Maze prison near Belfast, Northern Ireland, ended seven months of hunger strikes that had claimed ten
lives.
Five years ago: American hostages Terry Anderson and David Jacobsen, held by pro-Iranian kidnappers in Lebanon, asked the Reagan administration in a videotaped message to work as hard for their freedom as it
had done in getting reporter Nicholas Daniloff out of the Soviet Union.
One year ago: Iraqi President Saddam Hussein made his first known
visit to Kuwait since his country seized control of the oil-rich emirate.
• - Toda0 Birthdays: Author Gore Vidal is 66. Actress Madlyn Rhue is
57. Rock-and-roll star Chubby Checker is 50. Sen. Jeff Bingaman,
D-N.M., is 48. Singer Lindsey Buckingham is 44. All-star outfielder Dave
Winfield is 40. Actor Jack Wagner is 32.
Thought for Today: "Don't be humble; you're not that great." — Golda Meir, Israeli prime minister (1898-1978).
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Ten years ago
Flu vaccine will be available at
the Calloway County Health
Department at North Seventh and
Olive Streets, Murray, beginning
Oct. 5.
A special roadblock for St.
Jude's Children's Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., is being conducted today by Alpha Mu Chapter
of Epsilon Sigma Alpha and Sigma
Pi fraternity at Murray State
University.
Dr. Frank H. Bulle will be guest
speaker at revival services at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church, Oct. 4-9.
The Rev. and Mrs. James Garrett
are today celebrating their 35th
wedding anniversary.
Lochie Hart writes about Mr.
and Mrs. Fleetwood B. Crouch and
their 60 years of married life in her
column, "Observations."
Twenty years ago
Dr. Farouk Umar, chairman of

Thirty years ago
Murray Fire Department is starting a year-round inspection program, according to Flavil Robertson,
chief of Murray Fire Department.

Political Science Department of
Murray State University, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House.
New officers of Woman's Society of Christian Service of Martin's
Chapel Methodist Church are Mrs.
Harnion Whitnell, Mrs. Eunice
Henry, Mrs. Jerald Garrett and
Mrs. Ralph Robertson.
C.A. Lockhart was honored at a
dinner in celebration of his 96th
birthday on Sept. 28 at the home of
a daughter, Mrs. Lester Goheen,
Lynn Grove Road.
Marilyn Parks, Wanda Nance,
Betty Riley, Bobbie Garrison, Betty Dixon and LaVeme Ryan had
high averages irl Magic Tr: Bowling League this week at Corvette
Lancs.
Murray High School Tigers lost
to Bowling Green Purples in a
football game at Bowling Green.

Marinell Myers, senior majoring
in home economics at Murray State
College, was crowned as District
Dairy Princess at the event held at
McCracken County Courthouse/
The Kentucky Highway DepartPaducah, last night. She is the ment is paving North Fourth Street
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester from Chestnut to Walnut Streets.
Myers of Lynn Grove.
Frank Lancaster, manager of locRecent births reported at Murray
al theater, is pictured with
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Academy Award Winner Broderick
Mrs. Stanley Bennett, a boy to Mr. Crawford at Paducah v.ho wa
and Mrs. James Mctiare and a boy
there for the premier of his new
to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Gene film, "The Mob." which will be
Chaney.
shown at the Varsity Theater here
on Oct. 4 and 5.
Mrs. Wayne Hardie presented a
lesson on "Clothing Guideposts" at
Births reported include a boy to
a meeting of Wadesboro Home- Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hatchett.
makers Club held at the home of Sept. 24, a girl to Capt. and Mrs.
Mrs. Headley Swift.
David Mather. Sept. 28.

Dear 'Abby
DEAR ABBY: I married at the
age of 14. My husband was 18. We
both lied about our ages, swearing
that I was 18 and he was 21. Our
marriage lasted 14 years, during
which time we had three lovely
children, and then a very messy divorce!
Two years later, I married a truly
wonderful man. We have been married 24 years.
Now I find that my first marriage
wasn't legal because I didn't know
that any lie on a marriage license
makes it null and void.

Also. Arkansas law states that no
one under the age of 16 can get married, even with parental consent.
'Cheek with a lawyer.,
Please. Abby. let people know
about these laws. Its not only Arkansas that has this law, it's almost
every state. Maybe we can save some
other poor soul from going through
what I did 26 years ago. The hurt
never goes away, even if yOu do find
out 26 years later. I wish someone
Would have let me know of those
laws!
ENLIGHTENED

DEAR ENLIGHTENED: Ac- lie" on a marriage certificate
cording to the offices of the makes it null and void! It is unCounty Clerk and the County derstood that any fact used by
Attorney in Little Rock, Ark., consenting persons at the time a
couples under the age of 17 may standard marriage license is ismarry, but only with parental sued (even if incorrect)does not
consent. And if they are 15 and automatically void the marriage
under, they may marry only if license.
they are expecting a child — or
are already the parents ofa baby.
DEAR ABBY: My father died
In either case, parental consent when I was 4, and my mother remaris needed, and if they already ried.
When I was 13, my mother died.
have had their baby, they must .
also provide the birth certificate. leaving my brother and me to live
Also — it is not true that -any. with our alcoholic stepfather. This is
a man fOr whom I have no love or
respect —only sympathy. He abused
me mentally and also physically. so
I moved out when I was 18.
Now I am making out my wedding invitation list. Do I. have
By GARY LARSON
invite him? I don't want to hurt his
feelings. hut I am afraid of how he
will act and what he may say to other
guests. My stepfather and I haven't
spoken in years. He makes no effort.
and the farther I stay away from
him, the hfrppier I am.
WHAT TO DO
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DEAR WHAT TO DO:You answered your own question when
you wrote: "The farther I stay
away from him, the happier I
am,"and signed off with."I don't
wain. him to spoil my wedding
day." Now,give yourself a wedding
gift and don't risk inviting any
who may spoil your wedding
day.
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Forty years ago
Cpl. William A. Wilson, on oi
Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Wilson.
is serving with 1st Cavalry Division on the battlefront in Korea
S-A Donald Starks, son Of Mr.
and Mrs. Urban Starks, is serving
with the United States Navy at San
Diego, Calif.

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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36 Eat
37 Servants
38 Lavish
fondness on
40 Realty sign
41 Equally
43 Exist
44 Detest
45 French
article
47 Young boy
49 Soap plant
51 Oolong
52 Official
publications
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56 Crimson
57 Carry
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44 •
Alone
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46 Comfort
48 Speck
50 Deface
51 Also
53 Eastwood ID
54 That thing

DEAR DR. GOTT: I had an echocardiogram for MVP and extra heartbeats The result, was mild MVP and a
slight trace of mitral regurgitation.
Since having an automobile accident
recently. I now experience extra
beats almost daily. My doctor says he
will pursue this: iiowever. I wonder if
thereAs comething_in.particular we..
should be looking for.
DEAR READER: Mitral valve prolapse. a common condition marked by
weakness of a part of the heart's mitral valve, causes a murmur(an extra
cardiac sound)and arrhythmias(various types of irregular pulse). Although the arrhythmias usually consist of minor electrical disturbances.
such as occasional extra beats, some
patients with MVP experience more
prolonged and profound irregularities, which are often worsened by
tension and stress_
I'll wager that the emotional upset
of your accident temporarily accelerated your arrhythmias. To document
this, your doctor will probably order a
Holter monitor, a test during which
your pulse is monito'red for 24 hours.
In this way, the physician can learn
Which type of arrhythmia you are experiencing. when it occurs (during
sleep, for instance) and how long it
lasts.
If your heart irregularity is benign
and brief, the doctor will reassure you
that nothing is wrong and you need
only general supervision. If, on the
other hand, your problem is a serious
arrhythmia - such as ventricular
tachycardia the doctor will suggest
anti-arrhythmic drugs -- such as beta
blockers -- to suppress the irregularity In either case. I believe your
heartbeat will return to normal once
vou have fully recovered from your
frightening experience.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My friend has
emphysema and we wirder if any thing, other than oxygeri. can help his
condition.
DEAR READER: Emphysema is a
chronic, incurable lung disease that
causes over-expansion of pulmonary.
tissue, inability to exercise and
breathlessness. Emphysema patients
cannot absorb enough oxygen. their
lungs" are filled with trapped, stale
air
Treatment consists of methods to
improve the mechanics of breathing
Avoid air pollution and tobacco
smoke, use bronchodilators(medicine
to open narrowed breathing passages). take antibiotics (if 4nfection is
present), learn special breathing exercises (such as abdominal breathing). and breathe supplemental oxygen when needed_
Because emphysema is often associated with asthma, heart failure and
chronic bronchitis (all of which are
treatable), such patients should be
closely monitored by health professionals In particular, your friend
could probably be helped • by a pulmonologist. a lung specialist.
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President Bush rubs shoulders with country stars
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Singer Garth /brooks was voted
entertainer or the year and won
three othei awards from the Country ,Moic Association on Wednesda
rti President Bush and the
first lady watching from the second
TON

Brooks, 29, was honored for the
single "Friends in Low Places,"
the album "No Fences," plus No.
1 video for "The Thunder Rolls."
Under CMA rules, the video award
was , presented to director Bud
Schatzle
"It's fanny how a chubby kid
can just he having fun and they call
it entertaining:* said Brooks, a former hoot store manager.
Vince Gill. a tenor with pitchperfect delivery, won or shared
three a' ards. including male vocalist of tfie year.
Gill, 34, shared song of the year
ontirc wtth TmDuBoi;hi co
writer on "When I Call Your
Name.••
Gill also shared vocal event of
the year. which went to fiddler
Mark O'Connor and the New
Nashville Cats featuring Steve
Wanner, Ricky Skaggs and Gill.
"I've come a long way from
three chords and '01' Shep,' the
first song I ever learned," said
Gill. former lead singer for the pop
group Pure Prairie League.
O'Connor was voted No. .1
musk'/all
Bur. a longtime country music

fan, was seated with his wife, Barbara, and country stars Crystal
Gayle, Roy'Acuff, Larry Gatlin and
_his brothers Steve and Rudy.
The Bushes received a standing
ovation as they entered the Grand
Ole Opry House and at the end of
the show when they took the stage.
"It's easy to see why America
loves country music," Bush said in
brief. remarks. "Country music
loves America."
The 25th annual CMA Awards
Show was broadcast live nationally
by CBS.
Tanya Tucker, who gave birth to
a baby boy earlier Wednesday, won
female vocalist of the year for the
first time in four years as a finalist.
Tucker, 32, known for her songs
"Delta Dawn" and "Down to My
Last Teardrop," was at an undisclosed hospital. She and the baby.
named Beau Grayson, were iti_goad
condition.
"I was sitting here watching,"
she said from her hospital room. "I
had no idea I'd win."
The Judds, a mother-daughter
duo, were voted vocal duo of the
year for the fourth straight time in
their farewell awards sho‘v
together. Naomi Judd is leaving the
concert circuit in December
because of hepatitis while daughter
Wynonna launches a solo career.
"Every ending is a new beginning," Naomi Judd said.
Finalists for entertainer of the
year, the top honor, were Reba

McEntire, Clint Black, Gill,
George Strait and Brooks. Strait
won tpe honor the last two years.
The Kentucky HeadHunters.
wearing Future Farmers of America
jackets, won best group for the second straight year and million selling singer Travis Tritt was voted the Horizon Award as the most
promising newcomer.
Jo Walker-Meador. the retiring
executive director of the CMA. was
given a special award of
excellence.
Up for best male vocalist were
Black. Brooks. Strait and Alan
Jackson. Black won in 1990.

Other finalists for top female
singer were Patty Loveless, Kathy
Mattca. McEntire and Lorrie
Morgan.
Winners were chosen /by the
6,000 voting members of the CMA.
mostly singe, musicians, songwriters and others who make their living in country music.
The husband-wife songwriting
team of Boudleaux and Felice
Bryant, who composed such hit
records as "All I Have to Do. Is
Dream" and "Bye Bye Love,"
was chosen for the Country Music
Hall of Fame.
Boudleaux Bryant died in 1987
at age 67.
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1991 MSU Homecoming to honor servicemen
Murray State University will
host a "Star-Spangled Homecoming" Oct. 10-13. The patriotic
extravaganza will honor alumni
who have served in the U. military since Murray State's founding

in 1923.
"The star-spangled salute will
include long-overdue tribute to veterans of Vietnam and Korea along
with special commemoration of the
50th anniversary of the attack on

Pearl Harbor," Alumni Affairs
director Donna Herndon said. "Our
alunmi veterans will participate in
the Homecoming parade which
begins at 9:30 a.m., Saturday, Oct.
12. Four Persian Gulf War veterans

4
1 All'
414/%3MPV4
e N041
314
At It's Best!
We will be cheering on the home team
in the latest styles from The Cherry Branch.

representing each branch of the
military will serve as parade grand
marshals."
The highlight of the three-day
Homecoming celebration is Saturday's parade and football game.
Chosen grand marshals of the parade are:
• Capt. Paul Johnson, U.S. Air
Force, is a 1980 graduate of Murray State. Now stationed to Myrtle
Beach, N.C., Johnson is an internationally acclaimed war hero who
was featured in the June 1991
Reader's Digest and People magazines. He was recently awarded the
Air Force Cross.
• Capt. Bruce Moody, U.S. Marine Corps., is a 1977 graduate of
Murray, originally from up-state
New York. He was a member of
the Racer rifle team, one of the top
10 teams in the nation, and is now
based at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
• Capt. David Reagan, U.S.
Army, is a 1979 graduate of Mur-

ray State. A former All-OVC Honorable Mention linebacker for the
Racers, Reagan is assigned to the
faculty of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.
• Lt. Jerome Richardson, U.S.
Navy, is a 1988 graduate of Murray
State now assigned to the U.S.S.
Detroit. He is a former Murray
State Student Ambassador, Summer
Orientation counselor, Racer
marching band member and University Scholar.
The parade begins in downtown
Murray and moves down Main
Street to the campus. Murray
cablevision will televise the parade
live on channel 34. MSU will provide access to large-screen viewing
in the Stables, located on the first
floor of the Curris Center. To enter
the parade call Allison Carr, MSU
Student Government Association
Homecoming chairman, at (502)
762-6951 by Monday, Sept. 30.
Pre-game festivities begin at 2
p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium and
will be highlighted by the crowning
of the 1991 Homecoming Queen.
Tickets for the 2:30 p.m. game
with the University of Tennessee at
Martin Pacers are $7 for reserved
bleacher seats, $6 for general
admission and $3 for children. For
more information on tickets call
(502) 762-4895.
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MSU President Ronald Kurth and his wife, Charlene, will welcome
hundreds of MSII alumni during the 1991 "Star-Spangled
Homecoming."
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Dr. Dieter Jedan (left) and Dr. Milton Grimes dish up delicious food at Tent City. This year's Tent City
will also feature the "Alumni All-Star Dixieland Band + Some" and a Kiddie Corral. The annual event
(pictured at left) features tents from each of the university's departments for alumni to meet before the
ballgame.

Welcome Alumni!
Good Luck Racers!
Bank of Murray
"Home of the Racer Special Account"
Member FDIC
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MSU's Tim Bland (39) and Greg
Armstrong (79) are stacked up
(at right) by a host of Middle
Tennessee defenders during Murray's 35-3 loss to the Blue
Raiders.

MSU's offensive attack is led by junior college transfer No. 12 Iremain Lewis (above). At right, bruising fullback David Cox runs
through the Southern Illinois secondary during the Racers' 31-27 loss.
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Star-Spangled9-fomecoming
Sept. 19 - Oct. 20 Fourth International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition - Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. Sixty sculptures from artists around the
world. No admission charge.Gallery hours: Mon.- Fri.,8a.m.-9 p.m.;Sat., 10a.m.
- 4 p.m.; Sun., 1 - 4 p.m.
Oct. 1 - May 13"Celebrating a Proud Heritage" - West Kentucky Wrather Museum. A
special exhibit of military photos, uniforms and memorabilia. Mon.- Fri., 10 a.m. 4:30 p.m.; Sat., 10 a.m. -2 p.m. No admission charge.
Oct. 10-12"The Fantasticks," musical theater production sponsored by the department
of music and the department of speech communication and theatre. Robert.E.
Johnson Theatre.8 p.m.each night. For reservations,call(502)762-6797or 762-4421.
Oct. 11 -12 Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology.Toursavailable
Friday,8 a.m. - 4 p.m.; Sat.,8 a.m. -2 p.m. Enter building through west dome. For
more information, call(502)762-3391.
Oct. 11 -13 National Boy Scout Museum.Tues. - Sat.,9 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.;Sun., 12:30 p.m.
- 4:30 p.m. Adults,$4.50;ages 6-12,$3.50;children under6admitted free; groups of
six or more,$3a person.Special admission rates for veterans.Call(502)762-118.3 for
information.
Thursday,October 10
6 p.n. Hall of Fame Banquet - Curris Center Ballroom. For more information, call the
athletic office at (502) 762-6183.

Friday, October 11
8 a.m. to sunset Homecoming Golf Tournament - Miller Golf Course. Rt. 6, Box 347A.
Tee-off times available at 8a.m.and 1 p.m.Shotgun start will be used.Call the golf
course at(502)762-2238 for reservations and more information.
9a.m. Homecoming Tennis Tournament - University Tennis Courts. Minimum contribution of $20 supports Murray State tennis team. Categories are men's class A
singles and doubles; Class D Singles and doubles;age 50 and over singles. Contact
Bennie Purcell at (502)761-6124 for reservations.
4 - 6:30 p.m. Reception honoring Ann Can - Crow's Nest, Curris Center, 3rd floor.
Sponsored by the department of home economics. For more information,call(502)
762-3387.
5 p.m. Ninth annual "Run for the Racers" 5 kilometer road run. $5 a person. Prizes
awarded in six age groups. Entry forms, maps available at Campus Recreation
Office, Curris Center. For more information, call (502)762-6791.
6:30 p.m. College of Business and Public Affairs Homecoming Banquet - Murray
Country Club,CollegeFarm Road.$12a person.GuestspeakerisPaulette Whitworth,
senior vice president with First American National Bank in Nashville, Tenn. For
reservations or more information, call(502)762-4181.
6:30 p.m. Home Economics Alumni Banquet - Mississippi Room, Curtis Center,
Reservations must be made by Oct. 4. For information and reservations,call(502)
762-3388.
6:45 p.m. 29th Annual Agriculture Alumni Banquet - Curris Center Small Ballroom.
511 a person. For more information, call (502)762-3372.
7 p.m. Alpha Gamma Delta 25th-Year Celebration - Curris Center Ballroom. $20 a
person. Reservations must be made by Sept. 30. Make checks payable to Alpha
Gamma Delta, c/o Shirley Martin, 1521 Canterbury Dr., Murray, KY 42071. For
more information,call Martin at(502)753-6992.
7 p.m. Nursing Alumni Banquet - Curris Center, Ohio Room.512 a person. Payment
must accompany reservation. Reservations must be made by Oct. 4. Make checks
payable to MSU.Guest speakers will be Faye Austin,visiting assistant professor at
Murray State,and Oleta Burkeen,associate professor of nursing at MSU.For more
information, call Linda Clark at (502)762-6675 or Nancy Nygaard at 762-2196.
7:30 p.m. to midnight Black Alumni Reception - Murray Holiday Inn. Register and pick
up reunion packet at the Curtis Center.
8-10 p.m. Homecoming Bonfire - Intramural Field - Public is invited.

This Page
Sponsored
By

Saturday, October 12
8 a.m. "M" Club Breakfast and Meeting - Curris Center, 3rd floor. $5 a person. For
reservations and information, call Bill Rayburn at (502) 762-6813.
8a.m. Black Alumni Registration - Murray Holiday Inn. Register and pick up reunion
packets.
8- 9:30 a.m. College of Education Breakfast - Murray Middle School.$4.50 for adults,
$2 for children under 12. Call (502) 762-3817 for more information.
9:30 a.m. Homecoming Parade - "Star-Spangled Homecoming." Starts downtown and
moves down Main Street to campus.The parade will be televised live via Murray
Cablevision, channel 34. MSU will provide access to a large-screen viewing in the
Stables, first floor, Curns Center.
10:15 a.m. Baseball Old Timers' game - Reagan Field north of Stewart Stadium. For
more information, call Coach Reagan at (502)762-4892.
103&)am.Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha Alumni Receptions- Chapter Room,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Annex, ground floor
10:30 to noon Alpha Omicron Pi 30th Anniversary Celebration - Cums Center
Ballroom. For more information, call (502) 759-1657.
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Kiddie Corral at Tent City - supervised and hosted by the Student
Alumni Association.
11 am.-Noon. Educational Seminars - Curris Center Meeting Rooms. Information on
career development and opportunities. Sponsored by Black Alumni Advisory
Council. Open to Murray State students and alumni. For more information, call
Donna Herndon at (502)762-3737. •
11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Tent City Homecoming Festival and Reunion - Stewart Stadium.
Featuring the "Alumni All-Star Dixieland Band + Some." Everyone invited. Tents
for colleges, bookstore, school relations, alumni assoc., athletics and more. Food
available or bring your own and tailgate. All Alpha Gams are encouraged to attend
and meet international officers from their sorority.
Noon -1 p.m. Alpha Omicron Pi 30th Anniversary Reception - Curris Center Dance
Lounge,2nd floor. For more information, call(502)759-1657.
Noon - 1:30 p.m. Lady Racer Legends Lite Lunch -Tent City. Finger foods,sandwiches
for former Lady Racers. Sign in, pick up packets, T-shirts prior to lunCh. For more
information, call Vanessa Gray at (502)762-6278 or Kelly Breazeale at 762-3448.
Noon Ranger Reunion - Murray Fairgrounds. Activities for members of the Murray
State Rangers,class years 1962-1972. For information call Dr. Harold Wingo at(703)
383-4428(w)or(703)546-9851 (h).
2:30 p.m. Homecoming Game - MSU vs. UT-Martin. Pre-game festivities include
crowning of Homecoming Queen.Ticket prices are $7 for reserved bleacher seats,
$6 for general admission,and $3 for children. Please send self-addressed stamped
envelope with your check or money order made payable to MSU Athletic Tickets
to: Athletic Ticket Office, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071. For more
information, call (502)762-4895.
Post-ganie Oakhurst reception - Hosted by MSU President Dr. Ronald J. Kurth and his
wife, Charlene. Everyone invited.
Post game - Computer Studies Alumni Open House. Home of Dr. Bill Lyle. 104 S. 9th Si. Call
762-6217 for TOR information.
Post-game Journalism/Radio-TV Alumni Reception - MSU News Room, first floor,
Wilson Hall. Call (502)762-2387 for more information.
Post-game Physics Annual Alumni Reception - Peoples Bank, University Branch,
Chestnut St. Call (502)762-2993 for more information.
6:30p.m. Lady Racer/7-Up Alumni Dinner and Social - Murray Woman's Club House,
Vine Street. $35 a person, includes football game ticket and T-shirt. Fir more
information, call Vanessa Gray at (502)762-6278 or Kelly Breazeale at 762-3448.
7 p.m. Black Alumni Social Hour - Curris Center Ballroom.
8 p.m. Black Alumni Reunion Banquet - Curris Center Ballroom. 516 a person. $12.50 for students. Call
Donna Herndon at (502)762-3737 for reservatiors,
10:30 p.m.-1 a.m. Minority Advisory Council Dance. Admission $2. For more infommuon. call
(502)762-6386 - Cunis Center Small Ballroom.
9-10 Lm. Black Alumni Brunch and Devotional - liomeplace Restaurant.
10:30 p.m. Black Alumni Dance - Curris Center Small Ballroom.

Sunday,October 13
9- 10 a.m. Black Alumni Brunch and Devotional - Curris Center, 3rd floor.

Bank of Murray
'THE FRIENDLY AND SAFE BANK'
Member FDIC

"One of the nation's safest banks"
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MSU He

MSU tradition continues with new Racer I
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writor

Whether the Murray State football team is battling one of its
many conference rivals for the
Ohio Valley Conference title or
entertaining a regional opponent,
there is one constant at Roy Stewart
Stadium - Racer I.
Nearly all universities have mascots in one form or another. The
University of Georgia has "Uga"
the bulldog. "Bevo," an impressive
longhorn steer, stands solidly along
the sidelines at all University of
Texas home football games. And,
the University of Tennessee howls

over a blue tick coon hound named
"Smokey."
Whatever the reason, fans from
each of these institutions rally
around their beloved animal. The
same is true at Murray State.
Since 1974, a thoroughbred race
horse has circled the track at Stewart Stadium after all Racer scores.
Violet Cactus was the first thoroughbred to circle the MSU track,
and after 10 years of valliant service, gave way to the first Racer I.
Racer I, a name given to the last
two thoroughbreds, has become a
glorious, tradition at MSU and a
rare spectacle for anyone in
attendance.

The latest Racer I (named Valaraja) was introduced to Racer fans
for the first time at the 1991 season
opener against Southern Illinois on
Sept. 7. Though it's a new horse,
the 400-meter ride remains the
same - for horse, fan and jockey.
"My adrenaline really gets
pumping after the first score," said
first-time jockey Erin Miller, a
junior from Naperville, Ill. She is
also a top rider on the school's
highly acclaimed equestrian team.
"At my first game, I was nervous, the horse was nervous and I
didn't know how he would react,"
Miller said of her maiden voyage.
"At first, I was hoping it would be

a low scoring game. Then after the
first ride, I hoped they kept
scoring."
Racer I, or Valaraja, is a registered thoroughbred, bred to be a
race horse. He was donated to
MSU and is housed at the MSU
horse barn on College Farm Road.
"A lot of people don't realize the
type of animal it takes to do what
he (Racer I) does," said horse barn
manager Brien Terry. "It's not
natural for a horse to run in that
kind of atmosphere, with cords and
wires on the track and people
standing just a few feet away."
Terry said he would like to sec
the University use Racer I more as
a publicity tool. But, he knows that
on Saturday nights, Racer I gets all
Lhe attention it can stand.

YOU GOTTA
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SALE!
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Now Through
Sat., Oct. 12th

Just in Time for Homecoming
Suits 'Great New Looks & Styles!'
by Hart-Schatner & Marx°
Christian Dior* & Kingsridge

1/2

Price!

(Above) Racer I circles the

Suits -Great

Fall Colors!"
In Olive, Black, Navy & Saddle
Solid Double-Breasted Garbs

Cotton Sweaters

Lots of Colors!
"The newest & most popular item this year!"

V-Necks & Crews
i00% Cotton — Great Quality

Pattern Sweaters
Starting at $2995each

(OTHER

Solids & Patterns
All

20% on

Dress Shirts and Trousers
Entire Selection!

20%

Off

"We're Not The Best Because We're The Oldest...
We're The Oldest Because We're The Best!"

CORN-AUSTIN®
OPEN TIL 8:00 EACH NIGHT
Visa
American Express

blue and gold racing silks for every
home game, Miller said she hasn't
been riding long enough to be recognized out in public. Although
she has gotten some unexpected
attention.
"It's kind of unusual for me,"
Miller said from the horse barn
office. "I don't usually get people
from newspapers talking to me."
The Racer footoall team does its
best every Saturday to get Racer I
plenty of work. As Racer head
coach Mike Mahoney says, "it's
good to see that rascal run. It
means we're putting points on the
board."
Though, the team may not
always come out on top on the
scoreboard, at least they can say
they have the fastest mascot in the
country.

Sportcoats

Ties...
Off

19
HC

Reg. 55.00 Now $45°°
each

Traditional & New Fashion
Styles & Colors

25%

has two girls that help her."
Riding Racer I also has its
moments in the sun. Clad in full

Starting at $1 5995each

Chambray Shirts
t4c)vi0011 $31" each

track at an MSU home game.
(Below) Violet Cactus was the
first thoroughbred to make the
traditional run.

"I've gone to the Racer Room at
halftime and ladies will come up to
me and say that their husbands
come to watch the football game,
but they come 'to watch the horse
run.
Racer I has become a celebrity
in its short existence. People that
travel out to the horse barn usually
ask to see the MSU mascot.
"He gets a lot of visitors," Terry
said. "Just an hour ago we had a
photographer out here with the
football coach to take pictures of
the horse and Erin.
"When you think about the average horse, he probably gets more
attention and pampering," Terry
noted. "The jockey comes out to
make sure his stall is clean and she

DOWNTOWN, MURRAY — 753-2472

MasterCard
Corn Austin Charge

Wayne Higgins
Backhoe Service
Call Us Anytime

For

7594685
Your Business is Appreciated!
FREE ESTIMATES

310 r
Mtn,

7534
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*CAPT. DAVID REAGAN
Reagan, U.S. Army, is a 1979 graduate of Murray State. Formerly
an All-OVC Honorable Mention linebacker for the Racer football
team, Reagan is assigned to the faculty of the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, N.Y.
CAPT.PAUL JOHNSON*
Johnson, U.S. Air Force, is a 1980 graduate of Murray State. Now stationed at Myrtle Beach, N.C.,
Johnson was featured in the June 1991 Reader's
Digest and People magazine.
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GRAND
MARSHALS

CAPT. BRUCE MOODY*
Moody, U.S. Marine Corps, is a 1977 graduate of
Murray State, originally from up-state New York.
He was a member of Murray State University's rifle
team, one of the top 10 in the nation, and is now
based at Camp Pendleton, Calif.
* LT. JEROME RICHARDSON
Richardson, U.S. Navy, is a 1988 graduate of Murray State now assigned to the
U.S.S. Detroit. He is a former Murray State Student Ambassador, Summer "0"
counselor, Racer Marching Band member and University Scholar.
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(OTHER PARADE HONORARIES LISTED ON PAGE 12)

FEAST FIT FOR A QUEEN

SINE%
All-You-Care-To-Eat

REAKFAST &
FRUIT BAR
6 a.m.-11 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
6 a.m.-2 p.m. Sat., Sun.
Holiday's
9 p.m.-Close Fri. & Sat.
tore Hours: 6 a.m.-11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
6 a.m.-1 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

Good Luck Racers

L.A. OPTICAL
310 N. 12th
Murray, Ky.
753-8641

•Fashion Eyewear
*Contact Lenses
•Eyewear Accessories

From Everyone at

MONEYS

The Best Breakfast
In Town

•
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Bed and Breakfast plan offered to visitors
The Student Alumni Association at
Murray State University is offering a
Bed and Breakfast plan for people not
able to find lodging accommodations
during Murray States Homecoming
weekend, Oct. 11-13.
Bed and Breakfast involves individuals opening their homes for visitors
to spend one or two nights, with the
host providing a continental breakfast. The proceeds from the $25 per
room per night fee will go to the MSU

Alumni House fund.
Donna Herndon, director of
Alumni Affairs at Murray State,
hopes to expand the Bed and Breakfast program."We eventually hope to
offer accommodations on Parents
Weekend, graduation and Alumni
Weekend. The program is used only
after the other lodgings in town are
full. Our program is an over-flow
option for people who can't find a
place to stay," Mrs. Herndon said.

"This is our third year to do this
project. The Student Alumni Association is in charge of all the plans.
Rachel Olsen, vice president for
alumni affairs in SAA,is responsible
for getting the visitors in touch with
community volunteers. All the details
are done within SAA. It is a good way
for the students to get involved," Mrs.
Herdon said.
"This year's theme is a StarSpangled Homecoming and will

honor all Murray State University
alumni veterans," said Miss Olsen.
"Lodging will be a bigger problem
than ever because of the number of
veterans planning to participate," so
SAA is expanding the plan by asking
area church congregations and Murray State faculty and staff members to
consider hosting veterans and their
families.
"We appreciate the people in the
community for opening their homes

for others who are unable to find
accommodations during such an important time," Mrs. Herdon said.
Hosts may request alumni from a
particular branch of service or era.
"We want to find folks interested in
similar areas," Mrs.Herdon said."We
really do need people to call."
Friends of Murray State University
willing to host a Bed and Breakfast
can call the Alumni Office at (502)
762-3737.

Many arts-related events
scheduled for Homecoming
A variety of arts-related activities
are scheduled as part of the "StarSpangled" Homecoming celebration
Oct. 10-13 at Murray State University.
The 4th International Shoebox
Sculpture Exhibition, which features
60 sculptures,each small enough to fit
in a shoebox, will be on display during
Homecoming weekend in the Eagle
Gallery, located in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Gallery hours are
Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 9
p.m.; Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m; and
Sunday, 1 to 4 p.m. The free exhibition will continue through Oct. 20.
An exhibition of military photos,
uniforms and memorabilia, title
"Celebrating a Proud Heritage" will
be on display at the West Kentucky
Wrather Museum. The museum's
hours are Monday through Friday, 10
a.m. to 4:30 p.m and Saturday, 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. The free exhibit opens Oct. 1
and will remain open through May 13,
1992.
"The Fantasticks," a joint musical
production of Department of Music

and the Department of Speech Communication and Theatre, will be presented Oct. 10-12 at 8 p.m. in Robert
E. Johnson Theatre, located on the
first floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center. A 11:30 am. matinee is
planned Thursday,Oct. 10. The musical will also be presented the weekend
prior to Homecoming, Oct. 4-5, at 8
p.m. Reservations for all performances may be made by calling(502)
762-6797 or (502) 762-4421.
The musical tells the story of a boy,
a girl and the wall that separates them.
It has played for more than 30 years at
the Sullivan Street Theatre, a record
run for a musical. James I. Schempp
will direct, with musical direction by
Cathy Mallen.
(
The practice for the traditional
performance of the "Battle Hymn of
the Republic" is scheduled for Friday,
Oct. 11 at 3:30 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium. The Racer Band and Concert Choir/University Chorale will
rehearse for the half-time performance at Stewart Stadium. Choir and
band alumni are invited to participate.

Homecoming
Celebrations
Rent Your Formal Wear Here
Dresses & Tuxedos In Stock
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L to R - Tori Glover,Janice Allbritten,Karen Branch

Janice, Karen and Tori
shop at The Shoe Tree
for their selections of
shoes, boots, purses
and accessories for
homecoming.
Sotithside Manor
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tree

"Area's Largest Supplier"

Fall Merchandise

30-50% Off
r.jii
Court Square, Paris, Tn. 901-642-8743
Mayfield Plaza, Mayfield 247-1500
Olympic Plaza, Murray 753-1300
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Black Alumni Reunion
MSU College of Education

r

Second annual event set for Oct. 11-12
in conjunction with MSU Homecoming
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This year's Homecoming activities at Murray State University will
include a Black Alumni Reunion,
the second such event in the past
three years.
Minority alumni have a variety
of activities to participate in during
the reunion which coincides with
Homecoming Oct. 11-12. The reunion will be headquartered at the
Murray Holiday Inn. Registration
is planned from 2 to 8 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 11, and from 8 to 10 a.m.
Saturday, Oct., 12, at the Holiday
Inn.
Among the latest events planned
are:
— A reception Friday. Oct. 11,
from 7:30 p.m. to midnight in the
Dance Lounge of the Curris Center.
Tickets are $5 each.
— Educational seminars from 11
a.m. to noon Saturday, Oct. 12, in
the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center to provide career guidance
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to MSU students.
— Tent City Festival from 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. The Black Alumni Reunion will be headquartered at
one of the 13 tents at Stewart Stadium. Ti's Barbecue of Murray
will be selling barbecue and other
items at the tent.
— The Homecoming football
game between the Racers and the
University of Tennessee at Martin
at 2:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 12.
Tickets are $7 each.
— A reception at 7 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 12, followed by a banquet at & p.m. in the Curris Center

ballroom. Tickets are S16 for alumni and $12.50 for students.
— Minority Advisory Council
Dance 10:30 p.m.-1 a.m. Saturday,
Curris Center ballroom. There is a
$2 admission.
— A brunch and devotional Sunday, Oct. 13, from 9 to 10 a.m. at
the Homeplace Restaurant, 1906
Highway 121 North.
— The deadline for making
reservations is Tuesday, Oct. 8. For
more information or to make reservations call the Murray State
Alumni Affairs Office, (502)
762-3737 or (502) 762-3023.
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Alumni Homecoming
Breakfast
Saturday, Oct. 12th
at 8 a.m.
Murray Middle School
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Come eat and visit
with old friends and watch
the parade from the front lawn.
For Reservations
Call (502)762-3817
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All MSU alumni
urged to contact
alumni office
All Murray State University
alumni, whether graduates or
former students, who have
served in any branch of the military service are asked to contact
the MSU Office of Alumni
Affairs for information about
participating in the StarSpangled Homecoming Oct. 12.
"Murray State is planning a
much-deserved tribute to veterans and current service members
and reservists," Alumni Affairs
Director Donna Herndon said.
"The 9:30 a.m. Homecoming
Parade and the half-time show
at the game between the Racers
and the University of
Tennessee-Martin will honor
these members of our Armed
Forces."
Alumni can call (502)
762-33267 or (502) 762-3023.
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Individuals urged
to apply for MSU
parade Oct. 12
Any interested individuals
wanting to participate in the
1991 MSU Homecoming Parade
on Oct. 12 must fill out an
application by Monday, Oct. 7,
according to university officials.
The applications can be
picked up at the Student Government Association Office
located on the first floor of the
Curtis Center at MSU.
Only those with approved
applications can participate in
the parade.
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Stand Out In The Crowd
Homecoming '91
20% OFF

University Plaza

753-0100
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How You Like Pizza At Home.

Domino's Pizza Delivers!
CALL NOW 753-9844

Org

Recent winners of the Distinguished Achievement Award from the
College of Business and Public Affairs (top, left) have included
Michael Peek, David Alexander and Robert Burton. Murray State
alumni and friends are encouraged to attend a reception at Oakhurst (above) after the Homecoming game.

Large One Topping Pizza

6.95

Additional Toppings Extra

How You like PIZ= Ai Home.

Expires Oct. 27, 1991

Free
Charm
WITH ANY DIAMOND COLLECTION
CLASS RING PURCHASE

Pizza will be available at Murray State
Homecoming Concession

Pepperoni
Sausage
Olives
Ham
Onions
Anchovies
Banana Peppers

Mushrooms
Ground Beef
Green Peppers
Extra Cheese
Pineapple
Bacon
Garlic Butter
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salaa tax where applic.able. Delivery areas lifted to ensure sale driving. Our drivers carry less
than $2000 Our drivers are not penalized for late deliveries.
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charm PM with the
purchase of any
Diamond Collection
ring.

01,113 ENDS NOV. 30, 1991.
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'Tent City' Murray's newest Homecoming tradition
Tent City has become a new
Homecoming tradition at Murray
State University.
Three years ago the number of
alumni attending the traditional
alumni smorgasbord outgrew the
Curris Center and the MSU Alumni
Association tried something new —
a Tent City Homecoming Festival
and Reunion in the grassy area
adjacent to the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot. The idea was an
instant hit and last year more than
2,000 alumni and friends visited 12
tents renewing friendships, meeting
new friends, eating good food and
enjoying the Alumni Dixieland AllStar Band and the Racer Band.
This year, 13 tents will be
erected for Homecoming festivities
Saturday, Oct. 12, from 11 a.m. to
2:30 p.m.
The Tent City Festival will feature tents from each of Murray
State's six colleges — business and
public affairs, education, fine arts
and communication, humanistic
studies, industry and technology
and science.
Additional tents will be sponsored by the MSU Center for Continuing Education and Academic
Outreach; Athletics Office; Black
Alumni Reunion; MSU Bookstore;
Student Alumni Association; Sigma
Chi fraternity; and Alumni Affairs/
School Relations. Alumni should

register at the alumni affairs/school
relations tent. They will be asked
to note their name, class year and
Greek affiliation, if any. Colored
dots will be affixed to the tags to
denote the college affiliation.
"The purpose of Tent City is to
give everyone a chance to get
together," said Donna Herndon,
director of Alumni Affairs at MSU.
"There really wasn't a good place
for people to gather and see other
alumni and friends. The Curris
Center was too small, so we chose
the stadium area for our activities."
The 13 tents will be arranged in
the shape of a horseshoe with the

Various student groups will be
selling, and in some cases, giving
away food. Additionally, six food
vendors will be on hand, including
Ccuntry Crossroads with catfish,
Debbie's Catering with smoked
turkey and ham & biscuits, Domino's Pizza, T.J.'s Barbecue, Kentucky Fried Chicken and Bordertown Mexican Specialties.
The College of Humanistic Studies will again offer authentic brat-

largest tent at the middle of the two
ends designated for Alumni Affairs
and School Relations.
Friends of Oakhurst will be set
up in the Alumni/School Relations
tent. The group, established
through the MSU Foundation, is
dedicated to the preservation of
Oakhurst, the official residence of
Murray State presidents since
1936. Items made from the Murray
plaid will be on sale.
In addition to providing MSU
alumni a place to renew friendships, Tent City has become known
for its eclectic mix of food. No
matter what your tastes, there's
bound to be something to your
liking.

Organizers gearing up for one of
largest parades in school's history
Organizers of this year's Homecoming Parade at Murray State
University are gearing up for one
of the largest parades in the
school's history.
A Homecoming tradition at Mnrray State, the parade is one of the
major events of Homecoming day,
Saturday, Oct. 12. Using the theme
of the 1991 Homecoming celebration, "A Star-Spangled Homecoming," the parade gets underway at

9:30 a.m.
Four Persian Gulf War veterans
representing each branch of the
military will serve as parade grand
marshals
Fourteen marching bands will be
featured in the parade, five more
than last year, according to Allison
Carr, Student Government Association Homecoming chairman. Performing will be bands from Fulton
(Coned on page 27)

wurst and kraut.
Soft drinks, coffee, chips, hot
dogs and ice cream will also be
available throughout Tent City.
Some departments and organizations will be selling food and other
items to raise money, while others
will be giving away calendars,
pens, fans, apples, balloons, coffee.
popcorn and cotton candy.
The University Bookstore will
have a supply of MSU items for

Football
Mums

sale in its tent.
In conjunction with Tent City,
the Student Alumni Association
will sponsor a Kiddie Corral,
where parents can leave young
children while they visit with other
alumni. Games and other supervised activities are planned for
youngsters.
•
Visitors to Tent City will be
entertained by the Alumni All-Star
Dixieland Band.

\ Don't Be
Left on the
Sidelines
Place Your
Order Early

—COMPARE OUR PRICES—

Homecoming Corsages

Limited
Quantities
—Home Grown Mums—

Large Selection of
items to decorate with
From,:
• Lights
• Garlands

• Bells
• Musicals

• Glitter
& Much, Much More!

Shirley Florist
Garden Center
Mon.-Sat. 8-5
753-3251
500 N. 4th
VISA and MasterCard Accepted

MSU Homecoming Parade

LIVE

on Murray
Cablevision
Don't Miss the Excitement!

Saturday, Oct. 12th
9:30 a.m. • Channel 34
ReBroadcast
Mlle:

Monday, Oct. 14th, 4 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 15th, 6 p.m.
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Ti

HOMECOMING STAR-SPANGLED HONORARIES
VIETNAM
Mike Hamilton
A 1970 physical education/social
work graduate currently associate
director of the VA Medical Center
in Dallas, Texas; received the
Bronze Star in Vietnam; organized
first Black Alumni Reunion at
MSU in 1989, chairs the MSU
Alumni Association Black Advisory Committee which is coordinating Black Reunion in conjunction
with Homecoming.
Robert Lee
A 1966 physical education graduate and Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity member currently owner of Holland Motors; served four years in
the Marines and worked 17 years
in textbook -publishing company
D.C. Heath, becoming southeastern
sales director in Atlanta.
Bill Wilder
A 1974 nursing graduate currently chief of the Nurse Utilization
Branch (AFMPC) at Randolph
AFB, Texas; received Air Force
Meritorous Service Medal, Air
Force Commendation Medal; met
wife, Barbara, at MSU in nursing
program.

Barbara Wilder
A 1975 nursing graduate currently serving as senior pediatric nurse
practitioner at the USAF Clinic
Kelly, Kelly AFB, Texas; served in
Vietnam in the Navy, transferred to
Air Force; met husband in MSU
nursing program.
Mike Cherry
A 1966 history graduate and Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity president
currently serving as chief of public
information, NATO, Supreme
Allied Command, Norfolk, Va.;
served as public affairs officer,
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; Senior
Course, Naval War College; 6th
Fleet Public Affairs Officer, USS
Belknap, Gaeta, Italy; Legion of
Merit, Meritorious Service Medal,
Navy Commendation Medal, Navy
Achievement Medal.

RANGERS
Lance Booth III
A 1970 speech/history graduate
and ROTC member currently serving as colonel USA Special Forces,
enrolled at Army War College;
recently returned from Thailand;
has spent time recently in Vietnam

looking for buddies who were
MIA; found grave of one; son of
former professor of military science Lance Booth II; here for
Homecoming Ranger reunion.

KOREAN
CONFLICT
Richard Coleman
A 1959 business administration
graduate and member of the business Club. Thoroughbred baseball
team, Vets Club and "M" Club currently serving as restaurant owner;
voted 8 years best fried chicken in
northwest Arkansas salesmanager
for AAA — 15 years; hopes to
pitch in,Old Timers' Game during
Homecoming.
Dr. Jim Lance
A 1959 physical education graduate, co-captain of the Racer football team and Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity member currently teaching at University of Florida; served
as an Underwater Demolition Team
(forerunner of Navy Seals) in
Korea.
John Weems
A 1940 agriculture graduate and
member of the ag club currently
retired after 23 years in Air Force.
Kermit Holland
A 1940 agriculture graduate,
"M" Club, Ag Club, Geography
Club and International Relations
Club member as well as athletic
trainer in '37-'38 and member of
the boxing team in '39-'40 and
baseball team; achieved rank of
colonel in 31-year military career;
served 25 years as foreman of the
Carroll County grand jury where he
still may be foreman.

SPECIAL
SAA UNIT
Dr. Wallace Baggett
A 1954 graduate and member
of Traer Team, "M" Club currently serving as school social
worker and counselor at Metro
Nashville Schools; started division of social work at Murray
State in 1970; served as its director for 16 years, retiring in 1986
as a full professor; all seven of
his brothers served in the Marines, six are MSU alumni and
plan to attend Homecoming.
Tom Baggett
A 1951 industrial arts graduate
currently retired; taught 28 years
in junior high in Poplar Bluff,
Mo. and five years in junior high
in Bogard, Mo.; also taught in
Murphysboro, Ill.
Bill Baggett
A 1950 chemistry and math
graduate and member of the
Track Team currently a retired
chemical consultant; served as
senior development chemist for
Atochem North America, Inc. for
over 40 years; presented paper to
American Chemical Socity national conference in Boston on spectrochemical analysis of vanadium
in alkali brine; patent issued in
1990 - removal of unsaturated
carbon compounds from 1,
1-dichlor- I -fluro ethane.
Bob Baggett
A 1985 graduate currently
working full time in master's
program; currently serving as
probation officer and teacher with
UK program at Hopkinsville

L. to R.: Krystal Woods, Anne Paul, Hanna Shapla
Debbie
Shapla,
Owner
Pam
Woods
Sue
Sammons

Open
Mon.Sat.

WE USE AND RECOMMEND

PAUL mrra-ELL
SALON HAIRCARE PRODUCTS

Downtown - 753-3882

Brocato

Community College; served in
Korea and Vietnam.
Frank Baggett
A business major in the class
of 1975, working full time while
in night school; currently serving
as electrical supervisor for
Martin-Marietta; has completed
34 years there.
John Paul Baggett
A 1959 business administration
major and member of the Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity and Vets
Club currently serving as social
worker at VA Medical Center for
the past 25 years.

Mi

By CN
Murray

WORLD WAR II
Greg "Tex" Beale
A 1940 physical education graduate and retired history teacher;
played football at MSU for four
years and known as an outstanding
passer; a survivor (wounded) of
Pearl Harbor; flew 60 missions
over China during World War II.
Dr. Forrest Pogue
A 1931 history graduate, now a
reknowned author and retired educator; 1964 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus; presented Association of
the United State Army Award for
Distinguished Service; Bronze Star,
OAK Award recipient (1987) for
Commonwealth of Kentucky;
awards for writing; foremost World
War II historian; accompanied
troops during D-Day invasion of
Normandy; his four-volume biography of Gen. George C. Marshall,
completed in 1987, took more than
30 years to research and write;
donated seven tons of research,
books, and memorabilia to Murray
State (now housed in Pogue
Library).
Grover Davis Jr.
A 1940 history/political science
graduate and a retired Nashville,
Tenn. city inspector, devotes time
to gardening and Civil War
research; served with U.S. Coast
Guard in South Pacific during
World War II.
Howard Reeves
A 1974 earth science graduate
(geography minor); retired; survived Pearl Harbor; a nontraditional student who attended
and graduated from MSU almost
three decades after World War 11;
now an avid runner, member of the
Marshall County running club and
travels extensively to compete in
road races.
Woodrow "Pedro" Simmons
A 1935 physical education graduate, now retired; a former Racer
football player who won Honorable
Mention All-S.I.A.A. as an end and
All-S.I.A.A. honors as a guard;
won the Distinguished Service
Medal, the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion of Merit,
the Distinguished Flying Cross, the
Bronze Star and the Meritorious
Service Medal during career in
Marines during World War 11._
(Cont'd on page IX)
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Town and gown
Murray businesses scramble each year for Homecoming
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

Area merchants usually plan on
increased business during Murray
State's Homecoming weekend, but
they are not the only ones who
make special preparations for the
arrival of many extra guests into
the city.
Wendle Jeralds, manager of
Judy's of Murray, a local florist,
said they usually sell about 25
mums for MSU's Homecoming.
"Murray State brings an increase
of about five percent. They usually
get the basic mum. Most (orders)
come from girls that are from the
South because they know more
about it. In Illinois, it's not a big
thing," he said.
Jeralds said after orders are
taken for mums, the accessories are
attached the night before Homecoming. The fresh mum is then
added the next morning.
He said although some spend up
• to $50, more basic Mums are much
cheapter, depending on the
accessories.
"The backing, ribbons and trim
makes the difference. The standard
one has eight streamers and is 20
inches is length surrounded by four
points which are the colors of the
school, or blue and gold for MSU,"
Jeralds said.
Carolyn Cunningham, manager
of Cherry Branch, a local clothing
store, said Homecoming is also a

popular time for girls to look for
clothes.
"Probably more so than any
time, girls will look for outfits. I
guess half that come through end
up purchasing something," she
said.

NMI
moor 4,

Cunningham said most shoppers
are interested in something that can
be worn many times during the
year.
"Usually, unless it's for a specific dance, (girls look for) casual
wear that will match a bunch of
other things so they can get more
wear, like sweaters and casual
pants, but we also have them look
for party dresses and other things,"
she said.
Cunningham estimated that most
spend anywhere from $100 to
$200.
"It's hard to get much for any
less," she said.
Cunningham said they try to
build on suits and dresses when
ordering for this time of year and
that they also try to pick fabrics
that will be appropriate for the
weather.
Ron Satin, owner of Sirloin
Stockade, said his business always
picks up, but that the game's time
is also a factor.
"It probably increases 15 to 20
percent, but I've never run a percentage. It works better in the
evening because we don't serve
breakfast," he said.
Rick Burgess, owner of Murray
Home and Auto, said many people
will come into his store just to
check his selection.
"Most just look while there are
in town. Some do buy something,
and a lot are just looking around,"
he said.
Burgess said he doesn't have any
way to judge how much his sales
increases because he never keeps
figures for that weekend.
Ruthie Lamb, owner of Ruthie's
University BP, said her business
does not usually pick up as much

*\11.111
* Nom

as she would like.
"I always think I'll get busier,
but I don't, although I might this
year."
Lamb said she mainly concentrates on local customers and some
college students because they come
in more consistently. She also said
it helps her more if the game is
held at night.
"It would help me because they
would get gas before the game,"
she said.
Local police agencies also have
to make special arrangements for

have extra people on duty during
the game and at special functions
throughout the weekend.
"We're going to have most of
our people on duty to deal with

the temporary increase in traffic.
Murray Police Department's Major
George King said they concentrate
mainly on the parade and traffic
before and after the game.
"We're going to be covered up
with traffic. Because the parade is
that morning, we'll have people
from all over and it becomes a
problem in town," he said. /
King said the department will
have a couple of extra officers to
deal with the parade that morning
and they will assign two officers to
help control the traffic on 12th
Street before and after the game.
Joe Green, associate director of
Murray State's public safety
department, said they will also

traffic during alumni functions and
assist with the Homecoming parade
and around Stewart Stadium during
and after the game." he said.

AT
YOUR
SIGHTS
ON
GOOD VISION
Offering Same Day Service On Most Single Vision Lenses
-Eyeglass Repairs -Contact Lenses
-Fashion Eyewear -Contact Lens Fitting

Quality Frames at Reasonable Prices

Summers fafitical
Olympic Plaza

753-7063

Co NW
URBAN SPORT
Sophisncated in the city, relaa,ed in the iountry
home wherever it travels

tuai 1hi, that', at

* WELCOME *
RACER FANS!
Enjoy your visit
back to Murray!

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.

hoe

Keith York, Kelvin York
and James Coleman

=111

W

713 S. 4th St.
753-6800
*

hack

Monday-Saturday 9:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza 7594795
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Homecoming Special! 4 Br,
Gatesboro home in excellent condition, just reduced to

$105,000
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From One Home Tea

Stop by the morning of the parade t4
your free flag in support of th
Star Spangled Homecoming

Call the Home Team to see this
3 Br, 2'/2 B, Canterbury home Like new condition. Just reduced
to
$110,000

Earleene Woods

Donna Cathey

Historical 3 Br, 2 B, revovated
country home- Call 753-1222 to
see. Only
Mary Jane Roberson

Lindy Suiter

711 Ma n St.
753- 22

Contact the Home Team about
this charming 3 Br., home on
Main Street. Just reduced to

$65,000
Kathy Kopperud

Amos McCarty

Bill Kopperud
Broker

Gain Yardage
Homecoming Special! Attractive 3 Br, ranch home on Loch
Lomand.

711 Main St.

KOPPERU

Ther

9
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Team To Another!

Call the Home Team to see this
like new 3 BR brick near Miller
Golf Course.

'55 000

morning of the parade to get
free flag in support of the
r Spangled Homecoming

2 Br, cottage near university
Phone 753-1222 to see.

s20's

Ii

Ellen Jones
Secretary

Janet

Housden

Contact the Home Team abou
this 4 BR. 21/2 B. near Nturra
High School.

s90's
Phyllis Huggins

1 Main St.
753-422

Joan Vaughan

Homecoming Special! Spacio
home near Lynn Grove - Jus
reduced

Theresa Knight

Frankie McNutt

Warren Shropshire

With Kopperuct!
Call the Home Team to see
country home. Bargain Price.
Br, 2 B, new central H & A

*46,250

REAL

753-1222
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CONNIE SMITH
GYMNASTICS
"Twice the attention; Twice the Results"
Pre-school, Beginners, Intermediate,
Advanced ,Cheerleading, Tumbling and
Competing

Ages 3 & Up

753-6705

Trained in USGF, AAU, UCA & NCA

FA LI.=LI*
EVERYTHING
YOU LOVE
c
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The annualHomecoming Golf Tournament will be held at the Miller Memorial Golf Course. Participants in the past included: Ron Hoffman '68, Greg Latto '84 and George Long '68.

FASHION SHOW
Saturday, Oct. 5
10:00 a.m.
Refreshments will be served

Athletes can enjoy festivities

DRAW FOR DISCOUNTS
& DOOR PRIZES
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Athletes of all ages will be able
to participate in the 1991 "StarSpangled" Homecoming celebration at Murray State University
Oct. 10-12.
Three athletic events are Among
the first events of Homecoming
weekend at MSU. Athletes can

compete in tennis and golf tournaments as well as a 3.1 mile race.
Activities begin Friday, Oct. 11,
with the 22nd annual Homecoming
Golf Tournament at the Frances E.
Miller Golf Course. Tee times will
be at 8 a.m. and 1 p.m. with a shotgun start.

Golfers may register in one of
four categories: all men, all
women, seniors and mixed teams.
The tournament will consist of a
three-man scramble with six players on each hole. Winning teams in
(Cont'd on page 24)

, iiingsty
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We welcome MSU Alumni,
parents and other guests to Murray
for Homecoming 1991.
Visit us for any of your rental or supply needs.
We have a fantastic selection of videos from which to choose.
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Alethea Camp to enjoy
red carpet treatment
as sweepstakes winner
The Murray State University
Alumni Association will roll out
the red carpet Oct. 11-12 for
Alethea Taylor Camp of Alexandria, Va., winner of the association's
Homecoming sweepstakes.
Alumni who joined or renewed
their membership in the MSU
Alumni Association by Sept. 10, as
well as current members of the
association, were eligible for the
second annual Homecoming
sweepstakes which was designed as
an incentive to encourage and
reward membership in the
association.
Ms. Camp will be the honored
guest of MSU President and Mrs.
Ronald J. Kurth in the president's
box at the Homecoming game
Saturday, Oct. 12. She will also
receive free lodging Friday and
Saturday at MSU's Curris Center,
will receive a free round trip airfare; will receive free meals from
Shoney's Restaurant, Seafood
Express, Martha's Restaurant, all
of Murray, the Brass Lantern of
Aurora and Tent City on Homecoming Day; and will receive flow-
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JCPENNEY DAYS SALE
SHOP FRIDAY & SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 4TH & 5TH

ers from The Flower Basket.
A native of Pryorsburg, located
near Mayfield, she graduated from
Murray State in 1961 with a degree
in mathematics and minors in chemistry and music. She earned a
master's degree in rehabilitation
counseling from Southern Illinois
University in 1975.
She is employed as a correctional program specialist with the
National Institute of Corrections in
Washington, D.C., on loan from
the Illinois State Department of
Corrections. Prior to this job, she
was warden at Graham Correction
Center in Hillsboro, Ill., a 1,250
bed facility for male offenders.
Ms. Camp is looking forward to
seeing Murray State. "I want to see
how the campus looks, especially
the library and the Curris Center. I
haven't been back in the last 15
years," she said.
During her visit, M. Camp will
make presentations for the criminal
justice classes at Murray State. "I
feel that I have been given so
much. I would like to give something back," she said.

FOR WOMEN

FOR MEN
ALL SUITED SEPARATES ON
SALE FOR MEN

ALE 109.99

PARTY CATERING MENU
We're ready to help you spice up your next party, meeting, or
picnic with our famous Creole Fried Chicken, Buttermilk
Biscuits made from scratch, and a choice of great side orders.
Let us save you time and money!

TOWNCRAFT - 2-PC. SUITED SEPARATES

25% OFF
20% OFF

NOW 139.99

HAGGAR 2-PC. SUITED SEPARATES
Now 97.99. f-4,,,h4,1,
Now $42

ALL CAREER SWEATERS. S20 & UP. FOR JUNIORS.
MISSES. PETITES & WOMEN

ALFRED DUNNER - COLLECTION

5^g•e treasteu soalcoat

Sale 74 99
Sale 535 •••

25% OFF

FLEECE SEPARATES

.

MENU PLANNING GUIDE...
Customize your party menu with this Planning Guide to determine
the right amount of food for the right number of people. There's no
guess work or leftovers

49.99 MEN S DRESS SHOES
FROM STACY ADAMS- & TOWNCRAFT -

YOUR CHOICE

By the Piece CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN (MIXED)
2 pieces per person X
(People)
(Pieces)
By the Dozen BUTTERMILK BISCUITS OR DINNER ROLLS
1.5 Biscuits per person X
=
+ 12 =
(People)
(Rolls)
(Dozens)
By the Dozen
CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN NUGGETS
5 per Person X
=
4- 12 =
(People) (Nuggets)
(Dozens)
By the Pint COLE SLAW, POTATO SALAD, MACARONI
SALAD, or BAKED BEANS
(4 oz. Serving per Person)
4 servings per pint
(People)
(Pints)
By the Pint CREOLE RICE
(4 oz. Serving per Person)
+ 4 servings per pint =
(Rice)
(Pints)
By the Dozen CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS
=
6 per Person X
+ 12 =
(People)
(Livers)
(Dozens)

Call 24 hours In advance and
we'll give you the best price for
the best chicken In town.
Delivery also available.

4TH & CHESTNUT
753-8575
OPEN 24 HOURS
We

NOW 17.99 & 19.99

CASUAL JACKETS AND COATS

25% OFF

ALL 417 & HENNESSY' DRESS SKRTS
FROM VAN HEUSEN'

ALL'.

L HA%,

SVAL

ALL STAFFORD UNDERWEAR

30% OFF

NOW ON SALE

ALL LADIES' BELTS

SAVE ON

30% OFF

ALL ST JOHN'S BAY'
SPORT COLLECTION FOR MEN

LADIES' ALL LEATHER GLOVES

%

TO 25% OFF ALL USA OLYMPIC BRAND
ATHLETIC APPAREL & FOOTWEAR
Sale 11.99'53
a. OSC

Tr"

'-' "SA 0.1'Ty• 8,aro eere

rgrl

1991 JCPenn,, COTAWIA

FOOD MART

25% TO 33% OFF

Salon Hours
Store Hours
Mon Tues Wed 10-8
Tnurs & Fri 98 Mon Sat 10-9
Sat 98, Sun 15 Sun 12 30 5 30

•' • ;.` v.!

25% OFF
ALL MISSES' KNIT SLEEPWEAR
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Par

Parade Honoraries...
(Cont'd from page 12)

Division Chemical Officer of the
101st Airborne; a master parachutists who served in Grenada and the
Persian Gulf; member of Alpha
Tau Omega, Tri Beta and Biology
Club while at MSU.

OTHER
CONFLICTS
William "Jay" Mather
A 1990 occupational safety and
health graduate; served with the
U.S. Army in Grenada.
Jim Stutler
A 1986 engineering physics graduate and ROTC student now
employed in construction; served
with U.S. Army in Panama; returning to college to get master's
degree in English.
David Noell
A 1971 biology graduate now

CAREER
SERVICE
Bobby Brashears
A 1956 business education graduate, now a retired graduate
general of the U.S. Army; spent 35
years in the Army and holds highest Army rank of any Murray State
graduate; awarded the Distinguished • Service Medal, Defense

Superior Service Medal, Legion of
Merit, Distinguished Flying Cross,
Bronze Star, Meritorious Service
Medal; 1985 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus; member of Business
Club, Delta Alpha, and Scabbard &
Blade at MSU; was junior class
president and Distinguished Military Student.
Mary "Mao" Marsh
A 1951 voice/piano graduate,
now a retired brigadier general of
the U.S. Air Force and involved
with city government in Schertz,
Texas; first Air Force woman
assigned as adviser to Vietnamese
Air Force; awarded Bronze Star,
Defense Meritorious Service Medal; 1976 graduate of National War

ovA

—

For Homecoming
D.K. Kelley is large enough
to have the best selections,
but personal enough to give
you the service you want.
This is one way we make
shopping fun!
With Purchase of Homecoming Outfit

Accessories 1/2 Price

gar(

Sizes 2-16
University Square
Hwy. 641 N.

Pictured are Laurie Rollins,
Kathie Pierce and Janet Wallis.

College; 1985 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus; member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma sorority, band, Sigma Alpha
Iota, Campus Lights, and was drum
graduate for the Murray State
marching band.
John Hudson
A 1971 business administration/
management graduate now a retired
lieutenant general of the U.S. Marine Corps; originally entered MSU
in 1951 but left to enroll in Naval
Aviation Cadet program, returned
to MSU in 1970 to graduate in
1971; MSU Distinguished Alumnus
in 1985; awarded Distinguished
Flying Cross, Bronze Star,
Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry, Air
Medal; flew U-2 missions while in
service; will be unable to attend
Homecoming festivities due to
wife, Zetta, awaiting heart
transplant.

Rick Grant

RESERVISTS
Lindsay Freeman
A 1959 graduate with area in
business administration now owner
of Freeman's Furs in Hopkinsville
and Division Commander, 100th
Training Division; earned rank of
brigadier general in U.S. Army
Reserves; awarded USAR Legion
of Merit; was ROTC member and
Distinguished Military Graduate at
MSU.
Bill Morgan
A 1950 commerce graduate and
now vice president of Morgan Trevathan & Gunn; earned rank of brigadier general in U.S. Air Force
Reserves; 1982 MSU Distinguished
Alumnus; awarded Legion of Merit, Air Force Commendation medal,
Reserve Association Air Section's
National Individual Achievement
Award; former president of MSU
Board of Regents; former MSU
Alumni Association president; a i
third-generation Murray State
graduate.
Ruth Cole
A 1943 nursing graduate who

NAV',
PI

A 1963 history/political science
graduate who is now Executive
Director of Millington Industrial
Development Board; captain in
U.S. Navy; commanded Naval Air
Station in Memphis from June
1987-July 1989 (Dr. Kurth also
commanded there previously); (Cont'd on page 19)
member of Pi Kappa Alpha and
NOTE:
Clark Hall Council; former Thor- EDITOR'S
Although Murray State
oughbred baseball standout who
plans to play in Old Timers' Base- alumni will gather Oct. 12
ball Game during Homecoming.
for Homecoming to honor
James G. Glasgow
graduates who have served
A 1956 chemistry and math gra- their country, recognition
duate now retired captain after
26-year Coast Guard career; chief must be given to those indidirector of Coast Guard Auxiliary viduals who cannot attend
at retirement in Washington, D.C.; the annual event because of
stationed in Alaska, Hawaii, St. their ultimate sacrifice:
Petersburg, R, North Carolina, they gave their lives for
twice in D.C., and SL Louis; served freedom. It is impossible,
in Vietnam flying C-130s out of due to space limitations, to
Hawaii; spent first 16 years of service flying search and rescue mis- list all of those MSU alumni
sions; involved in Campus Lights, who died while in the
president of Sailing Club while at armed services during our
MSU.
country's conflicts, but they

Welcome Racer Fans!
Homecoming is always a special time to visit with old friends, make new friends and
reminisce about the "good ol' days." Some of our fondest memories are those spent at
our alma mater.
We would like to take this time to welcome all alumni back to Murray and wish the
Racers "Good Luck" against Tennessee-Martin.

Murray Electric System
401 Olive St., Murray
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MSU.

must be remembered and
cherished forever.
• • • •
The Murray Ledger &
Times would like to thank
Joe Hedges, Barry Johnson
and the entire staff of the
MSU information services
department for assistance
with this special section.
Johnson provided most of
the photos in this section
while Hedges and his staff
provided most of the
stories.
Thanks goes also to the
MSU sports information
department and the StuGovernment
dent
Association.
A very special thanks
goes out to Donna Herndon
of the Alumni Association
who made this all possible.
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(Cont'd from page 18)
attended Murray State for two
years (left to get nursing degree
which was unavailable at MSU at
the time) and now retired; earned
rank of captain in U.S. Navy; after
naval career, returned to establish
MSU nursing program and was
chairman of the Nursing Department; Ruth Cole Auditorium in
Mason Hall and Ruth Cole Nursing
Scholarship established in her honor; recently received 50-year pin
for Red Cross service.
Roger Schoenfeldt
A 1968 business administration
graduate; now professor of management at Murray State; served in
U.S. Marine Corps Reserves;
involved in Beta Gamma Sigma,
Sigma Tau Epsilon, Beta Gamma
Sigma, Sigma Iota Epsilon, Alpha
Kappa Psi and Phi Delta Theta at
MSU.

Corps, where he earned rank of
captain; served one year in Korea
and two years in Vietnam.
Steven Levandoski
A 1942 health/physical education
graduate now retired Air Force
lieutenant colonel; served 22 years
in Air Force, seeing duty in World
War II (34 combat missions in

AIR

NAVY TRAINING
PROGRAM

Reebok

Jack Belote
A 1941 biology graduate and
member of the Physics Club, BioMed Club; Chemistry Club and
Bon-Ton Club; retired retail furniture and applicance store owner;
served five years in the Navy; the
Navy Training program, in which
Jack served as faculty, kept Murray
State open during WWII.
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INTERCONFLICT/
OTHER SERVICE
A.D. Pollock
A 1959 biology and chemistry
graduate now superintendent of
Christian Heritage Schools in San
Antonio, Texas; earned rank of
Colonel in U.S. Army; former dean
of Medical Field Service School
and commander of Academy Brigade at Academy of Health Services, in Fort Sam Houston, Texas;
awarded Legion of Merit and
Bronze Star; member of ROTC and
Distinguished Military Graduate at
MSU; was MSU Cadet Colonel and
Brigade Commander.
Steve Blivin
A 1986 engineering physics graduate currently Recruiting Command's Officer in charge of Northeast Nuclear Programs; lieutenant
in U.S. Navy; U.S. Navy Nuclear
Engineer and Submarine Officer;
awarded Navy Achievement medal;
completed submarine qualification
in nine months (received Gold,Dolphins); member of Sigma Chi at
Murray State and summa cum
laude graduate, named Who's Who
Among American Universities and
Colleges; now interested in
cycling, scuba diving and underwater photography.
Karl Wuest
A 1983 general business administration graduate now adjunct
instructor, Management and Marketing, at Murray State; retired after
28 years of service in U.S. Marine
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southwest Pacific) and Korea (500
hours of combat support missions);
was quality control manager of
Spartan Southwest electronics firm,
Air Force JROTC aerospace
instructor in Ounce, Illinois; a former Racer football player and
member of "M" Club (boxing,
track and intramural sports).
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Levandoski is now a member of the Damage Control Assistant in engiWheel Chair Association and com- neering department on 270-ft. cutpetes in National Veterans Wheel ter; a prior enlisted person who was
Chair Games, where he participates assigned to and completed Officer
in field events, swimming. archery, Candidate School at Yorktown,
and bowling; does volunteer work Va.; joined Coast Guard because of
at North Chicago Veterans Hospital humanitarian service opportunities.
and Senior Citizens.
law enforcement and search and
Judy Persall
rescue (involved with rescues of
A 1976 health/physical education Haitian and Dominican refugees);
graduate currently a lieutenant (.1G) plans to work with marine safety
in U.S. Coast Guard where she is field after current duties.

A
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2OFF
0%
All Nylon Wind Wea
Jackets & Pants
Great Selection of Mens, Womens and
Childrens Separates

1203
Chestnut
Street

DENNISON HUNT
SPORTING GOODS

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

•ONO
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RHA to hold first annual bonfire
The Residence Hall Association will sponsor a bonfire Friday. Oct. 11.
The event, which will be held at the intramural field west of the dormitory complex on campus. is set for 8 p.m.
Theme of the event is "Watch the Glory Come Alive- and everyone is
invited to attend.

;4.
Just Arrived.
Potted Mums

'3.99 sn,'5.99

Large

Hoffman's
94 East • 753-4512

Virgil Grogan (seated) welcomes an alumnus at the registration booth at Tent City during the 1990
Homecoming. Tent City, quickly becoming one of Homecoming's more popular events since it began
just a few years ago, features tents representing each of the university's departments plus music, fun
and good food before the annual Homecoming game.

Hair Design
Hwy. 641 North
The Village
759-4950

JO-AN'S
on the square • 753-9569

40

Just In Time
For Homecoming!

LADIES Dresses (Excluding Nancy Frock)

Off

Fall
Merchandise
Girl's Panties,
Socks and Tights

Mix 'n Match • Sweaters

CHILDREN'S
and TEENS

Dresses • Pants and Skirts
Sweatsuits

$3.$5.$8-$10 Racks
$1.00 pa)r

Summer Merchandise
In Our Bargain Dept.

WA

[991
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President and Mrs. Ronald Kurth welcome Hazel and James Matthai
of Murray to Oakhurst during the traditional reception after the
Hornecoming football game. This year's reception will follow the
Saturday afternoon game between the Racers and the Pacers of the
University of Tennessee-Martin. Everyone is invited.

990
4an
fun

Your leaves are beginning
to fall, come to
Murray Home & Auto
WE HAVE IT ALL!

YOU JUST CAN'T PASS UP!
2 All-You-Can Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets
Must present
coupon when
Only
ordering
Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m. *Expires 10:17/91
$599

2 All-You Can Eat Pizza
and SpaGatti Buffets

$699 Must

present
n
couponwhen
Only
ordering
Dinner 5-8:30 p.m. *Expires 10/17 91

Large 1-Topping Pizza
Original
Crust
*Must present coupon when ordering
*Expires 10/17/91

Only

$699

WELCOME ALUMNI
Stop In and See Us!
753-6656
Chestnut
Street

•Dine-In
•Pick-Up
•Free Delivery
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Welcome
Racer
Fans!
SEE US FOR

Open Mon.-Fri.
8-4:30
To Better Serve You
Our Showroom
Is Now Open
Saturday 8-Noon

Tub Enclosures
Vanity Tops • Mirrors
Shower Bases and Walls
Whirlpool Tubs
Tub and Shower Doors
Ceramic Tile
and more!

Thornton Tile
and Marble
612 South 9th

753-5719

Mums for Her...
Millionaire$ for Him

MSU Regent Tommy Sanders
and L.D. Miller (at right) ride
down Main Street as part of the
1990 MSU Homecoming Parade.
Miller (at right) served as grand
marshall of the 1990 parade.
Above, campus sororities and
fraternities are offered an opportunity to band together to show
off their creative talents during
the parade's float competition.

CCHS Beta Club to honor Herndon with flags
Fine
Chocolates
for over
75
years

The Calloway County High
School Beta-,Club will be passing
out small Ainerican flags during
the MSU Homecoming parade on
Oct. 12 in memory of Roger

Herndon.
Businesses and individuals are
being sought to be sponsors of this
effort. Checks should be made payable to the CCHS Beta Club, 2108

Truffles
Assorted Soft .Centers
We carry Russell Stover Candies!

harlie's SafeDiscount Pharmacy
A

Open: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
24 Hour Service Available
Glendale at Whitnell • 753-4175

delicious
Welcome
Alumni and
Good Luck
Racers!

homemade
sandwiches!

College Farm Road, Murray. Sponsors will be recognized for their
support of this effort.
Herndon was valedictorian of the
CCHS class of 1988 and a Beta
Club member. At the time of his
death on Aug. 2, he was in his final
year as a cadet at the United State
Military Academy at West Point.
The Beta Club hopes to raise
enough money to pay for the flags
and also to add a sizable contribution to the Roger A. Herndon
Memorial Fund in the Calloway
County Schools.
Murray State alumni who have
served in the armed forces of our
nation will be honored during the
"Star Spangled Homecoming." The
parade will begin at 9:30 a.m. on
Saturday, Oct. 12 downtown and
move down Main Street to the
MSU campus.
Small flags will enhance the
parade and the tribute being paid to
those wlit) have served.
le '.111111
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The Murray State Athletics Hall
of Fame welcomes four more members Oct. 10 with the induction of
baseball players Steve Coulson and
David Gourieux, golfer Larry Mullen and basketball player Jimmy
Young.
Hall of Fame festivities begin at
6 p.m. with a reception in the Curtis Center Ballroom on the MSU
campus followed by dinner and
induction ceremonies. Tickets are
$15 each and are available by contacting Saundra Edwards in the
Murray State athletics office by
calling (502) 762-6184.
Steve Coulson, baseball,
1972-73 — Steve Coulson is
regarded as one of the best allaround baseball players ever to
wear the Thoroughbred blue and
gold.
Coulson came to MSU from
Three Rivers Junior College with
great speed, a good throwing arm
and a strong bat. He finished his
career with a .345 batting average
(currently the seventh best ever at
MSU), nine triples, nine home
runs, 56 RBI and 17 stolen bases.
A centerfielder and third baseman,
he was selected team Most Valuable Player and All-Ohio Valley
Conference as a senior in 1973.
After his MSU career, he progressed through the New York
Yankees minor league system but
unfortunately played the same position, third base, as long-time Yankee great Graig Nettles.
"There is no doubt in my mind
that he could have played major
league ball," said MSU baseball
coach Johnny Reagan, "but the
Yankees had Nettles in those years
and they wouldn't trade Coulson.
"He had the mental outlook on
baseball that you would order from
Sears and Roebuck. His positive
outlook on baseball and life had to
be a big plus for him."
Coulson currently resides in
Hickman, Ky.
David Gourieux, baseball,
1%6-69 — To look at David Courieux's career pitching statistics, he
appears to be a flame-thrower. Second all-time at MSU with 232
strikeouts — one per inning — and
with a low hits-allowed-to-inningspitched ratio, Gourieux wasn't
necessarily born with a golden arm.
"His greatest asset was his total
command of three pitches," said
Reagan. "He was sort of a selfmade pitcher and his work chtic
was outstanding.
"He had about the best slider
that I ever coached. He was a fearless competitor, the better the team,
the better he was."
Gourieux was twice selected AllOVC — as a freshman in 1966 and
as a senior in 1969 — and was
three times named team Most Valuable Player. He led the Thoroughbreds in strikeouts in each of his
four years and three times led in
wins, innings pitched and earned
rub average.
He finished his career with a

STEVE COULSON
20-8 pitching log and a 2.25 ERA.
Only one other MSU player has
more career strikeouts and only
two have won more games. His
career ERA also stands second alltime at MSU.
Gourieux continued his baseball
career in the Atlanta Braves organization, reaching the high minors
before retiring from the sport.
Gourieux currently resides in
Paducah, Ky.
Larry Mullen, golf, 1963-64,
1966-67 — Before making a name
for himself as a leader with the
Professional Golfers' Association,
Larry Mullen was a two-time First
Team All-American at Murray
State.
Named team captain as a senior,

..t
DAVID GOURIEUX
LARRY MULLEN
Mullen is one of only two Murray
state golfers to ever attain two First
Order
Team All-America honors, selected
Early
in 1964 and 1967. He was a part of
the only two MSU teams to ever
compete in NCAA Championship
play and was Murray's best
finisher on both occasions.
(By the pound or sandwiches)
In 1964, Mullen was seventh
individually at the NCAA College
Side Dishes • Homemade Pies
Division Tournament, shooting a
REMEMBER THE
219 as Murray finished fifth at
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Springfield, Mo. In 1967, Mullen
helped Murray to its best-ever
NIGHT BUFFET
second-place NCAA finish, as he
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.
shot a 287 on his home course of
Paxton Park in Paducah, good
enough for fifth individually.
Murray
Chestnut St.
753-0045
(Cont'd on page 27)

Party Time??
We can help!!
Bar-B-Q

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers

•

Thisfall,youllseethe most

UNIVERSITY SQUARE
305 N. 12TH STREET
WE ARE MURRAY'S NEWEST
COMPUTER STORE
Not just reds,Crimson and Cabernet And
vibrant pinks like Garnet and Mulberry. In both Nail
Glaze and Color Rich Lipereme Blushing Powders,
in Mauve Blush and Cayenne And three of our sultriest eye shadows, Pearl, Deep Plum and Eggplant,
together in a collection called Allure,
Stop in soon and see our whole line of Fall
Dramatics. Because unlike nature, we aren't limited
to red, orange, yellow and a little burnt sienna

flORMAII
MERLETIC
STUDIOS
cosmE
We know how beautiful you can be
S
Bel-Air
Shopping Center
Murray. Ky.
753-6926
/0
11
4tie

WE LOOK FORWARD
TO SERVING YOU

69
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•
•

1 FREE VISIT
with purchase of
any package.
Expires Oct. 11, 1991
Limit one coupon per customer.

WOLFF SYSTEM
TANNING CENTER
Olympic Plaza 753-WOLF
•
my
,

Last year's Homecoming Tennis tournament was enjoyed by (from left) Sam Vineyard '52, Dwight
Rutledge, Steve Farmer '76 and Mel Purcell. Purcell, a former member of the men's professional circuit, was recently named assistant tennis coach at MSU.

MUM
is the word
for
Homecoming!

Athletes can enjoy...
(Cont'd from page 16)
each of the categories will receive
a $100 gift certificate from the
Miller pro shop.
Entry fee is $35 per person with
proceeds benefitting the Murray
State golf team. In order to receive
desired tee times, reservations need
to be made by Friday. Additional
information about the tournament
is available by calling the pro shop
at (502) 762-2238.
The 16th annual Homecoming
Tennis Tournament is scheduled
for 9 a.m. Friday, Oct. 11, at the
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts on
Chestnut Street. Divisions in the

110 N. 12th

contest include men's class A singles and doubles and age 50 and
over singles.
A minimum $20 entry fee per
player is required with proceeds
supporting the Murray State tennis
team. Reservations may be made
by calling MSU Tennis Coach Bennie Purcell at (502) 762-6124.
The 9th annual "Run for the
Racers," a 5K (3.1 mile) race, will
begin at 5 p.m. in front of the Carr
Health Building on the Murray
State campus. Separate categories
for men and women are: 14 and
under, 15-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50

and 50 and over.
Entry fee is $5 per runner with
an entry deadline of Oct. 11. Each
participant will receive an entry
prize. Information about the race
may be obtained by calling Brian
McDaniel in the Campus Recreation Office at (502) 762-6791.
Homecoming activities continue
Saturday, Oct. 12, with the traditional Homecoming parade at 9:30
a.m.; a tent city festival and reunion at Stewart Stadium from 11
a.m. to 2:30 p.m.; and the 2:30
p.m. football game between the
Racers and the University of Tennessee at Martin.
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CAROLYN'S CORNER is

However, since we have moved the past three years. we have
decided to carry on the tradition and have our annual
MOVING SALE!

50%

OFF STOREWIDE
20% OFF Furniture and Seasonal Items

Friday, October 4 - 6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Don't Miss Twelve Full Hours of Storewide Bargains!
SAME
12th & Olive Sts.
LOCATION!
Murray

753-9234
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DALE WILLIS
Above, 1960's coach Don Shelton holds a reunion with former MSU football players Gordon "Tennessee" Perry, Charles "Slick" Quertermous, John Hina and Bill Unyi while members of the 1940 Racer
football team (below, from left) Pete Gudeuskas, Buford Wray, Tommy Wray, Tom Johnson, Joe
Brown and Steve Levandoski reunite.
/.

753-8810
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SINCE 1924
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The Efxceptional Name In Insurance
Paducah;
444 74211
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t Mr Tuxeclo.
"Our Name Says It All"
304 E. Main St., Murray, tiy
(502) 759-4073
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JUST IN TIME FOR HOMECOMING 1991
—NEW ARRIVALS—

Jewelry and Accessories
Earrings, Necklaces, Bracelets, Scarves, Purses.
Gloves, Hats and Much More...
Direct From Pier l's Warehouse
New
Shipment
Arriving Daily

•

Pier 1 imports

University Plaza on Chestnut St.

Great Selection
Great Prices

Near the MSU Campus

5 Reasons Why You Should ,Visit Us
For All Your Wedding Needs:
• Best Selection on Display
• Personal Service
• Fast Service
• Top Quality Products
• Everday Low Prices
Over 35 Years of Formalwear Ewerience
Tuxedo Rentals begin at
"Your Formalwear Specialist"

GO RACERS!
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BREAK TIME
BILLIARDS INC.
"Murray's Newest Family Billiard Center"
Clean and Upscale Atmosphere
-Fall Leagues Now Forming
Dixieland Center
759-9303

Rand) & LuAnn Fuller
Owner
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WE ARE CRAFTY
Handcrafted Gift Items
Perfect for Any Occasion
"Many new items for Christmas"

CRAFTS GALORE
204 S. 4th St. • M.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. • 759-9806
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Toshiba Introduces
a 200% Improvement!
Now you can enlarge originals
by up to 200% with fast-paced
quality and user-friendly
performance,
Tochiba's new BD-8510
[165% to 200% Zoom Reduction & Enlargement!
D 4,0 Copies per Minute!
0 Complete Edge-to-Edge
Copying,
0 Built-in Auto Doc Feeder,
Statement, Letter, Legal,
Computer, and Ledger
Sized Copying,
[1 More than 24 Popular
Standard Features plus
optional Sorters, Auto
Duplexer, and Large
Cappcity Fuederst
Improve your business copyInc like never before,

"Ark yew isaighbors about their Toshiba"

1-800-633-7296
Inside
Kentucky
118 N. 7th St.
1-800-858-0492
Mayleid, Ky.
Outside Kentucky
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One of five finalists will be
crowned the 1991 Homecoming
Queen at Murray State University
in pre-game ceremonies Saturday
afternoon, Oct. 12, in Roy Stewart
Stadium, as part of the "StarSpangled Homecoming"
celebration.
Chosen from 41 candidates nominated by campus organizations,
the finalits are Lisha Brumbaugh, a
senior from St. Peters, Mo.; Tiffany Cooper, a senior from Louisville; Donna Jo Edwards, a senior
from Sebree, Ky.; Valarie Kirksey,
a senior from Fayetteville, Ark.;
and Monica Major, a junior from
Slaughters, Ky.
The queen will be selected by a
vote of the Murray State student
body on Wednesday, Oct. 9.
The five finalists will ride in the
Homecoming parade, scheduled at
9:30 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 12. The
new queen will be crowned in pregame ceremonies beginning at 2
p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
• A senior broadcast journalism
major and political science minor,
Miss Brumbaugh is sponsored by
Elizabeth Hall, a residence hall at
Murray State. She is the daughter

of Harold an Kathryn Brumbaugh
of St. Peters, Mo.
She serves as Miss Murray State
University 1991 and supervisor for
campus recreation. She is a member of Alpha Sigma Alpha social
sorority, Alpha Epsilon Rho
national broadcasting society and
MSU TV-II news staff. She is the
public address announced for the
MSU Racer volleyball team and
varisty softball coach for the Murray High School team.
A Dean's List student, she was
named Miss Congeniality at the
1991 Miss Kentucky USA Pageant.
She is a Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity little sister. This past summer
she was a public relations intern
with St. Louis National Baseball
Inc. She represented the United
States in Europe, Australia and
New Zealand on the St. Louis
Express Fastpitch Softball Team in
the summer of 1989 and December
1990.
• Miss Cooper, a senior theater/
dance major, is sponsored by the
Minority Advisory Council. She is
the daughter of George Cooper and
Jackie Cooper, both of Louisville.
She is a member of the Traveling
Road Company, an acting and
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Five to vie for MSU Homecoming crown
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One of these five Murray State University students will be crowned Homecoming Queen Saturday, Oct.
12 during pregame ceremonies at 2 p.m. The queen will be selected by a vote of the student body Oct. 9.
Finalists are (front, from left) Monica Major of Slaughters, Ky.; Donna Jo Edwards of Sebree, Ky.;
Lisha Brumbaugh of St. Peters, Mo.; (back, from left) Tiffany Cooper of Louisville; and Valarie Kirksey of Fayetteville, Ark.
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dancing company, MSU Dance
Company, Sock-n-Buskin Theater
Club and an aerobic instructor and
dance teacher for social dance on
campus.
She was named Best Murray
State Dancer, Best Queen Diva,
Best Student Choreographer and
People's Choice Best Dressed
Award.
• Miss Edwards, a senior elementary education major, is sponsored
by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. She
is the daughter of Donald and
Jolene Edwards of Sebree.
She serves as standards chairman
for Alpha Gamma Delta social sorority. She is a member of Gamma
Delta Phi honor society, Kappa
Delta Pi honor society, Order of
Omega and the Student Alumni
Association.
A Dean's List student, she has
been a top 10 finalist in the Miss
Murray State pageant for two
years. She has served two years as
a MSU summer orientation
counselor.
• Miss Kirksey, a senior business
administration major, is sponsored
by Delta Sigma Theta sorority. She
is the daughter of Sgt. Maj. Alonzo
and Bessie Kirksey of Fayetteville,
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he serves as president of Delta
...0ma Theta social sorority. A
Dean's List student, she is a member of the mentor program and big
brother/big sister program.
• Miss Major, a junior business
administration major, is sponsored
by Sigma Chi fraternity. She is the
daughter of Gary and Rita Major of
Slaughters.
She serves as assistant treasurer
in her social sorority. Alpha Omicron Pi. She is a member of Gamma Beta Phi and Alpha Lambda
Delta honor societies. She is a
Dean's List student.
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Services We Offer:
• Tune Ups • Balance & Rotate Tires • Starter &
Alternator Work • Transmission Filters, Seals &
Bearings • Brakes • Universal Joint Work • Fuel &
Water P
- umps • Radiator, A/C & Heater Work •
Drive Shaft • Sell Interstate Batteries • New Tires •
Full & Self-Serve Gas • Make Service Calls

WE APPRECIATE YOU...OUR LOYAL CUSTOMERS
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The Racer Band and Concert Choir/University Chorale perform their annual rendition of the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic" during the 1990 Homecoming game.
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Hall ofFame...
(Cont'd from page 23)
A former Kentucky all-state
junior golfer, Mullen won six regional tournaments in Kentucky,
Tennessee and Illinois. Mullen
continued his association with golf
after leaving MSU, joining the
PGA tour in 1968. He later served
on the national board of directors
of PGA of America and was once
the youngest pro to be elected president of a PGA section, serving as
president of the New Jersey PGA.
"I'm very proud of being associated with Larry Mullen," MSU
golf coach Raymond T. "Buddy"
Hewitt said. "I don't think there
has been anybody that I've coached
that has worked any harder to get
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(Cont'd from page 11)
High School, Murray High School,
Murray Middle School, Henderson
County North Junior High School,
Crittenden County High School,
Burns Middle School, Calloway
High School, Calloway Middle
School, Henderson County South
Junior High School, Vienna High
School, Cobden High School, Meridian High School, the Murray
State Racer Band and the 100th
Division Band from Fort Campbell.
Carr expects the number of parade entries to double from last
year's 142. Featured in the parade
will be various politicians, floats
from campus and community organizations, Scout units and clowns.
"This year's theme has drawn a lot
of attention," Carr said.
The parade will begin in downtown Murray at 9:30 a.m. and
move down Main Street, ending at
Sparks Hall on the MSU campus.
The parade will be televised live on
Murray Cablevision Channel 34.

where he wanted to be.
"His dedication to his academics
and his golf success certainly puts
him in a category of his own."
Mullen currently serves as head
professional at the Country Club of
Paducah, Ky.
Jimmy Young, basketball,
1968-71 — There is no way to
know what kind of point totals Jimmy Young would have produced
had the three-point shot been in
existence when he played basketball, but one of his former coaches
at MSU has some idea.
"If we had the three-point shot in
those days, I know he would have
averaged 30 to 35 points a game,"
said Bennie Purcell, current MSU
tennis coach but then a Racer assistant basketball coach who recruited
Young out of Montgomery County
High School in Cunningham, Tenn.
"He was the best long-range,
pure shooter that's ever been here,"

Purcell said. "He was a very hardnosed player and aggressive. He
gave 100 percent every game."
A 6-foot perimeter player who
often found himself double-teamed,
Young scored 1,128 points in his
three varsity seasons at MSU, the
15th best total at the school. A
deadly accurate shooter, he shot
48.7 percent from the field and
84.6 percent from the charity
stripe, still the school record. His
89.6 percent free throw accuracy in
1969-70 also still stands as the
MSU single-season record.
Young twice averaged better
than 16 points a game and was
twice selected All-Ohio Valley
Conference. During his career,
Murray produced a 58-20 record
and earned the school's second
NCAA Tournament appearance in
1969.
Young currently resides in
Clarksville, Tenn.

BEAUTY BOX
"The latest in cuts, colors, perms, manicures.
sculpture nails and tanning bed."
The stylist include:
•Sharon Kelso • Faye Hurt • Diane Butler
• Amy Wallis • Freda Steely • Jackie Spiceland
• Amy McKinney
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FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
.Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
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